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Preface
Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT) is the phenomenon first discovered experimentally 

in 1998 whereby periodic subwavelength apertures in thin metal films are found to have 

transmittances exceeding unity (at particular wavelengths depending on parameters). The initial 

explanation for EOT was that the phenomenon was mediated by light coupling to surface 

plasmons on the front and back sides of the film which are in turn coupled to each. The surface 

plasmon explanation for EOT has been dominant since then as it still is at the present time 

(2008). It was also recognized early on by some researchers that other surface modes apart from 

surface plasmons play a role in the anomalous transmission. It was suggested by at least one 

researcher that EOT was due to near field diffraction and that surface plasmons were not central 

to the phenomenon, though this has probably been the minority view. Other reports questioning 

the centrality of surface plasmonss to EOT have also arisen. The exact role of surface plasmons 

in EOT has therefore been an issue of controversy to this day.
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Abstract

We develop an analytical electromagnetic model of a conducting film perforated by slits with 

subwavelength slit width and periodicity. We use a plane wave expansion methodology to 

calculate the reflected and transmitted fields diffracted by the conducting grating, with the 

exception that the sub-wavelength periodicity means that the diffracted field is composed of 

non-propogating surface waves rather than plane waves. We label the non-propogating surface 

waves evanescent diffracted waves EDWs. We show how the collection of all EDWs present 

can be treated as an effective medium described by an impedance and that the reflectance and 

transmittance of a plane wave incident on the grating can be calculated as if the plane wave 

where interacting with an effective medium. We find that depending on slit depth this effective 

medium allows for transmittances of 100% even when slit width is so narrow that it is 

negligable compared to slit periodicity. Thus our analytical model reproduces the extraordinary 

optical transmission reported in the literature. We show that the EDWs on either side of the 

grating also act like mirrors coupling to a standing wave in the grating with the result that slit 

depth determines whether transmission is high or low. We find that when the effective 

permittivity of the effective medium created by the EDWs is equal to the permittivity of the 

metal film then the EDWs collectively become a surface plasmon. We also find that except for 

films with no absorption the state in which EDWs are also a surface plasmon corresponds to low 

transmittance not high transmittance and thus surface plasmons appear to hinder rather than help 

transmittance for a grating composed of slits.

We also develop an FDTD model of Maxwell's equations which reproduces the predictions of 

our analytical model.

We further develop our analytical electromagnetic model of conducting gratings to also include 

the situation in which a planar conducting lens is placed under the grating. We demonstrate that 

such a lens can create a near-field focusing effect that enables sub-wavelength imaging so that 

incident light can produce a periodic intensity pattern in a substrate with periodic feature less 

than the wavelength of the incident light. We show that this sub-wavelength imaging is possible 

with or without surface plasmons being present.
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Definition of Symbols

c = speed of light in a vacuum.

co = angular frequency of the incident plane wave (and all other fields present).

X = wavelength of a plane wave with angular frequency co when it is in free space. 

k = wavenumber of the incident plane wave.

n = where ever it occurs in this thesis n is always an integer which is greater than zero and less 

than or equal to infinity.

N = an integer, the maximum number of terms chosen to be used in a summation which

should go from n = 1 to oo but which is terminated before reaching oo when the summation 

is being calculated in a computer (due to the finite capability of a computer).

x,y,z = co-ordinates in space (z is perpendicular to the grating surface, jc is parallel to the 

grating surface and y is out of the page).

a = slit periodicity (the distance between the centers of adjacent slits).

w : slit width.

d= metal film thickness (slit depth).

£x = permittivity of the superstrate medium.

£2 = permittivity of the slit medium.

£x = permittivity of the substrate medium. 

e = permittivity of the metal film.
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rjt = impedance of the superstrate.

rj2 = impedance of the slit.

rj2 = impedance of the substrate.

T) f = impedance of the metal film.

k0 = wave number of all plane wave modes in the superstrate.

k'0 — wave number of all plane wave modes in the slit.

k"0 = wave number of ail (exponentially decaying) plane wave modes in the film.

El = electric field strength of the superstrate incident plane wave.

Elx = electric field strength of the superstrate incident plane wave in the jc direction (for normally 

incident plane wave El = Ex).

Hy = magnetic field strength of the superstrate incident plane wave (only has a component in 

they; direction).

6l = phase of the superstrate incident plane wave.

Eq = amplitude of the superstrate incident plane wave.

Ed = electric field strength of the diffracted field in the superstrate.

Ex = electric field strength of the superstrate reflected plane wave (is also the zeroth diffracted 

order of Ed and the only diffracted order of Ed to be a plane wave rather than a surface 

wave. Only has a component in the jc direction).

Hy = magnetic field strength of the superstrate reflected plane wave (only has a component in 

they; direction).

XX



Eq = amplitude of the superstrate reflected plane wave.

Gr = phase of the superstrate reflected plane wave.

Ex = electric field strength of the substrate transmitted plane wave (is also the zeroth diffracted 

order in the substrate and the only substrate diffracted order to be a plane wave rather than 

a surface wave. Only has a component in the x direction).

Hy = magnetic field strength of the substrate transmitted plane wave.

Eq = amplitude of the substrate transmitted plane wave.

0l = phase of the substrate transmitted plane wave.

Exllt+ = electric field strength of the plane wave in the slit which is travelling in the negative z.

direction (is the sum of all slit plane waves travelling in the negative z direction in the 

slit).

Hyllt+ = magnetic field strength of the plane wave in the slit which is travelling in the negative 

z direction.

EqIU+ = amplitude of Exllt+.

gsht+ — phase 0f £Sfit+

Exllt~ = electric field strength of the plane wave in the slit which is travelling in the positive z 

direction (is the sum of all slit plane waves travelling in the positive z direction).

j-[sht+ — magnetjc field strength of the plane wave in the slit which is travelling in the positive 

z direction.

EqIU~ = amplitude of

XXI



Qsut = phase of E^.ut .

Ex,lt = electric field strength of the sum of E%llt+ and EzlLt~.

Hyllt = magnetic field strength of the sum of Hylt+ and Hyllt~. 

k'z o = the wave number of plane waves in the slit.

ExW+ ~ electric field strength of the slit standing wave component which is travelling in the 

negative z direction (note positive sign because down is forward direction in model).

ExW~ ~ electric field strength of the slit standing wave component which is travelling in the 

positive z direction.

Exllt'1 — electric field strength of the “incident” plane wave in the slit (which is a plane wave in 

the slit travelling in the negative z direction, and which has magnitude equal to that of 

E^. in the superstrate).

gsht,r _ ejectrjc field strength of the “reflected” plane wave in the slit (which is a plane wave in 

the slit travelling in the positive z direction, and which has magnitude equal to that of 

E^ in the superstrate).

E[llm top = electric field strength of the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the top 

of the film (although a surface wave this is not treated as part of the EDW 

series but is considered separately. Unlike the EDWs it does not vary sinusoidally 

in the x direction).

Hyllm top = magnetic field strength of the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the top 

of the film.

Eqllm top = amplitude of the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the top of the film.

q film-top = 0f (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the top of the film.

XXII



£,/i/m hot = electric field strength of the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the 

bottom of the film).

Hyllm bot = magnetic field strength of the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the 

bottom of the film.

bot _ amp|jtucje 0f the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the bottom of the 

film.

Qfiim-bot - phase of the (exponentially decaying) plane wave mode in the bottom of the film.

kXin ~ wave number in the x direction of the two n,h surface wave modes which make up the 

n,h evanescent diffracted wave, in both the superstrate and the substrate (kx n is not a 

function of permittivity but only of slit periodicity and as such is identical in both the 

superstrate and substrate).

kz,n = wave number in the z direction of the two nh surface wave modes which make up the 

rih evanescent diffracted wave in the superstrate.

kz,n — ikz n (is real for all n > 1 as kz n is imaginary for all n > 1).

k'x m = wave number in the x direction of the two mh surface wave modes which make up

the mth evanescent diffracted wave, in both the top and bottom of the slit (kXiTn is not a 

function of permittivity but only of slit width and as such is identical in both the 

superstrate and substrate).

kz,m = wave number in the z direction of the two m'h surface wave modes which make up the

mh evanescent diffracted wave, in both the top and bottom of the slit (as both the top and 

bottom of the slit have the same permittivity and width k'z m is the same in both cases).

k'x m = wave number in the x direction of the two mlh surface wave modes which make up the 

m,h evanescent diffracted wave, in both the top and bottom of the film.

kz m = wave number in the z direction of the two m!h surface wave modes which make up the 

mh evanescent diffracted wave, in the top and bottom of the film.
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k'z"n = wave number in the z direction of the of the substrate's nih evanescent diffracted wave.

supst _ SUperstrate evanescent diffracted wave field electric field strength component in the 

jc direction (is :he sum of all evanescent diffracted wave orders from 1 to oo and 

excluding the zeroth diffracted order which is the superstrate reflected plane wave

Erx).

supst _ SLlperstrate evanescent diffracted wave field electric field strength component in the 

z direction.

supst _ superstrate evanescent diffracted wave field magnetic field strength component in 

they direction

5 lt top = top of slit evanescent diffracted wave electric field strength component in the jc 

direction (is the sum of all evanescent diffracted wave orders from 1 to oo at the 

slit top, excluding the zeroth diffracted order which is the slit plane wave Exllt+).

= relative amplitude of the n,h evanescent diffracted wave in E% supst.

= the amplitude cr tx (is a complex number so phase of bx is included

too). The amplitude of the rih evanescent diffracted wave in supst js
pd-supst ,

sht top _ 0p s|jt evanescent diffracted wave electric field strength component in the z 

direction.

slit top _ slit evanescent diffracted wave magnetic field strength component in the y

direction.

film top _ tQp tiim evanescent diffracted wave electric field strength component in the x 

direction (is the sum of all evanescent diffracted wave orders from 1 to co in the 

top of the film and excluding the zeroth diffracted order which is the film 

exponential y decaying plane wave E[llm top).
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£,d film top _ tQp fjjm evanescent diffracted wave electric field strength component in the z 

direction.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.0 Introduction to Extraordinary Optical Transmission

It has been shown by Bethe (1944) that for the case of a single hole in an infinitely thin layer of 

perfect conductor that the transmission efficiency of the hole t is related to hole radius r and the 

wavelength of the incident light X by

_\024n2 f rV
27 Uv

(i)

Thus very little light is expected to be transmitted through a single hole when the size of the 

hole is smaller than the wavelength of the incident light.

Thus when a team led by Thomas Ebbesen illuminated subwavelength holes in a glass-backed 

metal film to check the quality of the holes which had been drilled, for the purpose of being 

quantum cavities in another experiment, it was with some surprise, according to Ebbesen, that 

they “saw light transmitted with 100 per cent efficiency at a wavelength 10 times bigger than 

the diameter of the hole" Chown (1998).

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 1.1. From Ebbesen et al (1998). Zero-order transmission spectrum of a square array of holes in 
Ag array (a0 = 900 nm, = 150 nm, d= 200 nm).
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Ebbesen et al (1998) investigated the new phenomenon methodically and reported that in 

experiments using different metal films containing arrays of holes with periodicities of 500 nm, 

600 nm and 1000 nm that there are peaks in transmission at wavelengths which are greater than 

the hole diameter and periodicity, and that these peaks change markedly if the hole periodicity 

changes. In fig. 1.1 we reproduce fig. 1 from Ebbesen et al (1998) where we see that for a silver 

array with periodicity a0 of 900 nm, hole diameter w of 150 nm and film thickness d of 200 nm 

there are two transmission peaks at wavelengths noticeably greater than both w and a0.

Not only was substantial light being transmitted through holes for a case in which no or very 

little light had previously been expected to be transmitted based on extrapolating the predictions 

of Eq. 1 for a single hole to many holes, but Ebbesen et al (1998) also observed 200 per cent 

transmission when normalised to hole area. This implied that twice as much light was being 

transmitted through the holes as was directly incident upon them. This new phenomenon was 

labeled extraordinary optical transmission (EOT).

Ebbesen et al (1998) suggested that this phenomenon was due to the coupling of incident light 

to surface plasmons (SP) on the grating surface. This theory gained wide acceptance and there 

are many papers published which accept the SP explanation for EOT. These papers are 

discussed in section 1.2. Acceptance of the SP explanation for EOT has not been universal 

however, with many papers disputing it and putting forward competing theories. The main 

alternatives to the SP explanation see EOT as primarily a diffraction effect. Thus the exact 

physical mechanism behind EOT, whether it is due to SPs or diffraction, has been a point of 

contention since its initial discovery in 1998.

1.1 Introduction to Surface Plasmons on a Grating

In order to better understand why SPs have been put forward as an explanation of EOT we 

briefly recount the relevant theory of how light couples to an SP on a grating. Note that by the 

term "grating" we mean a film either fully perforated or with indentations on the surface.

A surface plasmon is a resonant oscillation of surface charge and has associated with it an 

electromagnetic field resonant surface mode. SPs occur at the interface between a material with 

negative permittivity, usually a conductor, and a material with positive permittivity, usually a 

dielectric. As a surface mode, the SP electromagnetic field intensity peaks at the 

conductor/dielectric interface and decays exponentially in strength as one moves away from the 

interface into the metal film or dielectric.
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This resonant oscillation of surface charge combined with its associated electromagnetic field is 

sometimes referred to as a surface plasmon polariton SPP (Raether, 1988). (Polaritons are quasi

particles resulting from strong coupling of electromagnetic waves with electric charge or 

magnetic dipoles.) In this thesis we follow the convention of using the term SP rather than SPP 

to refer to electromagnetic field resonant surface modes.

From classic surface plasmon theory (Raether, 1988) we know that the dispersion relation for an 

SP on a flat, infinite surface of an semi-infinitely thick metal is

£ £.m a

£ + £.

(2)

where kSP is the surface plasmon wave number, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, (oSP is the 

surface plasmon angular frequency, sm is the relative permittivity of the metal and £d is the 

relative permittivity of the dielectric.

For the conditions under which SPs occur, which are that £m < 0, £d > 1 and kSP is not 

imaginary , kSP will always be larger than the wave number k of any light in the dielectric which 

has frequency equal to a)SP. That is

coSP < kc

(3)

Therefore as the SP cannot have both the same wave-number and frequency as light in the 

dielectric this means that light in the dielectric cannot directly couple to an SP on a smooth 

metal surface.

For many metals in the near infrared the relative permittivity £m can be described by the Drude 

model, (Bohren & Huffman, 1983) given by

= 1 -
co.

co(co + iyD)

(4)

where cop is the plasma frequency and yD is the damping coefficient.

Combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 gives the result (Raether, 1988) for the asymptotic limit as kSP -> oo 

that coSP approaches, but doesn’t exceed,
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(5)

COSP ^

V1 + £d

However when a grating is present in a conductor then the grating momentum Kgrating which is 

equal to 2n divided by the period a of the grating, can add to the momentum of the light to allow 

the light present in the dielectric to couple to an SP on the grating surface (Raether, 1988), 

according to the relation

ksp — knghtsin 6ng^ + CLKgraj-ing

(6)

Note that this does not change the requirement that COsp also satisfy Eq. 5.

When the light is normal to the surface, that is when 6lighl - 0 , then we expect the wavelengths 

at which SPs occur, and hence the wavelengths XFOT at which EOT transmission peaks occur to 

be given by

XEOT

a I

n \£m+£j

where a is the grating periodicity and n is an integer.

(7)

Essentially the initial SP explanation given by Ebbesen et al (1998) sees incident light coupling 

to an SP as per Eq. 6 which then in turn couples to an SP on the other side of the fdm which in 

turn re-radiates as transmitted light.

1. 2 The Case For SP Mediation of EOT

In the paper that Ebbesen et al (1998) reported the discovery of EOT, after observing much 

higher than expected transmission through holes drilled in metal films using focused ion beams, 

they put forward the theory that SPs are responsible for mediating the EOT they had discovered.

They had observed multiple peaks in light transmission that occurred when X > a\J~£ where they 

stated that "there is no diffraction from the array nor from the individual holes." By this they 

meant that there is no diffraction into propagating or plane wave modes. Rather as they noted 

"the diffraction angle approaches 90" and the first order diffraction spots will be grazing the
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surface. Although they speculated that this 90 degree diffraction "might, in fact, enhance the 

coupling" they attributed EOT as being due primarily to SPs.

They asserted that the "two important clues relating this phenomenon to surface plasmons" 

come from two observations. The first observation is that EOT does not appear to occur in holes 

milled in Ge films which pointed "to the importance of metal film" for EOT. It should be noted 

however that EOT has since been observed in non-metallic films (e.g. Lezec & Thio, 2004). The 

other observation was the strong dependence upon the angle of the incident light relative to the 

surface of the wavelengths at which the peaks occurred. This is consistent with the fact that 

there is an angular dependence when plasmons couple to light as seen in Eq. 6. In the resulting 

photonics band diagram arising from plotting photon energy versus wave-vector component in 

the horizontal direction, band gaps were observed and attributed to "the lifting of the degeneracy 

by SPs interacting with the lattice".

Their paper concluded that their "results demonstrate the strong enhancement of transmitted 

light due to coupling of the light with the SP of the two dimensional array of the grating". For 

Ebbesen et al (1998) the only question which remained was to find a "detailed mechanism of the 

coupling between the SPs on the front and back of the film".

Schroter & Heitmann (1998a) performed numerical calculations to study the transmission 

through small periodic, sloping, slits in silver film. The slits were filled with a medium of £-2, 

while the superstrate and substrate had s =1. They reported finding qualitative agreement 

between the ID periodic slits they had studied numerically and the 2D periodic holes which 

Ebbesen et al (1998) had studied experimentally.

In their study they found that the near field just inside the metal and just above it was much 

stronger in intensity than the incoming plane wave, and was particularly strong near the corners. 

They concluded that this was evidence of surface plasmons, as surface plasmons are fields 

which are strongly concentrated at the surface. Although Ebbesen et al (1998) did not mention it 

in their paper, it should be noted that it is not just surface plasmons that have high intensity at 

the surface compared to the incident light but diffracted evanescent waves, also being surface 

waves, have high intensity at the surface and the corners as well. This will be clear when we 

look at the mathematical description of the surface wave fields present in the analytical model 

of periodic slits that will be presented in this thesis in chapter 2.

Schroter & Heitmann (1998a) asserted that "the transmission maxima are easily associated with 

surface plasmons". They produced a photonics band diagram and explained qualitatively its
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various branches as a mixture of metal-air and metal-glass SPs, as well as flat metal-air and flat 

metal-glass SPs being "backfolded into the first Brillouin zone". They also observed the effects 

of the band gap causing anti-crossing, and the effects of momentum shifting as described by Eq. 

6.

Thus the authors were in solid agreement with Ebbesen et al (1998) that EOT is caused by SPs. 

They further suggested that the coupling between SPs on either side of the film was caused by 

SPs which "'creep' up the walls of the holes and around the corners rather than scattering in the 

holes".

A similar claim that SPs on either side of the film couple by exciting standing wave surface 

plasmons in the hole was presented by Tan et al (2000), albeit in a study of periodic grooves 

rather than of fully perforated films.

Another theory to explain the coupling of SPs on either side of the film is that of Wannemacher 

(2001) who performed numerical field calculations for small holes in real metals and perfect 

conductors. He presented his results as demonstrating that for small enough holes an effective 

oscillating dipole in the hole is what effectively excites and hence couples the plasmons on 

either side of the film together.

Ghaemi et al (1998), an almost identical team to Ebbesen et al (1998), again used focused ion 

beams to drill holes through silver films and reported on the transmission. This time they 

reported "wavelength selective transmission with efficiencies 1000 times higher than that 

expected for sub-wavelength holes", although this effect was discounted in later studies by some 

team members (Lezec and Thio, 2004). Ghaemi et al (1998) asserted that not only are the 

transmittance peaks the result of the "resonant excitation of surface plasmons" but that the 

transmission minima are due to Wood's anomalies. A Wood's anomaly refers to the situation 

when at a critical angle a diffracted order will be tangential to the plane and not radiate any 

energy directly but instead contribute its energy into the allowed diffracted orders (Wood, 

1935).
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Fig. 1.2. From Ghaemi et al (1998). Zero-order transmission of Ag film at normal incidence; a = 
5600 nm, d- 200 nm and w = 150 nm. Markers indicate the wavelengths of surface plasmon modes 
(solid markers) and Wood’s anomaly (dashed markers) at the quartz and air interfaces (upper and 
lower groups, respectively).

From experimental results Ghaemi et al (1998) produced a transmission versus wavelength 

diagram on top of which they overlaid 6 wavelengths at which SPs were predicted to occur as 

well as the wavelengths at which 6 different Wood's anomalies were predicted to occur. This 

diagram of Ghaemi et al (1998) is reproduced in fig. 1.2 (d is film thickness and w is hole 

diameter). The claim was that the wavelengths at which SPs are present correspond to 

transmission maxima while the wavelengths at which Wood's anomalies occur correspond to 

transmission minima. It is this author’s opinion though that in fig. 1.2 the extremely short 

separations between the wavelengths of the SPs and the wavelengths of the Wood's anomalies, 

for all but the right most peak mean that apart from that right most peak, the connection between 

SPs predicting peaks and Wood's anomalies predicting low transmission, is not very clear cut.

Acknowledging that their previous work (Ghaemi at al., 1998) is not unequivocal evidence but 

rather "supporting evidence for the role of surface plasmons in the large transmission 

enhancement", Grupp et al. (2000) claimed that they had now in fact established, "directly and 

unequivocally" the crucial role of SPs in producing EOT. Their study on which they based this 

claim involved fabricating perforated metal films where the dielectric permittivity of the surface 

within a skin depth (20nm) is different to that of the bulk material of the film. By varying the 

bulk and surface media independently they were able to establish that only the permittivity 

within a skin depth of the film surface affects the transmission properties of the perforated film.
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That is, the bulk film material and also the material lining the hole surface do not affect the 

transmittance. As SPs are surface waves they will only be affected by the permittivity of the 

media within a skin depth of the surface, which is why it was assumed that the results point to 

SPs as mediating EOT.

It should be noted by the reader however that the diffracted evanescent waves which we 

introduce in chapter 2 of this thesis are also surface waves, and as a result they also only extend 

to within a skin depth of the perforated film. Thus in this author’s opinion the results of Grupp 

et al (2000) do not actually demonstrate the importance of SPs over other types of surface wave, 

such as diffracted evanescent waves, in producing EOT, but merely show that some type of 

surface wave is playing a critical role, be it an SP a different kind of surface wave such as a 

diffracted evanescent wave.

The "theory of extraordinary optical transmission through subwavelength hole arrays" was 

presented by Martin-Moreno et al (2001). This paper’s authors consisted of most of the 

prominent very early EOT researchers at the time, including most of the authors of Ebbesen 

(1998) and Grupp (2000). In this paper it was noted that while "the wavelengths at which some 

features appear suggest that surface plasmons are involved in the process, the physical 

mechanism for the huge enhancement has not yet been elucidated."

They presented a full 3D analysis using a multiple scattering formalism, where they match the 

fields in each region, such as plane waves in the superstrate and substrate, and Bloch waves 

combining any evanescent and propagating modes in the holes. Fields in the metal are modeled 

using the surface impedance boundary condition.

The surface impedance boundary condition refers to using a methodology in which the fields 

inside a conductor are known a priori rather than needing to be solved simultaneously with the 

fields on the non-conducting side of the surface. It is a skin effect approximation in which as the 

metal conductivity a is much higher than cos the field inside the conductor can be written as a 

function of the skin depth 8 and height z as Ex = E0exp(—(1 + 0z/5) (Yuferev and Ida, 2010)

While Martin-Moreno et al (2001) pointed out that their fully 3D theoretical study of EOT 

"shows extraordinary transmission through periodic subwavelength holes in a metal", they also 

stated that "it is not obvious what mechanism is involved". In other words just because a 

mathematical model has been developed that successfully produces a transmission versus 

wavelength curve showing EOT, it does not necessarily mean that the physical mechanism 

behind EOT has been elucidated. Martin-Moreno et al (2001) then went on to present "a highly
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simplified version of the model, which can be analytically worked out". Their "analytical 

minimal model" shows qualitative agreement with the full model in the region they were 

studying, which is the region where the light wavelength is much greater than the aperture 

periodicity.

The transmittance t for a 2D periodic square array of holes for the case of normal incidence and 

superstrate, hole and substrate permittivity all of £=1, for the analytical minimal model of 

Martin-Moreno et al (2001) is given by

(8)

whererJf =2Sj{G2 +G,), r02,3 = 2G2/(G2 + G,) ,r23 = 2G2/(G2 + G,) and S0=w/a, with G,

and G2 being conductances in the superstrate and substrate respectively, qzl the wave number of 

the 1st waveguide mode in the hole, p the magnitude of reflectance and w the hole width.

Martin-Moreno et al (2001) concluded that "with respect to the extraordinary transmission, 

transmittance peaks « 1 seem to point to the presence of resonant phenomena. This idea is 

reinforced by the presence of multiple scattering denominators in [Eq. (8)] that could be close to 

zero". They commented that "all this is mathematics, showing that the effect of extraordinary 

transmission has a resonant nature. But what is the physical origin?" They went on to note that 

the peak in reflection (note we are talking about reflection here not transmission) occurs at the 

same wavelength as predicted for an SP on a grating of the same periodicity. They then stated 

that this SP could decay into propagating modes which broaden the reflectance peak. It was 

asserted that these reflecting SPs could then trap photons in the hole leading to constructive 

interference and in turn high transmission.

In particular Martin-Moreno et al (2001) claimed that SPs on either side of the film effectively 

"combine to form a 'SP' molecule in much the same way as electronic states of isolated atoms 

combine to form molecular levels." Thus one may imagine an SP "molecule" absorbing and 

emitting photons in analogy to a molecule composed of atoms.

Martin-Moreno et al (2001) envisaged that the "photon then goes back and forth inside the hole 

building up coherent constructive interference in the forward direction much as would occur in 

electron resonant tunneling." They also pointed out that as film thickness increases and hence 

the SPs become further apart, the concept of SP molecule becomes "less well defined". For very
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large thicknesses they saw the photon propagation as "more like sequential tunneling" where the 

photon gets trapped in one SP then tunnels through to the other SP to be re-emitted on the other 

side.

Martin-Moreno et al (2001) thus concluded that EOT is due to "tunneling through surface 

plasmons" with the tunneling being "resonant through 'plasmon molecule' levels" for small fdm 

thicknesses and the photons hopping form SP to SP for large fdm thicknesses..

The paper of Krishnan et al (2001) consisted of most of the same authors of the aforementioned 

paper of Martin-Moreno et al (2001) produced several months earlier. Despite their earlier 

paper, they noted that "the coupling between the SPs on either side of the holes is still not well 

understood." While not renouncing their SP tunneling claims, Krishnan et al (2001) reported "a 

totally new understanding of the phenomenon of SP enhanced transmission." This new 

mechanism, similar in some ways to the multiply reflecting tunneling SPs of the earlier paper, 

consists of SP to SP coupling that occurs when the SPs on either side of the apertures act like 

frequency dependent mirrors, making the apertures behave like subwavelength cavities. It 

should be noted that this effect was understood as taking place when the plasmons on either side 

of the fdm have the same energy, in which case the transmission boost was a factor of 10 

greater than for non matching plasmon energies.

The subwavelength cavities created by the SPs were seen as creating a Fabry-Perot resonator 

that boosts transmission through constructive interference of the evanescently decaying fields 

inside the apertures, allowing orders of magnitude greater transmittance through the hole than 

would otherwise be the case. As the modes in the hole are evanescent Krishnan et al (2001) 

admitted that the wave does not "accumulate phase when traversing the hole" but suggested that 

rather the transmittance boost "could be" provided at the mirror itself where a reflection greater 

than one is not forbidden for evanescent waves.

The aforementioned papers provided our foundation of knowledge of the case for SPs producing 

EOT when this thesis (which began March 2001) was in its early stages. That is, this thesis 

began without the exact physical mechanism for EOT being fully understood, even though 

mathematical models that can accurately reproduce EOT were in existence. The question about 

the exact physical mechanism was heightened even more by the evidence against SP mediated 

EOT presented next in section 1.3. This then led to one of the main thesis goals, developing an 

understanding of the physical mechanism behind EOT.
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Despite its flaws discussed in the next section the theory of SP mediated EOT has continued to 

receive solid support and acceptance.

Another paper to note is by Garcia-Vidal et al (2005), in which an explanation of the 

phenomenon of EOT in perfect conductors is presented. As perfect conductors cannot support 

SPs the occurrence of EOT for perfectly conducting media would seem to point against SPs 

being central to EOT. Garcia-Vidal (2005) studied a ID array of grooves and a 2D array of 

holes to demonstrate "surface bound states" that have strong similarities to surface plasmons. 

They called these surface bound states "tailored surface plasmons" and the perforated perfectly 

conducting media that support them a "plasmonic metamaterial" that acts as an effective 

medium with a plasma frequency dictated by the aperture or groove geometry.

Regarding this paper it should be noted that we will show later in the thesis that the EDWs of 

the analytical model to be presented in this thesis also have a dispersion curve with a 

qualitatively similar shape to that of an SP, but that they are not resonant like an SP, being just 

general diffracted waves. That is we will show that the infinity of diffracted surface waves that 

occur when a plane wave is incident on a sub-wavelength grating also have a dispersion relation 

with a qualitatively similar shape to an SP dispersion curve, but that relation does not make 

them SPs as unlike SPs they are not a resonant phenomenon. That is we will argue that much of 

the evidence for the presence of SPs causing EOT is actually evidence not of SPs but of more 

generalized surface waves, of which SPs are a resonant instance. We will demonstrate 

resonance, in particular a slit standing wave for the 1D periodic slit case we study, but like other 

researchers we will conclude the resonance is in the slit fields not the surface modes, although 

we will show the non-resonant surface modes act as mirrors which are central to creating EOT 

for appropriate slit depths.

A small sampling of other papers accepting or expanding on the SP theory of EOT presented 

throughout the years up until recently (i.e. recent compared to this thesis submission date of 

March 2008) include those of Liu et al (2002), Sarychev et al (2002), Muller et al (2003), 

Pendry et al (2004), Crouse & Lo (2004), Akarca-Biyikl et al (2005), Lalanne et al (2005), 

Sarrazin & Vigneron (2005), Degiron & Ebbesen (2005), Bliokh (2006), Xie et al (2006), 

Janssen et al (2006), Gao et al (2006), Ung & Sheng (2007), Pang et al (2007), Yong-Zeng et al 

(2007) and Genet & Ebbesen (2007).

Liu et al (2002) used FDTD simulations to study ID grooves and found two distinguishable 

modes, each with their own periods, consisting of SPs localized to the grooves and SPs with 

widely extended near field distribution.
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Sarychev et al (2002) who used an analytical theory referred to as the generalized Ohms' law 

(GOL) approximation (Sarychev & Shalev, 2000, Shubin et al, 2000) found that for randomly 

placed arrays of holes Maxwell-Garnet resonances (Maxwell-Garnett, 1904) in the holes lead to 

sharp transmittance peaks. The Maxwell Garnett (MG) model which applies when hole density 

is low, approximates the field inside the hole as being that of an electric dipole. This leads to the 

average field in the hole Eh being given by Eh = Em/(um + uh) where Em is the average field 

in the metal and um and uh are ohmic parameters associated with the metal and hole (Sarychev 

et al, 2002). When um = —uh the field in the hole goes to infinity and we have a Maxwell- 

Garnet resonance. However for regularly spaced holes Sarychev et al (2002) asserted that 

resonantly coupled surface plasmons lead to EOT.

Muller et al (2003) used a theoretical study of pulse propagation through a periodic array of 

nano-holes to conclude that SPs couple via photon tunneling through the nano-holes.

Pendry et al (2004) noted that conducting surfaces perforated by holes support surface waves. 

They saw similarities between these surface waves and the surface plasmons supported by a 

semi infinite metal. They made the connection that in both materials (semi infinite and 

perforated) the electromagnetic waves are governed by an effective permittivity. In the latter 

case this effective medium is determined by the spacing of the holes which they concluded 

allow "surface plasmons with almost arbitrary dispersion relationship".

Crouse & Lo (2004) studied non-steady state surface plasmon modes in gratings using 

numerical simulations based on the Chandezon method (Chandezon, 1982). They looked at how 

SPs on a grating in the absence of incident light radiate their energy away. They found that a 

wide variety of SP modes with very different properties such as decay times, couple strongly to 

incident and radiating light.

Noting the results of Lockyear et al (2005) and that EOT had not yet been reported for the case 

of ID gratings in the microwave region, Akarca-Biyikl et al (2005) performed an experimental 

study of subwavelength slits surrounded by grooves of various shapes. They compared the 

wavelengths at which transmission peaks occur to the wavelengths at which incident light is 

expected to couple to surface plasmons as given by Eq. 7. They saw agreement with the SP 

theory that assumes that high transmittance corresponds to the excitation of SPs. However they 

did note a red shift compared to what Eq. 7 would predict but they explained this as being "due 

to retardation by the metal". Thus they interpreted their results as showing red shifted SP 

coupling. They also found that their results implied that "at a certain frequency the radiation 

emerged with maximum intensity at a particular angle from the surface". Examining how
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transmission varied with incident angle 0 they found that transmittance peaked at wavelengths 

that satisfy the formula sin0 = (mA/d) ± 1 . This formula is the diffraction grating equation 

which predicts the angles at which light is diffracted through a diffraction grating with 

maximum intensity. Thus they concluded that after being transmitted by the grating the light 

was diffracted.

Sarrazin & Vigneron (2005) study EOT in chromium films with a subwavelength hole array. 

From their analysis they found that not just surface plasmons but many other kinds of 

electromagnetic eigenmodes should be considered in explaining EOT. In particular they found 

that Brewster-Zennek modes (Agarwal, 1973; Yang et al, 1991) can play a significant role in 

EOT. Brewster-Zennek (BZ) modes are surface modes which can occur between two dielectrics 

if one is a lossy material with the imaginary part of its permittivity satisfying certain conditions. 

They assert that BZ modes and SPs are intrinsically related with the transition from one to the 

other, happening without discontinuity. They concluded that BZ modes play the same role in 

causing EOT in dielectrics as they understand that SPs play in causing EOT in conductors. As a 

result they suggest that BZ modes account for the EOT observed in dielectrics.

Degiron & Ebbesen (2005) used an experimental setup to investigate how localized surface 

plasmon (LSP) modes, which are plasmons localized to the vicinity of the holes, contribute to 

the transmission peaks of periodic hole arrays. They conclude that EOT is a complex 

phenomenon that depends on many parameters. They asserted that "SPPs due to the interaction 

of light with the grating remain the dominant element of the enhanced transmission even if the 

LSP contributions are not negligible.”

Bliokh et al (2006) showed that "a smooth metal film (or a plasma layer) can be made 

transparent for an electromagnetic wave when two identical subwavelength gratings are placed 

on both sides of the film". This was done using a model which treats this problem as physically 

equivalent to the exciting of two coupled resonators. It was stated that this situation describes 

transmission intrinsically without complicating factors such as wave guide modes or 

subwavelength cavities resonators. It was suggested that the resonator mechanism studied "can 

be considered as one of the possible competitive mechanisms of light transmission through a 

metal film".

Xie et al (2006) used Bloch modes to study EOT. They found that SPs tend to reduce the 

transmittance of a semi-infinitely thick slit array. They asserted however that this does not mean 

that SPs will not enhance EOT for films of finite thickness. For the finite thickness film they
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asserted that a kind of resonance not available in the semi-infinite case takes place. They 

asserted that for the finite thickness case light bounces back and forth in the cavity "building 

strength in exactly the same way as light trapped between mirrors of a Fabry-Perot resonator 

gains strength by multiple reflections". They saw the low transmittance of the surface plasmons 

in the semi-infinite case as being necessary for creating the effective mirrors of the cavity 

resonator which result in the high transmittance.

Janssen et al. (2006) used an analytical approximation to study the phases of plasmons excited 

by slits in a metal film. They asserted that SPs generated at one slit arrive at another one and 

whether they are out of phase or in phase with the incident light at the other slit will determine 

whether they enhance or suppress transmission through the slit.

Gao et al. (2006) took scanning electron microscope and near -field scanning optical microscope 

images of nano-hole arrays in gold films. They asserted that their near-field optical images of 

surface plasmons confirm the direct role of SPs in EOT. They also asserted that they found no 

near-field features when studying silicon nanohole arrays and that this demonstrates that 

metallic materials are necessary for EOT through nano-hole arrays.

Ung & Sheng (2007) used FDTD computations to investigate the interference of SPs on the top 

of the surface are coupled to SPs in the slit and that this leads to Fabry Perot multi-reflection 

resonant modes on both the film surface and in the slit. They asserted that interference between 

the SP and the incident beam either enhances or suppresses the transmission depending on their 

phase relative to each other.

Pang et al (2007) investigated experimentally the role of slits in the transmission of periodic 

slits in gratings. In particular they investigated the role of silt depth, length, periodicity and the 

number of slits. They asserted that their results demonstrate SP and Fabry-Perot wave guide 

modes collectively dictate the transmission properties. They also found that in slit arrays the 

transmission peaks are blue shifted compared with the predictions of Eq. 7. They attributed this 

shift to interactions between SP modes.

In a theoretical investigation using numerical calculation based on the Fourier modal method 

Yong-Zeng et al (2007) studied the near field associated with 2D square hole arrays. They found 

that the selective excitation of SP Bloch waves focus the energy of incident plane waves into the 

holes so as to enhance transmission. (A Bloch wave is a function described by the product of a 

plane wave function and a periodic function). The general idea is similar to our method
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described in chapters 2 and 3 except that we consider the Bloch wave component waves 

to be general surface waves not specifically SPs.

Genet & Ebbesen (2007) produced a summary of the state of knowledge of EOT to date, in 

which they asserted that the central role of surface plasmons in EOT has been confirmed.

1.3 The Case Against SP Mediation of EOT

We now look at the case against SP mediated transmission for EOT.

Evidence against the SP mediation of EOT was produced by Cao & Lalanne (2002) who studied 

a bi-material grating structure surrounded by air using rigorous coupled wave analysis, "an 

electromagnetic theory often used for studying grating diffraction". They found that SPs 

actually play a negative role in EOT. They found that "the transmission of subwavelength 

metallic gratings is always nearly zero for frequencies corresponding to surface plasmon 

excitation".

The fact that SPs correspond more closely to minima than maxima is also reported in studies in 

the terahertz region, such as those of Cao & Nahata (2004).

Another strong case against the SP mediated theory of transmission was presented by Lezec & 

Thio (2004). Using electron beams Lezec & Thio (2004) drilled square arrays of circular holes 

in various media and measured the transmission of light through them. They found that the 

enhancement of transmission per hole of an array of holes compared to the transmission of a 

single isolated hole was consistently less than 7. This was in contrast to the value of 1000 which 

they had previously reported in conjunction with others Ghaemi et al (1998). They pointed out 

that the Bethe analysis for transmission of a hole in an infinitely thin perfectly conducting film 

given by Eq. 1 is not a good predictor of single hole transmission in a non-perfectly conducting, 

finite thickness film. Reasons for this include surface roughness making the hole act like a 

funnel with twice the effective diameter than drilled, and the fact that with finite thickness the 

hole acts like a wave guide. While it had previously been believed that a factor of 1000 

enhancement in transmission could only be explained as a resonant phenomenon, this case is 

weakened when the factor is reduced to 7.

As well as their own study, Lezec & Thio (2004) point to a number of other studies which also 

greatly weaken the SP explanation. In particular Thio et al (1999) point out that "large 

transmission enhancements are observed for hole arrays in Cr, in a wavelength region (near IR)
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for which it is only marginally metallic and hence not expected to support SP modes” (This 

statement is in a paper, co-authored by them, which agrees with the SP explanation.

Lezec & Thio (2004) point out that "transmission spectra very similar to those observed in 

metallic systems are obtained by numerical calculations for both hole arrays in tungsten, which 

is nonmetallic in the visible region [Sarrazin & Vigneron (2003)], as well as for single apertures 

in a corrugated perfect metal [Garcia-Vidal (2003)],even though perfect metal surfaces do not 

support SPs". Interestingly the paper of Garcia-Vidal (2003) which Lezec & Thio (2004) refer 

to did not itself claim at the time of publication to disprove the role of SPs.

Attempts at rescuing the SP explanation of EOT in the face of EOT occurring in non-negative 

permittivity media have been made by asserting that Brewster-Zenneck modes play a similar 

role to SPs for positive permittivity media, in mediating EOT (Sarrazin & Vigneron, 2005).

Thus we see problems with the SP explanation for EOT, with experiments finding evidence of 

excitation of SPs corresponding to minima rather than maxima in transmission, as well as 

evidence that EOT occurs in media which do not support SPs, namely perfect conductors and 

non-negative permittivity media. In this thesis we look at the role of SPs on transmittance in 

chapter 5.

1.4 The Case for Wave Guide Modes Playing a Major Role in EOT

The first suggestion that something other than SPs produced EOT came from Porto et al (1999). 

Using a transfer matrix method they studied transmission through slits for the case when the slit 

width was very small in comparison to the periodicity. They asserted that for wavelengths 

similar to slit periodicity SPs were involved in producing EOT, but that for wavelengths much 

greater than the slit periodicity, plane waves coupling to slit wave guide modes produced EOT. 

In both cases it was claimed the transmission could be almost one.

Astilean et al (2000) looked at transmission through very narrow slits in finitely conducting, 

thick metal gratings using a numerical study based on rigorous coupled wave analysis. They 

concluded that the electromagnetic behavior of the slits is governed by the propagation of the 

fundamental mode in the slit, the fundamental mode of the slit being a propagating plane wave, 

which is common to slits of any width in a good conductor. They noted that the fundamental 

plane wave mode was not the only mode in the slit, with evanescent modes also being present, 

but that only the fundamental mode could propagate without significant heat losses.
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Astilean et al (2000) reported that "only some particular field configurations are responsible for 

high transmission efficiencies. These configurations occur when the slit cavity contains an 

integral number of half wavelengths of the fundamental mode supported by the grating, which is 

expressed by the Fabry-Perot resonance condition". The Fabry-Perot resonance condition stated 

by Astilean et al (2000) is

ml
Rek#} = 2 d (9)

where m is an integer, d is slit depth and neff is the effective index of refraction in the slit. The 

reader should note that a similar but not identical description to this result is derived analytically 

later in this thesis (chapter 3 section 1 1).

Astilean et al (2000) also concluded that the "in-coupling mechanism relies on the existence of 

two coherent counter-propagating localized surface waves, which turn around the wedges and 

strongly overlap at the slit front aperture with the fundamental mode supported by the cavity. As 

a result, a sort of light 'funnel' is obtained and the collection of light into the slit is favored. The 

out-coupling mechanism is understood in a similar way except that the strong overlap acts now 

as an efficient light expander. At the resonance we identified as a Fabry-Perot effect, the light 

makes use of the coupling mechanisms, and a concentrated energy stream is able to flow 

through the grating."

Many other researchers over the years have also stated the fundamental importance of a wave 

guide mode and especially a resonant aperture mode, such as a Fabry-Perot effect to the 

occurrence of EOT.

For example Baida & Van Labeke (2002) used the FDTD method to study transmission through 

2D periodic annular (not cylindrical) holes. They concluded that a guided mode in the annular 

holes was responsible for the high transmission they observed, although they were "not able to 

point out the nature of this mode nor how it is created".

Cao & Lalanne (2002) who demonstrated a negative role for surface plasmons in EOT also 

asserted that "waveguide mode resonance and diffraction are responsible for the extraordinary 

transmission". Cao & Lalanne (2002) developed an analytical model for the case of very narrow 

periodic slits in a real metal with perfectly conducting slit walls, with air as the medium in the 

slit, superstrate and substrate. The transmittance equation they derived is

j _ r 12^21^1

0 (l -t\\u2 )px cos6
(10)
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where hi = 2pi/(p, + Pi)... ...... .... (2I =2p,/(pi + p2), rn =(p, -p2)/{p, +p2),

P< = kj - klm , p2=a/(nrfw), u = exp(— inejrk0d). kxm = k„ sinO + mK,

K - In/a, gm =sinc(mAr>v/2), k0 - 2njX, where w is an integer, w is the slit width, rt is 

the grating periodicity and nefj is the effective index of the fundamental wave guide mode.

The zeros of the imaginary part of the factor rv u are then predictive of when T0 is maximum,

which according to Cao & Lalanne (2002) will also be the Fabry-Perot resonance condition. The 

zeros and hence the transmission peak wavelengths are given by

k0 Re{/7e# \d - arg(rn )=mn (l l)

In chapters 2 and 3 we develop an analytical model that leads to a transmission curve that in 

every case which we have looked at to date appears to us to be identical to the transmission 

curve produced by Eq. 10. We show examples of this in Ch. 3 fig. 3.2 and fig. 3.3. Yet our 

transmittance equation Ch 3. Eq. 67 is very different to Eq. 10 and there is quite possibly no 

tractable mathematical transformation that turns one set of equations completely into the other 

(although we do get an approximate match to Eq. 11).With what appears to be the same 

transmittance curve as Cao & Lalanne (2002) we not surprisingly also predict the same peak 

transmission wavelengths predicted by Eq. 11. In fact in chapter 3 section 11 we come up with 

an equation for predicting transmission peak wavelength which is very similar to Eq. 1 1 but we 

have a quite different way of calculating the equivalent of their arg(ri2) term. As we differ 

regarding the arg(rj2) term we can't be certain that we will always produce identical results to 

Cao & Lalanne (2002). One of the reasons that we come up with a different transmittance 

equation to Cao & Lalanne (2002) is that we are using slightly different assumptions, namely 

our own analytical model is designed to work with all slit widths from w = 0 to w = a where 

as the model of Cao & Lalanne (2002) assumes that the slits are narrow in proportion to slit 

periodicity. (We see examples of our own model accurately predicting transmittance for wide 

slits in chapter 7).

The importance of hole resonant modes was again demonstrated by Popov et al (2004) who 

studied the case of two identical perfectly conducting gratings placed one above the other and 

found that gratings which had a transmission of 1% in isolation could have a transmittance of 

100% when placed one above the other. They stated that "the high transmittance through 

subwavelength grids or hole arrays observed by Ebbesen et al (1998) in the visible region and 

linked with the resonant excitation of surface plasmons can be obtained in spectral domains and
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for polarizations for which plasmons are lacking or inoperative. The high transmission is then 

linked with the excitation of other electromagnetic resonances among which are Fabry-Perot, 

waveguide-mode, and cavity mode resonances." While Popov et al (2004) claimed that hole 

resonant modes explain the occurrence of EOT when surface plasmon modes are lacking they 

did not comment on what role SPs played in transmission if any when SP modes are not 

lacking, apart from simply noting that Ebbesen et al (1998) had linked EOT to SPs.

Other papers which recognize a fundamental role for a resonant hole mode in generating EOT 

include Krishnan et al (2001), Lockyear et al (2005), Xie et al (2006), Brok & Urbach (2006), 

Ung & Sheng (2007), Garcia & Nieto-Vesperinas (2007), Pang et al (2007), with some papers 

seeing SPs also playing a role in EOT but other claiming that diffraction rather than SPs were 

the other requirement in addition to the resonant hole modes required for EOT to occur.

For example Krishnan et al (2001) used experimental and theoretical studies of holes to 

conclude that EOT is caused by SPs. They state that EOT is boosted by an order of magnitude 

when the SPs on both sides of the film have matching energy. They found that the holes 

behaved like subwavelength cavities for evanescent waves. They asserted that the reflection at 

either end of the cavity is caused by the surface plasmons modes.

On the other from their study Lockyear et al (2005) found evidence that the hole contained a 

"pseudo" standing wave associated with a bound surface mode. (By pseudo they mean that the 

standing wave decays in amplitude into the hole). For the case of a perfect insulator in which 

"...the excitation of a SP is prohibited due to the absence of free charge density..." they found 

that "...the increase in transmission is entirely due to the establishment of a pseudo-standing 

wave via near-field diffraction, the fields of which are in no way enhanced by SP excitation".

Similarly for their aluminium substrate Lockyear et al (2005) found that "...a pseudo-standing 

wave is formed via diffraction, resulting in a redistribution of energy density such that regions 

of high energy density are located in the vicinity of the aperture. SP enhancement of the 

evanescent fields may occur for metals, but accounts for less than a quarter of the overall 

enhancement in transmission in the present study".

Brok & Urbach (2006) describe a mode expansion technique which they then use to study 

diffraction from holes and pits in perfect conductors. On the basis of their simulations they 

predicted EOT for single holes caused by the Fabry-Perot effect. They saw this effect for single 

holes as the building block of EOT in arrays of holes. They found that multiple holes are 

coupled by surface waves but that this coupling only occurred for one polarisation of the
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incident wave. The fact that the transmission through the holes was modulated by hole distance 

(meaning that the holes weren't coupled) when the incident light was polarized perpendicular to 

the direction of hole periodicity, caused them to conclude that a plasmon mechanism was 

involved in EOT as SPs are also only present in this polarisation.

Garcia & Nieto-Vesperinas (2007) developed an analytical approximate model for the 

transmission of light through periodic arrays of slits in a metal slab, which they validate with 

FDTD calculations. Their results showed resonant frequency dependent transmittance peaks. 

They asserted that SPs do not contribute to the effect. They concluded that "transmission peaks 

are produced either by those kinds of Wood anomalies known as Rayleigh anomalies (RA), 

namely those due to the emerging beams appearing in the passing-off of a new diffracted order,

[....], and that are well known to give rise to strong discontinuities of the diffracted intensities,

or as a result of the Fabry-Perot (FP) type resonance in the film layer as if it were homogeneous 

with an effective refractive index".

1.5 The Case for Diffraction Mediation of EOT

As well as presenting evidence against the SP explanation for the mechanism by which EOT 

occurs, which we discussed in section 1.4, Lezec & Thio (2004) asserted that EOT was due to a 

"composite diffracted evanescent wave" (CDEW). In their CDEW model of a square array of 

periodic circular holes "the electric field amplitude of the total diffracted field at the surface is 

given by" (Kowarz, 1995):

E{x, z = 0) =

where Si(a) = J^(sin(t)/t)dt

(12)

They found that this equation was accurately approximated by

E (x)

(13)

Lezec & Thio (2004) further claimed that "the total diffracted evanescent field can thus be 

described as a running wave propagating with a well-defined wave-vector lying in the plane of 

the surface". They named this wave a ’’composite diffracted evanescent wave” (CDEW), where 

term ’’composite” is used to refer to the summation of all diffracted inhomogeneous inodes
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performed to obtain Eq. 12. They claimed that the amplitude of the CDEW decays with lateral 

distance as \lx which differs to an SP which propagates with a constant amplitude. They 

concluded that EOT is due to "interference of diffracted evanescent waves generated by 

subwavelength features at the surface."

Lezec & Thio (2004) constructed a "simple analytical model in which light impinging directly 

on the entrance or exit surface of an aperture leads to transmission enhancement and 

suppression." In their model, light incident at the corners of a single hole will scatter into a 

continuum of radiative modes as well as a continuum of evanescent modes. In other words, in 

scattering from the sharp hole edge, light can scatter into any angle and hence any combination 

of horizontal wave vectors kx and vertical wave vectors ky can occur corresponding to these 

different angles. As well as that, light can scatter into modes for which kx is imaginary as long

as kx and kv still satisfy the relation k] + k2v = jlisco2 . Lezec & Thio (2004) pointed out that only

a single one of these modes will match the wave vector of a surface plasmon and that it will not 

be a preferred channel for diffraction compared to the others and hence "the total evanescent 

power coupled into the SP is very low". This mechanism can occur only if the media support an 

SP and that may not always be the case when EOT is observed. Lezec & Thio (2004) 

hypothesize that when multiple holes are present the mutual interference of the evanescent 

waves launched at the holes and their interference with the incident light give rise to EOT.

Lezec & Thio (2004) performed an experiment with two rows of holes drilled into a silver film, 

in which they ascertained, using in-plane interferometry, that the amplitude and phase variation 

of the evanescent modes launched by the incident light, varied in accordance with their 

predictions for CDEWs and not according to that expected for SPs. Lezec & Thio (2004) got 

further confirmation of their theory when they studied, using a surface wave detector, a slit 

surrounded by periodic slit groves and a single hole surrounded by concentric circular grooves.

Although Lezec & Thio (2004) "do not claim to offer a complete solution to Maxwell's 

equations as has been done in many numerical calculations" and "considered only the first order 

effects of scattering into a CDEW" they assert that their simple model was successful in that it 

accounted for all "the salient features of the transmission spectra of hole arrays".

In chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis we present a theory different in the mathematical details to the 

CDEW model of Lezec & Thio (2004) but one which could also be labeled a diffractive 

evanescent wave explanation for EOT in that it too involves a collection of diffracted waves 

which are evanescent. To differentiate our model from Lezec & Thio (2004) we re-label it
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slightly and call our model an evanescent diffracted wave (EDW). Unlike the CDEW theory of 

Lezec & Thio (2004) our EDW model does provide a complete solution to Maxwell's equations.

We have seen that other researchers in section 1.4 saw major role for resonant wave guide 

modes in the apertures for EOT. We note then that the CDEW model of Lezec & Thio (2004) is 

an approximation and does not look at wave guide modes in the apertures.

Gay et al (2006) investigated experimentally the optical response of structures composed of a 

single slit and a single grove (which have subwavelength separation) in order to measure the 

key properties of the surface waves produced. By doing this they were able to compare the 

predictions made by the CDEW and SP models in order to elucidate which one is the 

mechanism behind EOT. They concluded that their results support the CDEW model rather than 

the SP model. They found a broad range of surface waves generated as the CDEW model 

predicts, of which one happens to be a SP. (In other words they did find that the SP is excited 

but as it is only one mode among many surface waves it is incidental, rather than key to EOT).

The diffraction explanation for EOT is also supported by other researchers.

Treacy (2002) performed a theoretical study of a 1 D array of slits using a dynamical scattering 

matrix for Bloch wave modes. He asserted that EOT can be explained entirely in terms of 

dynamical diffraction theory in which surface plasmons are an intrinsic component of the 

diffracted wave field but don't actually play an independent causal role in it as previous studies 

had claimed.

Garcia de Abajo et al (2005) used both analytical and numerical solutions to prove that for holes 

in perfectly conducting films light transmission can be "...complete (100%) at some resonant 

wavelengths even for arbitrarily narrow holes". Likewise they found 100% reflection at some 

wavelengths. They concluded that their work "...supports the central role played by dynamical 

diffraction during light transmission through subwavelength hole arrays".

Papers which see diffraction rather than SPs as central to EOT include Garcia & Nieto- 

Vesperinas (2007) and Lockyear et al (2005) which we looked at in section 1.4.
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1.6 Thesis Aim

As we have just seen, although EOT is fairly easy to reproduce in both experimental set ups and 

FDTD or analytical models, there has been and still is some debate in the literature on exactly 

what the physical mechanism responsible for EOT is. The dominant theory, if one goes by the 

number of papers published on the topic has been the SP explanation for EOT but there is also 

much support for an alternative explanation that EOT arises not from SPs but from surface 

waves produced by diffraction of incoming light into evanescent modes. An example is the 

CDEW model of Lezec & Thio (2004). We also saw in section 1.4 how wave guide modes in 

the apertures were seen be a number of researchers as also playing a significant role in EOT.

The central aim of this thesis was to investigate the physical mechanism behind the 

extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of light in optically thick metal films. In particular we 

look at the case of EOT occurring in ID periodic slits in metal gratings. In the process of doing 

this we develop some useful tools, namely an FDTD computer program and an analytical 

model, with the analytical model turning out to be useful for investigating subwavelength 

imaging by a planar lens.

1.7 Overview of the Analytical Approach to EOT

The analytical model developed in this thesis is based on treating a collection of surface waves 

as a discrete entity and showing how they interact with plane waves through an effective 

impedance term. The analytical model contains all the fields that are present in response to a 

plane wave which is normally incident upon a thin conducting film perforated by periodic slits 

(with subwavelength periodicity and slit width). The conducting film may be a perfect 

conductor or have finite conductivity and absorption, but for ease of calculation the slit walls are 

assumed to be lined with an infinitely thin layer of a non-absorbing, perfect conductor. The slits 

in the conducting film contain a non-absorbing medium with positive permittivity. The film is 

of sufficient thickness that light is transmitted only through the slits. The film lies in between a 

superstrate and substrate which, like the slits, are non-absorbing and of positive permittivity. In 

chapter 8 the analytical model is extended to the case where there are multiple layers of 

conducting and/or non conducting planar layers in the superstrate.

We strengthen the case for diffraction causing EOT put forward by Lezec & Thio (2004) by 

analysing the case of infinitely many 1-D periodic slits. Then analytical expressions for the 

fields can be derived which provide a complete solution to the Maxwell equations. Lezec & 

Thio (2004) consider the cases of finitely many 2D periodic holes or a single hole or single slit 

surrounded by finitely many periodic grooves and so do not have a complete solution. With our
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solution we demonstrate the same key point that they make, namely that all the diffracted 

orders, not just the one possible surface plasmon mode, are responsible for coupling to the 

incident plane wave.

In our analytical model we demonstrate that we can collect all the evanescent waves together 

into a single mathematical entity. For example in the superstrate the total evanescent field, 

which is the sum of all surface waves present, is given by

CO - \
£EDW,x = X A» C0S(f »*)eXP(- k-..«Z)

n = 1

where

k x,n

(14)

(15)

and then we consider the collection of surface waves to form a medium to which we assign an 

impedance r\hnw. We are then able to relate all the other plane wave fields present to the

collection of surface waves through the term rj .

In this thesis we assert show that the wavelengths at which surface plasmons occur does not 

determine the wavelengths at which transmission peaks occur. We find that the effect of surface 

plasmons is to cause a minimum in transmission (for absorbing films but not non absorbing 

films). This point is in agreement with Cao & Lalanne (2002).

We also find that the locations of surface plasmons predict where nearby transmission peaks 

will be narrow. Although transmission peak narrowness may be understood as a sign of 

resonance and we would not dispute that, we view the resonance as incidental to and not the 

cause of EOT. We claim that EOT is better understood by considering all the surface waves 

acting together to provide an effective medium to the incoming plane wave which has an 

effective impedance determined primarily by the geometry, in particular the periodicity

Our analytical approach is a plane wave expansion method (PWE). We will briefly look at the 

usual PWE methods before looking at our own PWE method in chapter 2.

Although the mathematics presented in chapters 2 and 3 has been independently derived by the 

author, we can by no means claim to be an inventor of the plane wave expansion method, which
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has been used since some of the earliest studies of gratings and photonic crystals, Maystre & 

Petit (1972), Hugonin et al (1981), Botten et al, (198IB), Plihal & Maradudin (1991), 

Villeneuve & Piche (1992), Meade et al (1992) and Ho et al (1990). The plane wave expansion 

method just means that the field produced by a plane wave incident on a periodic structure can 

be described by Eq. 12 and the solutions for An derived as the solution to an eigenvalue 

problem.

One of the claims of this thesis is that when all the modes of Eq. 14 (whose A„ values can be 

derived by the PWE method) are evanescent, they can be considered to be a collective entity 

that will, in conjunction with a slit standing wave, produce an effective medium with an 

impedance such that an incident plane wave is not reflected from it thus causing EOT.

We assign an impedance r/FDW to the effective medium created by the collection of surface

waves present. The impedance of the effective medium which is fixed for a given slit width and 

periodicity is independent of slit depth. However it is not just simply a matter of saying that 

77 is the impedance of a semi-infinite film which the incoming plane wave experiences.

Rather in the analytical model we show how the impedance of the effective medium produced 

by the collective surface waves combine together with the impedance of the actual media 

present in such a way as to create an effective impedance which depends on geometry.

1.8 Outline of Thesis

The outline of the rest of thesis is as follows.

In chapter 2 we define EDW fields and determine the relative amplitudes of the component 

surface waves that the EDWs must have in order to couple to incident, reflected and transmitted 

plane waves as well as to plane waves inside the slits. In chapter 3 we take the results of 

chapter 2 to define an impedance TjEDW associated with the EDWs. We then use r]EDW to 

calculate the reflectance and transmittance of a grating as a function of slit depth.

In chapter 4 we discuss the physical mechanism behind EOT which we assert is simply a 

consequence of EDWs, which always exist when light is scattered from subwavelength gratings. 

We demonstrate that the wave in the slit can be considered as the sum of a traveling wave and a 

standing wave. The traveling wave component does not interact with the surface wave at the 

interface with the superstrate but does with the surface wave at the substrate interface while the 

standing wave component couples fully to the surface waves on both interfaces.
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We consider the Poynting vector to look at how energy flows in the film/slit system. We point 

out that the phase of the EDW relative to the incident light correlates with the degree of 

transmission.

In chapter 5 we show that the analytical model predicts self-supporting EDW modes which only 

couple to fields internal to the grating and not directly to the superstrate plane wave fields. We 

equate these self supporting EDWs to surface plasmons.

In chapter 6 we describe the development of an FDTD program which we developed in order to 

compare our analytical model results (which assume that the slits are lined with perfect 

conductors) to the more realistic case of the slits not being lined with perfect conductors. The 

development of our FDTD model also enables us to compare qualitatively our analytical model 

results with those of the FDTD model for the case of an array of square holes in a metal film.

In chapter 7 we report on and discuss the results of our FDTD computations for the purpose of 

discussing the validity and usefulness of analytical results.

In chapter 8 we extend the analytical model of chapters 2 and 3 to the case where the dielectric 

substrate layer of the set up in chapter 3 is replaced with three dielectric layers and a conducting 

film layer. This is done for the purpose of investigating the effectiveness of a planar lens for 

near field imaging.

In chapter 9 we summarize the results of our thesis and draw some conclusions.

1.9 Major Results

In this thesis we have:

1) made conclusions about the physical mechanism behind EOT, namely that EOT is caused by 

evanescent diffracted waves and that SPs actually suppress transmission (in films with non zero 

absorption).

2) developed a fully analytical model of an array of slits which have perfectly conducting walls 

located in either a perfectly conducting or finitely conducting and absorbing metal film;

3) extended our analytical model to investigate the ability of a planar lens to focus light through 

a sub-wavelength aperture;
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4) developed an FDTD code which can be used for general electromagnetic modeling of 

normally incident plane waves upon any periodic structures and which we use to show that our 

analytical model may be a good approximation to real-world situations, which do not have the 

limiting constraint of perfectly conducting slit walls.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to Evanescent Diffractive Waves

2.0 Introduction to the Analytical Model

As discussed in chapter 1 the main aim of this thesis is to investigate the physical mechanism 

behind the EOT phenomenon. Our main tool for this analysis is an analytical model which we 

have developed, which we will describe both in this chapter and also in chapter 3.

Our analytical model describes the fields produced when a transverse-magnetic (TM) plane 

wave with free space wavelength X is normally incident upon a finitely conducting metallic 

grating. In this chapter we look at the evanescent and plane wave fields at the top surface of the 

grating, namely the plane wave and evanescent fields in the superstrate as well as in the grating 

metallic film region and the grating dielectric slit region.

We do this by looking at a grating of infinite depth so that it has no bottom surface. In chapter 3 

we then go on to look at the additional fields associated with the bottom surface of the grating 

that are present when the grating has finite depth.

We will see that the fields produced by the normally incident plane wave will consist of 

normally oriented reflected and transmitted plane waves in the superstrate and grating, as well 

as surface waves in the superstrate, the grating film region and the grating slit regions. We will 

see that all the diffracted fields which are not normally oriented plane waves are surface waves 

because the grating periodicity a is smaller than the wavelength X of the incident plane wave in 

the superstrate. We call these diffracted waves, which are surface waves rather than plane 

waves, evanescent diffracted waves (EDW).

In general these EDWs are not the resonant surface modes known as surface plasmons (SP) 

which being resonant only occur at particular frequencies. Unlike SPs EDWs are present over 

the whole range of wavelengths. We claim that it is the coupling of plane waves to EDWs which 

produces EOT rather than light coupling to SPs. We discuss the role of surface plasmons in 

grating transmittance in chapter 5.
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In this chapter we develop equations describing the amplitudes of the surface waves which a'ise 

in response to the incident plane wave.

In this chapter we assume that the slit contains both incident and transmitted plane waves. As 

such we do not actually develop an expression for transmittance for the sirgle 

superstrate/grating interface shown in this chapter (although we could do so simply by assuming 

no slit reflected plane wave). Our interest in this chapter is in demonstrating how superstate 

incident and reflected plane waves interact with slit incident and reflected plane waves ind 

superstrate and grating surface waves.

In chapter 3 we use the results developed in this chapter to determine the transmittance and 

reflectance of a grating of finite depth.

2.1 Description of the Grating Geometry For the Single Surface EDW Model

+ z 
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+ + X
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Cell
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Fig. 2.1. Diagram of the infinite depth conducting grating being studied in chapter 2.

In fig. 2.1 we see the geometry of the grating under consideration in this chapter. Note that fig.

2.1 shows a single cell of the grating which should be considered to be repeated indefinitely on 

either side in the jc direction. As stated the grating periodicity is a. The slit width is w. In this 

chapter the slit depth is infinite. The superstrate has relative permittivity £/ while the grating's 

slit region has relative permittivity s2 As the superstrate and slit regions are both either vacuum 

or dielectric, Si and s2 are both assumed to be positive and real.
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The grating's metallic film region has relative permittivity sf which as the film is absorbing is a 

complex number. As the film is conducting Re{^ } is a negative quantity. The film is also 

assumed to be non-magnetic, that is its relative permeability ///is equal to one.

It should also be noted that in our analytical model, for simplicity, we have assumed that the slit 

walls are lined with an infinitely thin layer of a perfectly conducting medium. We note that 

other researchers investigating EOT such as Porto et al (1999) have also taken the approach of 

making the simplifying assumption that the slit walls are perfectly conducting.

It should also be known that in this chapter and in the rest of the thesis for all equations that 

appear rather than using the more usual sign convention that co is negative in the (not written 

down) time dependant term exp(—icot) we have chosen to use the time dependant term as being 

given by exp (icot) instead. This has the effect of ensuring that plane waves travelling in the 

negative z direction, such as the incident and transmitted plane waves have positive wave 

number while the reflected plane wave that has negative wave-number.

2.2 Plane Wave Expansion Methods

The analytical model which we have developed can be classified as a plane wave expansion 

(PWE) method. Before looking at our own analytical model in detail, we look at other PWE 

methods. Note that the PWE methods which we discuss here in general terms, other than our 

own, do not necessarily refer to the specific geometry shown in fig. 2.1. For example they don't 

necessarily assume perfectly conducting slit walls or even that the grating is a square wave 

grating as in fig. 2.1.

First we consider the case of a general non perforated perfectly conducting grating with a 

surface at height z = f(x), where /(x) is a periodic function, with period a, and where in the 

superstrate, that is where z > /(x), the medium is a dielectric or vacuum with permittivity 8\

(Hugonin et al., 1981). The incident light is assumed to be monochromatic with angular 

frequency co.

The electric fields in the superstrate must satisfy the wave equation

(
v2 +

V

£x d ' 

c2 dt2 /
E = 0

which arises from Maxwell's equations, c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
(1)
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For a harmonically time varying Field, we can write this as the Helmholtz equation

(v2 + = 0

where
(2)

k.
co

c

(3)

(Note that we use k here as our symbol rather than the more commonly used k simply because 

we wish to reserve the symbol k for a slightly different definition).

As the grating is perfectly conducting we require that

E - 0 at z < f(x)

(4)

It can be shown, Petit (1980), that given an incident plane wave field E' the resulting diffracted

field Ed at any point in the superstrate above the maximum value off(x), that is the field Ed 

above the maximum grating surface height, can be described as an infinite sum of plane waves, 

each with amplitude A„,

Ed(x,z)= jr Ane‘^xnX+kzn^ z >maxf(x)

n=-co

(5)

where the wave vector magnitudes kx n and kz n are given by

kxn = k sm9 + n2x/ a

(6)

=(^2-<r

(7)

and where 0 is the angle of incidence as measured relative to the normal to the y-z plane.

Note that Eq. 5 was first used, as a description of the outgoing plane waves which are diffracted 

by a grating by Rayleigh (1907), and is known as a Rayleigh Expansion (Botten et al, 1981 A).
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From Eq. 6 we see that kxn will always be real, while from Eq. 7 we see that kz n can be either 

real or imaginary depending on whether k2 is greater than or less than k2n. As noted in

Hugonin et al (1981) the nth diffracted field will be a propagating reflected plane wave when 

kzn is real and it will be an evanescent wave when kzn is imaginary.

In passing we will mention that according to the Rayleigh hypothesis. (Rayleigh, 1907), Eq. 5 

also applies in the region where z is less than the maximum grating height, but still above the 

grating surface. However “the Rayleigh hypothesis is valid only for shallow grooves 

{height/depth < 0.142); it is generally not valid when f(x) is a piecewise linear function” (Petit, 

1980).

In this thesis we do not use the Rayleigh hypothesis to determine the fields in the slits. Rather 

than assuming that the superstrate waves described by Eq. 5 extend into the slits we rigorously 

derive matching fields in the slits which are different to the superstrate field of Eq. 5. We do use 

Eq. 5 to describe the diffracted fields in the superstrate though.

As pointed out in Hugonin et al (1981) PWE methods include the point matching method, the 

least squares approximation and the Fourier series method, and all these methods lead to solving 

a linear system of equations of the form

4A = S (8)

where A and S are column matrices and ^ is an N x N square matrix.

We use Fourier analysis to solve for the An values in this thesis. Fourier analysis refers to the 

fact that if we know that a periodic function /(x) (with period a) can be represented as

f(x) = — + ^An cos(£t;x)+ Bn s\n{kxnx)

(9)
where

kx,n

the coefficients A0, An and Bn can be determined from

(10)
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(11)

A - J f(x)dx

2

An = — | f(x)cos{kt:nx)dx

(12)

= — I /(x)sin(£t nx)dx

(13)

An example of the Fourier series method for the case of normal incidence of a plane wave with 

amplitude unity, incident upon a perfectly conducting reflection grating is as follows (Hugonin 

et al, 1981),

Given the grating surface height function /(x) the first N Fourier coefficients An, that is the 

amplitudes of the A diffracted fields of Eq. 5 are found by solving the equation

where

where

s(«) = -^J s(jc)expf-w—xj<ix;

= L Mexpf - in—x I dx
aJ \ a 1

s(x) = -E‘ [x, /(x)] = -exp[- ikx0x - ikz0f(x) J

K W = exp\ikxmx + ikzmf(x)\

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

and where P is such that N = 2P+1.

We note that Eq. 14 can be expressed in matrix form (Eq. 8) and can be solved with a computer 

program using the matrix solving algorithm of choice.
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One of the earlier applications of a PWE method to analyze the fields associated with a 

conducting square wave grating was Maystre & Petit (1972), who looked at both perfectly 

conducting perforated and non-perforated, finite depth, square wave gratings with a normally 

incident transverse electric (TE) polarized plane wave. Being TE the electric field component is 

always parallel to the film surface and for the grating they were looking at also parallel to the 

slits. As the wave is TE and with the electric field also parallel to the slits this means that Ey 

(which is the electric field strength component in the direction that points out of the page) is 

able to be non zero while Ex and Ez are always zero.

Another assumption of Maystre & Petit (1972) was that that the superstrate, slit and substrate 

media all had relative permittivity equal to one.

Although they did not look at such cases explicitly, they asserted that their method would also 

extend without out trouble to analyzing the case when the incident wave was transverse 

magnetic (TM) polarized as well. This is the case we study later in this thesis. For a TM wave it 

is the magnetic field component which is always parallel to the film surface. In the gratings we 

look at later in this thesis the magnetic field is also parallel to the slits and thus Hy can be non 

zero while Hx and Hz are zero, and consequently Ey is zero while Ex and Ez can be non zero.

We now briefly look at the model of Maystre & Petit (1972) as it is probably the one most 

similar to our own, although it looks at the case of TE polarization with the electric field parallel 

to the slits for which SPs do not exist, rather than the TM case which we look at.

Maystre & Petit (1972) expressed the superstrate fields by the Rayleigh expansion Eq. 5 so that 

the total superstrate field is

(x, z) = exp(ikz) + £ A„ exp(- i{kx „x + k__ „z))

n

(19)

where k = cojc.

They wrote the field under the grating in the substrate as

E'yb" (*> z) = E A* exp(~ - T»Z))
n=-co

(20)
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and the field in the slit is written as

ET(*>z)= Zsin(',7nr/wXa» cos(-//„z)+6„ sin(-//„z))
«=1

(21)

where
,2 / 2 2 _2 / 2Hn — k -n n / w

(22)

rather than choosing to put x = 0 in the center of the slit as we have done. Note also that jLitl in 

the above equation can be imaginary as well as real.

Maystre & Petit (1972) then solve for the Fourier coefficients An, A'n , an and bn . To do this

they use equations relating An to cin and bn at the top grating surface as well as relating A'n to

ati and bn at the bottom grating surface. These equations are developed by using the

requirements that Ey and <97fv/<9z are continuous across the superstrate/grating and

grating/substrate boundaries. This is similar to own approach in a broad sense. Our main 

difference with Maystre & Petit (1972) is that we separate out the travelling plane waves from 

the surface waves in the system and study the interaction between the two by treating the 

surface wave fields as an effective medium via an impedance term.

As stated a minor difference between our model and that of Maystre & Petit (1972) is that we 

consider TM polarization with the magnetic field parallel to the slits while they consider TE 

polarization with the electric field parallel to the slits. As a result in our analytical model we use 

the requirement for continuity of Ex as well as snEz, rather than Ey ordEvjdz, to develop

equations from which we can derive the Fourier coefficients of the fields in the various regions. 

Another more significant difference compared to our own model is that we solve for additional 

Fourier coefficients in the metal film region, as unlike Maystre & Petit (1972) our film can be 

either finitely or perfectly conducting

We also note the model of Botten et al, (198 IB), which is development of the model of Botten 

et al (1981 A) for a dielectric lamellar grating, who look at a finitely conducting lamellar grating 

such as the one in fig. 2.1. Unlike Maystre & Petit (1972), Botten et al. (1981 B) look explicitly 

at both the TE and TM polarized incident plane waves. Unlike us they do not assume that the 

slit is lined with a perfect conductor. Their model is likely not ideal in this case. This is because 

as the numerical method they use is based on a generalization [3] to complex numbers of the
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standard numerical regula falsi technique (Hamming, 1973) when the modulus of the complex 

refractive index of the film becomes large “the computation times become excessive and in 

some cases the algorithm does not find a complete set of eigenvalues”.

For the conducting grating TM case, Botten et al (198IB) use the basic Rayleigh expansion of 

Eq. 5 and express the electromagnetic fields in terms of the magnetic field component Hy in the 

superstrate, grating and substrate regions. Electric field components are found from 

differentiating the magnetic field component. Botten et al. (198IB) consider a plane wave of 

any angle of incidence in their analysis. For the case of normal incidence, which is the case we 

study in this thesis, the general equations for the magnetic fields associated with the conducting 

grating used by Botten et al. (198IB) reduce to:

For the superstrate region

H(*> Z)= E [eXp('\„ZK» + An expf 'T»Z)]eXP(- '*.,»*)/Vo
n=-oo

(23)

Similarly for the substrate region

Hsubs‘ (x, z) = X 4"'ex p{ik”n (z + ^))exp(~ ikxnx)l Ja
p=— co

(24)

where we have used a triple dash to indicate that A'^ and k'z"n refer to the substrate rather than 

the superstrate. Note that throughout this thesis we use no dash when variables describe fields in 

the superstrate, a single dash to indicate that variables refer to fields in the slit, a double dash to 

indicate that variables refer to fields in the film and a triple dash to indicate variables that 

describe fields in the substrate.

It will be observed (from Eq. 10) that when n = 0 we have kx n = 0 irrespective of the grating 

periodicity. So that in Eq. 23 above the term exp(i/cz nz)<5n 0 refers to an incident plane wave 

with amplitude unity while A0 is the amplitude of a reflected plane wave and Aq' is the 

amplitude of a transmitted plane wave even when the grating periodicity is subwavelength. For 

sub-wavelength gratings the other diffracted orders that occur when n =£ 0 will not be plane 

waves but rather surface waves.

In this thesis we will use identical superstrate and substrate field descriptions to Eq. 23 and Eq. 

24. Our main difference with Botten et al (198IB) is how we separate the n = 0 plane waves
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from the n ^ 0 surface waves so as to study the interaction between plane waves and surface 

waves in sub-wavelength gratings. Our field descriptions will still be able to be expressed in the 

form of Eq. 23 and Eq. 24 though.

For the grating region Botten et al (198IB) use

oo

H(x,y) = sin(- M„z) + b„ cos(- (x)
n=0

(25)

Where un(x)\s a function describing the variation of the magnetic filed in the x direction. Note

this function wn(x) is not simply sin(n7rx/w) as Maystre & Petit (1972) use but is an

eigenfunction of an eigenvalue equation used to solve the wave equation describing the 

magnetic field in the grating

jun is calculated according to a modification to Eq. 22 with w in Eq. 22 replaced with a. This

reflects the fact that in Botten et al (1981 B) the grating field H(x,z) extends over both the film 

and the slit, not just inside the slit as in Maystre & Petit (1972).

Note that neither Maystre & Petit (1972) nor Botten et al (1981A/B) are looking specifically at 

the wavelength region where all the diffracted modes are evanescent, as we are in this thesis, but 

are rather assuming that the diffracted modes, are generally real propagating modes. This is why 

Botten et al (1981) calls the Fourier coefficients An for the superstrate, reflection coefficients,

and calls the Fourier coefficients A'n for the substrate region, transmission coefficients, as this is

what the An and A'n are when the diffracted fields are plane waves and hence propagating

fields. This is not to say that models of Maystre & Petit (1972) or Botten et al (1981 A/B) do not 

work when the diffracted waves are all evanescent but as EOT relies on surface waves it 

explains why they did not discover EOT in their models back in 1972 or 1981 respectively.

In our analytical model we take the approach of only looking at wavelengths where any 

diffracted modes which are not normally oriented are evanescent. We also treat things 

mathematically in such a way that we keep the evanescent fields separate from the reflected and 

transmitted plane wave fields. We do this to bring to the fore and more fully clarify the 

contribution of the evanescent modes to the transmittance and reflectance values of the reflected 

and transmitted plane waves. While we still expect the model of Botten et al (1981 A/B) to be 

able to replicate the EOT phenomenon, we believe that our approach is better suited to
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emphasizing the role of the surface waves in EOT, due to the way we treat them as a different 

entity to the plane waves and then look at how they interact with the plane waves. The end 

results of this chapter are mathematical expressions describing this interaction between 

evanescent diffracted waves and plane waves.

2.3 The Plane Wave Expansion Method Used in This Thesis

We now have a detailed look at our own PWE, analytical model of the grating of fig. 2.1. In our 

model we start with Eq. 5 as the description of the diffracted field in the superstrate, just as 

Hugonin et al (1981), Maystre & Petit (1972) and Botten et al (198IB) do. In our model we are 

assuming that the incident electric field direction is parallel to the grating surface as we are 

looking at a TM polarised wave, like Botten et al (198IB) and unlike Hugonin et al (1981) and 

Maystre & Petit( 1972) who look at TE polarisation.

In this thesis for the periodically perforated grating which we are studying, we modify the 

expression for the diffracted field given by Eq. 5 as follows: As we are only dealing with waves

of normal incidence the k sin 9 term in Eq. 5 goes to zero so that in the rest of this thesis 

whenever we have the term kxn it is given by

. 2 n
k*,n = n--------

a

(26)

We can therefore also rewrite Eq. 7 so that kz n is given by

=
4 n‘ 

/l2
-n

(27)

In our analytical model we are only dealing with the situation in which k\>a and hence kz n 

from the above equation is always imaginary for n > 1. We note from the above equation that 

for n = 0 we will still have a real kzn value though. We note that there are no other layers

present in the superstrate, and so because of the boundary condition that the electric field 

strength cannot go to infinity at z = oo we require that we have no negative imaginary values of

k, n . Thus we only take the positive square roots of Eq. 27 above.
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By combining these facts with the trigonometric identity that exp(ikxnx) + exp(—ikXJlx) = 

cos(kXinx) we can rewrite Eq. 5, for the case when 0 = 0 and X\ > a, so that the jc component 

Ed~supst of the diffracted field in the superstrate is given by

Ksups' = Z 4 cos(A-v,»x)exp('*,,»z) <28>
n= 1

To make it clear to the reader that the diffracted fields of the above equations, for X\ > a, are 

surface waves, we further define the term k2 n such that

k:,n = lk,,n = *
f An2 ,

— n
X a

for X\> a

(29)

that is

k, = -
4«-! 4®2V/2

cr A2 j
for X\ > a

(30)

The result is that we can then express the diffracted superstrate field Edx supst as

n=oo

Edrp“ = £; + IX cos(^„,x)exp(- *„z)
«=1

(31)

Where E[ is the reflected plane wave field in the superstrate which corresponds to n = 0. (As 

we noted earlier even when X\> a the n = 0 diffracted field is still real, not evanescent).

Eq. 31 is the same as Eq. 5; we have simply written it in a different form for the particular 

situation in which we have 6= 0 and X\ > a.

In our analytical model we also require that the ratio of the incident light's wavelength to the slit 

width, satisfy

X _ /—
— > 2-yj£2
w

(32)

Doing this ensures that the slit diffracted fields are all surface waves as well (which also 

simplifies the analysis as we then only have a single propagating mode in the slit, namely a
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plane wave traveling in the direction parallel to the slit). We note that this is similar to the work 

of Porto et al, 1999 who only consider "the fundamental eigenmode in the modal expansion of 

the electric and magnetic fields inside the slits". Although in our case we are also including all 

the other eigenmodes but, by ensuring that Eq. 32 is true, they are surface waves (centered at the 

slit mouth) and are part of the EDW field in the slit. This is justified considering this thesis is 

concerned with the mechanism leading to EOT through subwavelength periodic apertures. The 

mathematical approach used here could however be extended to include slit periodicities and slit 

widths which gives rise to a mixture of both real diffracted modes and EDWs.

2.4 Single Surface EDW Model and Summary of the Main Results of Chapter 2

We now give the mathematical definition of the EDW fields which, in the presence of incident 

and reflected plane waves (propagating normal to the surface), satisfy the boundary conditions 

for the superstrate/grating boundary shown in fig. 2.1.

Deriving the exact EDW functions that satisfy the boundary conditions is somewhat complex. 

So in order to avoid losing the reader by diving straight into their derivation, in this section we 

shall first simply state the equations which describe the EDWs in order to show where we are 

going to. We will then show how we derive these fields and show how they meet the 

appropriate boundary conditions for electric and magnetic field continuity in the following 

sections.

In the superstrate there is an incident plane wave with electric and magnetic fields, given by

E'x = E‘0 exp(j.(k, oz + 0']) Hy = - — exp(/(?. 0z + 0'))
*7i

(33) (34)

as well as a reflected plane wave given by

E' = E[ exp(/(- k; 0z + 0r)) H'= — exp(/(- kz 0z + 9'))
V\

(35) (36)

In the slit there is a forward traveling plane wave that is traveling in the negative z direction 

with phase Qslit+ and wavenumber k[, where
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(37)

k t
z, 0

and with fields given by

Ef+ = Ef* exp i(k!0z + 9s"'+)

Fslll+ /— \Hf+=—0—expi(k;oz + 6sllt+)
Vi

(38)

(39)

There is also a backwards traveling slit plane wave traveling in the positive 2 direction, with 

phase 0sllt~, and fields given by

Ef~ = Ef- exp/(- k'z0z + 0s"'-)

The film has a plane wave with phase 6f and wavenumber /c^'0, where

(40)

(41)

k ft

z, 0

(42)

Thus it is not a traveling wave but rather it is exponentially decaying into the film in the z 

direction with fields given by

T~1 f
E{"m = Ef0 exp(k’fiz + idf) Hf',m = =±- exp(*'0z + iOf)

(43) (44)

Appropriate continuity of all the electric and magnetic fields present will be achieved at the 

superstrate/grating boundary, if there are EDWs present in the superstrate, slit and film as 

shown in the following analysis.

The superstrate EDWs that satisfy all appropriate field continuities, in the presence of the 

aforementioned plane waves, have electric field strength tangential component supst? 

electric field strength normal component E£ supst? and magnetic field strength tangential
. ..d-supst ■ ,component Hy given by
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(45)

00 . .
K'UF“ = Eq-s“psiZ An cos(^x„x)exp(-k,nz)

n=1

x k / \Edrv‘ = sin (*„*) exp(- <„z)
w=l

(46)

Hdy-sups‘ = ' (oEq~sup" jr -A- cos(kxnx) exp(- k.n z)
w=l

(47)

where Eq supst is a complex number which includes both the magnitude and the phase of the 

EDW, and where kxn is given by Eq. 26, and where kzn is given by Eq. 30, and where

A =Y «
n / j i ,n

if f, < |f2| and < eJ (48)

2 . fnmv^
at =—sinl,n nn \ a

a
GO 00

EZ
9=1 m=l

ai-\,q

(a-w)f lV
G" B' G'V / i ft m.q m.n if m.q m

z-q V a s ,k/ x.m

ft m.q m,n i f m.q m,na s,k2 x ,m J

(49a)

(49b)

aN - -a„,N ,n AM " k +e1)

B' = 1 when nw = am

if N < co and \£,\ < £\ (49c)

(50a)

B' =sinc m-n-
V aj

-sine w
m + n— | when nw * am

V a.

B"mn = -(- l)" when n(a-w)-am

O'
f . f (a- w)\\

sine m - n —------ - - sine m + n ------- -
V l a ) V a ))

(50b)

(51a)

when n(a - w) ^ am (51 b)

Note that Bm n is a Fourier coefficient of a truncated sine function, derived in Appendix A.l.
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when nw = am (52a)G' =
w

G' =
w f (

sine w
m-n— I + sine

V V a
r w y
m + n —

V a))
when nw ^ am (52b)

G" = a-w

V «
when n(a - w) = am

G" =-
^ a-w^ f

sine
V a )\

(a - w n . ( (a -w)
m-n------- - +sinc m + n------- -

\
when n(a - w) ^ am

(53a)

(53b)

Note that Gm n is a Fourier coefficient of a truncated cosine function, derived in Appendix A.3. 

Further we have defined

k' —m
2 n
w

I4m2/c2 co----—~e —w c
(54) (55)

k" = m 2 n
(a - w)

4 nVn1 a)
Km =1 7------y

\ [a - w) c
(56) (57)

and

. / \ sin(/Dr)sinc(x) =  —-
7DC

(58)

Corresponding to the EDWs in the superstrate which we have just described, we also have 

EDWs in the slit, (that is the region of fig. 2.1 wherez<Oand |jc|<w/2) with electric field

strength tangential component E£~slit, electric field strength normal component/^_sUt, and 

magnetic field strength tangential component Hy~slit which are given by

’d-slit = ~~ Kt + K, «»fe,*)exp(*:,*)

j^d-sht = - — EtmP’,'ZA„ sinC,„,^)exp(t; ,„z)
£ 2 n=1 &z n m=1

(59)

(60)
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(61)

H d-slil
y = ico£x E*-“ps' £ 4, T*1 X cos (k'xm x)exp (k[m z)

n=1 ^z,m m=1 ^x,m

We also have EDWs in the film (that is the region of fig. 2.1 where z < 0 and |jc| > w/2) with

electric field strength tangential component fllm, electric field strength normal 

component^ ^llm, and magnetic field strength tangential component Hy which are 

given by

-d-film - -2- y A —B" „ cos
0 Z_j n I Z—i m,n

b f n=1 ,tz,w w=l

/ a\
yfc" X + —

V 2y
|exp(*",,»z)

(62)

'd-film
oo L CO

__^E^,.yA^yKjiS in
27=1 m=l

<jx+-
V 2y

iexpfc„z)

(63)

// d-film
QO If 00

— fd-supst Y , -221, V m,n „„„— I Cub \ Foq / ,
_ .. »»1 — 1 /v

' r ^/ ff 14

,27 727 = 1 ^''.V,277 V

x + - 
^ 2^

exp(i"„z)

(64)

In section 2.7 we shall show that at the superstrate/slit boundary these EDWs produce a 

discontinuity in the magnetic field (if the EDW is considered in isolation from the plane waves) 

which is independent ofx, given by

H d-supst
y , .Lx <—,z=0 -x

d-slit
Lx <—,z=0 

1 2
= isxcoEfsup" ^ —— sine

»=1 X2»

X. . ( hO
ft---

V a)
(65)

Similarly we will also show in section 2.7 that at the superstrate film boundary

H d-supst
y \x >—,z=0i i 2

-Hd-film

\x >—,z=0 
1 2

= ieloiEfsups'
^77 lV' • f (<J —

2,—— (-1) sine ------ -
z,n

(66)

That is, while Hy supst and Hy~sllt both vary with x at the z = 0 boundary (for |x| < w/2 ), the 

difference between them does not vary with x but is a constant (at z = 0). Likewise while 

Hy supst and Hy ^llm also both vary with x (for |x| > w/2 ) at the z = 0 boundary, the difference

between them also does not vary with x but is also a constant. We use this result (i.e. an EDW 

magnetic field discontinuity at the superstrate/slit and superstrate/film boundaries which does 

not vary with x) to enable us to match EDWs to plane waves in chapter 3.
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In section 2.7 (where we derive the EDWs which we have just described) we also show that at 

the superstrate/slit boundary

i w „x <—,z=0 
2

0
a

(67)

and at the superstrate/film boundary

d- supst
x\>—,z=Q 

1 2
w

(68)

This means that the difference between the tangential components of the EDW electric field

with * at z = 0 (even though Ex supst,Ex sllt and Ex ^lLm do vary with x at z = 0).

These two equations (describing the EDW electric field tangential component discontinuity, at 

the z = 0 boundary), along with Eq. 65 and Eq. 66 (describing the EDW magnetic field 

tangential component discontinuity, at the z = 0 boundary), allow us to completely specify what 

combination of superstrate incident and reflected plane waves and slit forward and backward 

traveling plane waves, will combine with EDWs to completely satisfy all equations of 

continuity for electric and magnetic field strength, at the superstrate/grating boundary.

2.5 Derivation of the EDW Component Modes

We will now derive the EDW fields in the superstrate, slit and conducting film (which we gave 

in Eqs. 45, 46, 47, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63 and 64) which will in addition with plane waves in the 

superstrate, slit and film satisfy all boundary conditions (namely continuity of tangential 

components of electric and magnetic field strength and continuity of the norma! component of 

the electric flux density).

For the purpose of this exercise we assume that the sum of the plane wave electric field strength 

tangential components in the superstrate, when evaluated at the superstrate/slit boundary, is 

equal to £plane supst (This quantity does not vary with jc as the plane waves are incident 

normal to the film). That is, if the superstrate incident field Elx is given by Eq. 33 and if the 

superstrate reflected field Ex is given by Eq. 35 then Eplane supst is given by

strength on either side of the superstrate/film and superstrate/slit boundaries also does not vary

(69)
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Note that the / superscript as used in the variables Ex, Eq and 6l is a label identifying them as 

referring to the incident plane wave but in any other situation in this chapter where the i 

subscript appears it simply refers to the integer i.

Note however in order for our following derivation of EDWs in this section to be valid we do 

not actually require that there be only these two plane waves present in the superstrate. There 

can in fact be any number of plane waves present in the superstrate from 1 to go. For the purpose 

of our working in this section we only require that for whatever plane waves are present in the 

superstrate, the sum of their combined electric field strengths in the * direction, when evaluated 

at z = 0, is equal to gPlane~suPer _ \ye have defined gp>ane~suPer as being the sum 0f oniy an 

incident and reflected plane waves at z = 0 simply for later convenience because this is the 

definition of ]7Plane~suPer which we will be making use of in chapter 3.

Similarly we define the sum of the plane wave electric field strength tangential components 

inside the slit, when evaluated at the superstrate/slit boundary, as being Eq lane slLt top. That is 

if we assume that we have a slit downward traveling field Exllt+ given by Eq. 38 and a slit 

upward traveling plane wave Exlit~ given by Eq. 40 then Eplane sLit top is given by

'4 plane-si it-top, 0 = Esl,t+ + E slit —

z=0
= Ef* exp i() slit + + Eq1' QxpiO sllt-

Note that again we use this particular definition of Eplane sllt top for later convenience and 

that the following derivation for the EDW fields would be equally valid for any number of slit 

plane wave fields apart from just the two given here.

We similarly define Eplane ^llm top as the sum of the plane wave electric field strength 

tangential components inside the film, when evaluated at the superstrate/film boundary. For
f

later consistency with chapter 3 we assume only Ex as given by Eq. 43 is present inside the film
,, , nplane-film-top ■ ■ ,so that Eq j is given by

E plane-film-top 
0 = Eq expiOf

(71)

Now that we have defined the plane waves fields assumed to be present in the grating system 

shown in fig. 2.1, we derive the additional EDWs that must also be present for all boundary 

conditions to be satisfied.
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We shall now use an iterative method and Fourier analysis to derive a series of surface waves 

(EDWs) which by themselves produce continuity of the electric flux density normal component 

across the z = 0 grating boundary and which also produce a tangential electric field discontinuity 

(at z = 0) which does not vary with x. The tangential electric field discontinuity produced by the 

EDWs will result in no net electric field tangential component discontinuity when in the 

presence of plane waves (whose electric field strength at the z = 0 boundary are given
, pP lane-sup st p,plane-film-topDy £0 , c0 and f?pLane~si'-t~t0P^

Although we will find that to satisfy the boundary conditions we need EDW fields in the slit and 

film as well as the superstate, the approach we take is to start out assuming that the EDWs in 

the slit (that is Ex~sllt) and the EDWs in the film (that is E% fllm) do not yet exist (but rather 

we introduce them in an iterative process as we go along).

In summary what we do is as follows. We start out simply calculating the x direction 

component of an EDW (surface wave) field in the superstate (using Fourier analysis) that will 

match to the plane waves inside the superstate, the slit and the film (so as to create continuity 

of these fields). Using Maxwell's divergence relation we then calculate the corresponding z 

direction component of the EDW electric field inside the superstate. As the computed z 

direction component of the superstate EDW electric flux density is then discontinuous at the 

s u pe rst rate/s I i t and superstrate/film boundaries we then introduce EDW fields inside the slit and 

superstate to make this field component continuous. From Maxwell's divergence relation we 

then calculate the slit and film x direction component of the electric field strength for the EDW 

in the slit and film. This field component is then discontinuous with the field component in the 

superstate. We then introduce an additional EDW in the superstate to make this field 

component continuous. This is an iterative process that in theory continues an infinite number of 

times. However for the case when the superstate permittivity is equal to or less than the slit 

permittivity the additional superstate fields are smaller in magnitude on each successive 

iteration until the additional fields are negligible. Thus in practice it is not necessary to perform 

the process an infinite number of times but only until convergence is reached (typically after 

several, for example 6 iterations). So although in the theoretical model while the N of Eq. 40 

goes to infinity, when actually calculating the An terms convergence will typically be reached 

when N is less than 10.

Now we describe the details of this method. We label the EDW field in the superstate which we 

are trying to match to just slit, film and superstrate plane wave fields as j?^suPst where the ~
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symbol differentiates it from Ex supst (Ex supst is the final result of our iterative process) and 

the 1 subscript indicates it is the field used in the first iteration of the process described above.

We will then go on to derive an infinite set of additional supst fields (which are necessary to

satisfy all boundary conditions and which will sum together to produce Ex supst). That is, the 

relation between the previously defined Ex supst field which is the final result (given in Eq. 45) 

and the set of E^j 5upst fields derived here is

OO
T^d-supst   \ 1 r^d-supst

.v — / i ^x,i
i=1

(72)

where the E*]sup5t are given by

pd-supsi = £ a ^ cos(^^x)exp{-k z)
m=\

(73)

We will find the relation between the An (the Fourier coefficients of Ex supst) and ai n is

A =y^ a
n / j i,n

i=1

(74)

We will start out by setting E^1supst to the tangential electric field discontinuity produced by 

plane waves present, at z = 0. We will then find that in order for the normal component of the 

electric flux density to be continuous we need to add a field E^2supst to Exlsupst. This will in 

turn lead to another field £^35up5t being introduced until through this iterative process we end 

up with an infinite sum of fields which gives Ex 5upst.

We will find that each Exqsupst field which we add also introduces the need for an additional 

plane wave field present in the superstrate, whose value of tangential electric field strength 

component evaluated at the grating z = 0 boundary we define as Epl^ne supst.

That is, we temporarily assume we have an infinite series of incident plane waves 

Elx q each with magnitude Eq q and phase 6q in the superstrate given by

K,q expi(^>0z + §;)

(75)
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which sum to give a single incident plane wave in the superstrate Elx as given by Eq. 33. There 

is also a requirement to introduce an infinite series of reflected plane waves Erxq each with 

magnitude Eq q and phase 0q in the superstrate given by

T,,.» =Er^expi(-k!fiz + §llr)

(76)

which sum to give a single reflected superstrate plane wave Ex as given by Eq. 35.

wr j r* rplane-supstWe define Eq q as

’ plane-supst __ i' i , nr

0,<? = ^x,q + &x,q z=()
(77)

, , F-plane-supst / nr- /m a nplane-supst •The relation between Eqq (of Eq. 69) and Eq h is then

■ plane-supst __ \ ’ r- plane-supst
0 ~ L*

</=1
(78)

We find that it is not necessary to introduce similar series of plane waves to represent the slit 

and film plane waves. These are as given by Eq. 38, Eq. 40 and E2q. 43. Thus the sum of the 

two slit plane wave electric fields, evaluated at z = 0, is still given by Eq Lane sllt top(as per Eq. 

70) and the film plane wave electric field, evaluated at z = 0, is still given by Eq lane ^llm top 

(as per Eq. 71).

While ultimately we want to match Ex supst to the plane wave electric field discontinuity 

Cq • — E'q (at tne superstraie/slu boundary) as well as to ihe plane wave

electric field discontinuity Eplane supst — Eplane ^llm top (at the superstrate/film boundary), 

we start out by simply trying to satisfy the boundary conditions at z = 0 by matching Exlsupst

, pplane-supst _ p.plane-slit-top , p,plane~supst _ r-plctne-film-topto c0 j — c0 ana .

The first E* i supst field (i.e. Exlsupst) which we match to plane waves in the superstrate and 

grating is given by

Ed-s,Vs, = icos(^„ x)exp(-^„z)
«,= 1

(79)
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The conditions for continuity of the tangential components of electric fields across the 

superstrate- slit and superstrate-film boundaries are given by

E plane-supst 
0,1 + E d- supst 

x,\ i w „x\<—,z=0 ' 2
r plane-slit-top 
^0

(80)

E plane-supst 
0,1 + E d-supst

x,\ i w „x\>—,z=0 ' 2
= Eplane-film-top ,0

(81)

Into these two equations we insert E^xsupst as given by Eq. 79 to get

(82)

—— + ycos(/: x) I, , w = L^ i l.»i \ / ||x|>-

(83)

where (to make the notation more compact) we have defined K and L as

K = E plane-slit-top 
0 L = E plane-film-top 

0

(84) (85)

and where for convenience we have defined ai 0 according to

a i,0 = 2E plane-supst
0,/

(86)

We then use Fourier analysis to solve Eq. 82 and Eq. 83 for the al n terms which produce f(x) 

where f(x) is given by

/(*) = L

(87) (88)

We note that f(x) is a rectangular function, and from our Fourier relation Eq. 12 we find 
that al n is given by the standard Fourier series for a rectangular function of

a, =
_ 2(K - L) .

sin
n,7r \ a )

(89)
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We have now matched the electric field tangential components on both sides of the z = 0 

boundary.

However the presence of Ed\supsi in the superstrate implies the existence of a corresponding

electric field normal component Ed\supsl. Maxwell's divergence relation requires that £d~supst 

be given by

E-S“PS‘ = (*,„*) e
«i=l *z,nx

-k

(90)

This is the first term in the following expression for the normal component of the electric field.

'd- supst = 2X;-supst

i=1

(91)

We have now created a discontinuity in the electric flux density normal component across the 

boundary. This is because the only fields which we have considered inside the film or slit are 

plane wave fields with no normal electric field component.

In order to make the electric flux density normal component across the boundary continuous we 

need to introduce the electric field strength normal component fields, in the slit E^slit and in 

the film E*~film.

Note that the perfectly conducting slit walls require that E^iSllt = E^^llm = 0atx = ±w/2. 

We write

00

sin(k x) I, , w = > B' sin(&' x) I, , wV x." J l|x|<- / J m,n V x,m /

where the Fourier coefficients are given by Eq. 50 (see Appendix A.l)

(92)

We see that we will have matching of s1 E^x supst with s2E^1sllt at the superstrate/slit boundary 

(as well as having E^sllt = 0 at the slit walls) if E^isllt is given by

oo AT °°

Eif =--Z«u,
’2 «.=1 :,n\ m=1

(93)
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Similarly we write

sin(A:xnx)| w
*|a7

V B" sin
/ j rn.n

' a^
X H-----

2
k"

v j

where the Fourier coefficients are given by Eq.51.

(94)

We see that we have matching of £1Efsupst with fllm at the superstrate/film boundary 

(as well as the required *llm = 0 at the slit walls) if Ef ^llm is given by

'ni-film _
'z,l = -2iya -2iy b"„ Zw U » Lu sin

/ "i=1 m=1
k"Kx,m X H------

2 JJ

k”

(95)

These are the first terms in the series expressions for z components of the slit and film EDW 

fields

j^d-slit slit

;=1
(96)

E d - film 
z

-film

;=1
(97)

Satisfying Maxwell's divergence relation in the slit requires us to introduce the field Ex,isllt 

(corresponding to Efsllt) given by

r? d-slit bx,\
k r-° k' 

x’n\ NT1 ->'« D'

n'z,n, m=1

(98)

Satisfying Maxwell's divergence relation in the film requires us to introduce the field E^fdm 

given by

j’ d—film _ 

'*,1

k"
= -^Ly a

„ zLt i Z-i i"

( f

• f n=1
k.

cos
W=1

knKX,m
a W

x + — 
V

K

(99)

These are the first terms in the series expressions for the x components of the slit and film EDW 

fields

E d-slit
x I* d-stit

x,i
;=1

(100)

E d - film 
x

film

;=1
(101)
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We have now appropriately matched electric field normal components on either side of the z = 0 

boundary (and we have also matched the plane wave fields in the slit and film with EDWs) but 

in the process of doing so we now have introduced the slit field E^sllt and the film field 

gd^fiim are £p)\y tangential component electric fields, which are as yet unmatched with

any field inside the superstrate and hence the tangential component of the total electric field is 

discontinuous across the z = 0 boundary. We now go on to iterate the whole process which we 

have just followed except that this time instead of trying to find EDW fields to match to the

plane wave fields at z = 0 (i.e. Eq k and Eq j ), we are now trying to

match EDW fields to E^sllt in the slit and E^Jllmin the film instead.

So we now introduce the new set of EDW components E^2supst, E^2sllt, E^2supst,

E};2sllt and E* 2^llm with the corresponding Fourier amplitude terms a2in , in order to produce 

electric field tangential component continuity across z = 0, in order to satisfy

tj plane-supst 
^0,2 + Ed-slit

x,2 \x=slit,z=0
= Ed-slit

\x=slit,:=0
(102)

77’ plane -

(103)

where EqU"'l' supsi is the sum of any additional plane waves evaluated at z = 0 that we may have 

to add to the superstrate to satisfy electric field tangential component continuity at z = 0.

Similar to previously, we define the next superstrate EDW electric field component E^2supst 

that we will match to E^Jsllt and E^^llm) as

rf d- supst 
^x,2

Similar to previously (in Eq. 84) we define cr20as

_ ■j p plane-supst 
u2,0 ~ ^^0,2

Eq. 102 and Eq. 103 then become

(104)

(105)
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a^ + Y>2
^ / -i 2 >n2
£ /i.=l

COS(iK.mx)

(106)

a.
— + Za, cosik x,

2 ,n2 \ x,n2 /

"2= 1 lx=y?//«

£. k ^ k"
-J-Y a, Y -^B'£_j i,"i i in <".»i
O w, =1 »v wj —1 /vf n\ 1 z,«! m 1 x,/w

cos

/ a))
X H-----

V l 2))
(107)

Appendix A.4 shows that the values of a2iTl that satisfy these two equations are given by

a

« k * ( c k' c k" ^

, =Va. - B’ ——— G +COS (n,n)B" ———G"
2>"2 / 2 Ml 1 / 2 m>«l jLf m."2 V 2 / m,«, -

"l=‘ 'Vn, *=1 V X k"f X,m

(108)

Similar to the previous analysis we then have to satisfy Maxwell's divergence relation by
. • fld-supst ■ ,introducing Ez2 given by

E d- supst 
z,2

00

“IX„;
«2=1

S'm(k,,nX)e

(109)

Ensuring that the electric flux density normal component is continuous across the slit then 

requires that we introduce Ez 2sht i*1 the slit given by

a_> if ou

E?~2sI" = —- Y a2 -*’”2 Y B' sinik' mx)gz'mZ,2 2,/?2 1 V -X,/W / C
^2 «2=1 k-z,n2 m~

(110)

and introduce Ez2^llm in the film given by

£d-Mm=_£1_ y ky8; sin
2,2 Z-f 2,m2 , Z-i '”.«2

C.f n2=\ Kz,n2 m=1

r X H-----
V

(111)

Satisfying Maxwell's divergence relation then requires that we introduce E^2s,lt in the slit given 
by

_ oo Jr oo b'

Kf = -^Z«2,„2 cosfe,mx)e‘;
«■>=! /vr,/i2 w=l ^

(112)

and also introduce E^2^ilm in the film given by
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(113)

jp d-film __
^x,2 a

■ f n2= 1

k 00 k"x,n2 V" n>t

2.«, 7----cos
ffl = l ^ X

r n---
2 22

Thus now our E^sllt and E^^llm are matched at the superstrate boundary (along with the 

original plane waves tangential electric field component) but in the process we have had to 

introduce E^slit and E^2^llm which are not yet continuous at the boundary. (They are as yet 

unmatched by any superstrate tangential electric fields at the boundary.) We then repeat the 

cycle to make E^sllt and E^2^lLm continuous across the z = 0 boundary (similar to what we did 

to match the E^sllt and E^^llm fields).

That is, we introduce the new set of fields E^3supst, E^3sllt, E^3^llm, E^3supst, E^3sllt and 

E^3^lLm which have the corresponding amplitude terms cc3ri3, in order to satisfy the 

requirement for electric field tangential component continuity across the z = 0 boundary, 

according to

rr plane-supst . T’ d-slit 
^0,3 + ^jc,3 = E 7

x=slit,z=0

d-slit

x=slit,z-0 (114)

r' plane-supst . E'd-ftlm I _ jpd-fdm
^0,3 +^,3 \x=film,z=Q~£Lx,2 X—fdm,z=0 (115)

We use Eq. 84 to give ai0 as

^3,0 — 2^0,3plane-supst (116)

so that we get

a,—+ T'a, cos[k x
3,/73 \ x,n3 /

Z /l3=l

OO lr OO h.!

—L^a, cos(£' x)
2,n2 i j t m,n2 \ x,m /

'2 ”2 = 1
(117)

af+Yja^cos[lc ~x‘
■- n3=\

i(k
V x,n3

c °° lr °° If"
"V 1 x,A72 "V 1 z,m nW= —L > a, —- > ---- B cos/ ^ 2,n2 , / -i r n *."2

r=film,z=0 ° f n2=1 Z,/7? X,/W

X H----
V 2yy

k" (118)

We note that these two equations are identical to Eq. 106 and Eq. 107, apart from different 

labels, namely replacing the symbol 2 with 3, which will not affect the result of the mathematics 

at all. So without doing the working we know that the resulting solution for ct3 n2 is the same as 

that for a2,n2 given in Eq. 108 but with appropriate label change (that is, replacing the symbol 2 

with the symbol 3). We will then get a3 ns given by
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(119)

a, =3,«,

k'
y a2 -B' ———G + cosin 7r^\B"
/ J 2.”2 / 2 m,»2 m>"3 V 3 / m,n

k" „1 z ,m

m ,n3

This cycle then repeats without end. For example on the next iteration we will get

«... = Za
3."3 z

*3=1

El^lq +COS(«/r)£"
m,n2 g mn* ' 4 / m’n'i £ ^ mn4

(120)

Repeating the cycle without end and then adding all the resulting fields together (for i equals 1 

to infinity) according to

00
rfd-supst \ ' rill-supst

— 2Lj ^EDW, x,i
1=1

(121) pd-supst
OO

__ X 1 t? d-supst
~ 2^, ^ EDW, z,i 

(=1

(122)

oo
P d-slit __ \ ' p d-slit
^x ~ / . ^EDW x.i

j=l

(123)
d-slit

00
_ \ ' p d-slit 
- 2~t ^EDW, z,\

Z=1

(124)

Ed - film
X Z£d-film 

EDW, x,i (125) Ed- film Z£ d-film 
EDW, z,\

z=l
(126)

oo
r’ plane-super   \ ' r-< plane-supst
^0 ~ ^ ^0,/ z=l

(127)

gives us the same total EDW fields E* supst, E* supst, Efslit, Efslit, E% fUm and Ef supst 

which are identical to those given previously in section 2.4 (that is Eqs. 45, 46, 59, 60, 62 and 

63 respectively).

An is then given by

A = y a
n / j /,/

where

a =
oo oozz a(-I.?

9 = 1

(-1 y^r-Bn_G"__ - A

efk”
J *,m

s.k'
G'

£ m ? m-n 
^2 x ,m J

(128)

(129)
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ah, =
2(e?i°"‘-’i"-'°p -EZl°"e-/llm-'°p) . (nnw\ 

= —^--------------- y------------ Zsin -----
Yin \ a )

We find it convenient to redefine aln and re-express An as

where

\ = (fplane-slit-top p plane- film-top
0 ~ ^0 )IX„

;=1

a =
oo oo

ai-\.q ,
q=\ m=l ^zq y

2 . ( Y171W^

o k" r k'/ jV &rz.m ° 1 z,m

V / ^ j^ff m,q m.n j^t m,q m,n

a, =—sin\,n
Yin V a )

(130)

(131)

(132)

(133)

Note that having computed all the component fields of Ex supst; Ex sLit and Ex ^llm we find, 

as expected, that the fields satisfy continuity of the tangential component, that is

' plane-super ^ j^d—supst
'0

77 plane-slit-top . 77 d-slit I
I | w . = E0 + E | | w
x <—,z=0 u x I x z=01 1 2 1 1 2

plane-super j^d-supst I __ jpplane-film-top j^d-film
|x|>—,z=0 0
1 1 2

\x\>—,z=0 
1 1 2

(134)

(135)

We also note that E£ supst? pd slit ancj pd film satjsfy continuity of the norma! component of 

electric flux density, that is

p d-supst — p F d~s,it1 1 W „ c, I-! z ,, w „1 z t pc <—,z=0 z z I x <—,z=0
1 1 2 1 1 2

(136)

£,E d-supst

\x >—,z=0 1 1 2
= £,E d - film

Lx >—,z=0 
1 1 2

(137)

Calculation of An involves summing an infinite number of terms. In practice we must terminate 

the summation at some point. However wherever we terminate the series the last component 

EDW fields will not be appropriately matched at the boundary. That is, if we sum the ai n terms
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will be discontinuous at thein Eq. 128 only until i = N then the fields E^Nsllt and E^Jllm 

boundary. In practice we find that if both — < 1 and — < 1 then the fields E^sllt and E^t ^llm
£ f £2

decrease in amplitude with increasing i (that is ai n decreases with increasing i). We then find 

that with sufficiently large N, the fields E^J]Sllt and E^Jllm approach zero for all x, so that the 

failure to match these fields (by summing all the way to i = oo) produces a negligible 

discontinuity in electric field tangential component at the boundary. The procedure can be 

illustrated using graphs.

In fig. 2.2 we see the tangential components of the EDW electric fields at the boundary z = 0 in 

the superstrate (A), in the slit and film (B) and the difference between them (C) plotted for the 

case of Avac = 1000 nm, a = 500nm, w = 200nm, sf = -5, £,=1 and £2=1.5 (The

summation in Eq. 132 is summed to m - 200 and q = 200 and the i = N values shown). This 

provides an example of how for sufficiently large N the discontinuity across the z = 0 boundary 

converges to the discontinuity in the plane waves.

This convergence does not happen though if either s1 / Ef > 1 or ex/e2 > 1, which is a 

problematic case for our model in its present form. For these cases the continuity equations need 

to be solved by a different methodology. Note that an example of an alternative method for 

solving for the at n terms of Eq. 132 is given in Appendix A.5.

We show in Appendix A.6 that for this problematic case when £i/s2 > 1 (but still with 

exI£f < 1) we will get a good approximate value for An if we replace the final value ai n that 

we sum to with

a --a
(sx+£2)

Note that this equation also works if ex/e2 < 1, though it is not needed in that case.

(138)

In practice this method for determining ai n is found to produce convergence for a somewhat 

wider range of values of e1/e2. It is found empirically that convergence is achieved if

— < 1.3
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Note that we have not yet derived the ai 0 terms but rather have derived only the values of ai n 

for« > 1. We will be looking at the ai 0 terms in the next section.

Fig. 2.2. Plot of: (A) the superstrate EDW tangential electric field strength at the superstrate 
boundary; (B) the grating EDW tangential electric field strength at the superstrate boundary; (C) 
the difference between the superstrate and grating EDW tangential electric field strength at the 
superstrate boundary for varying numbers /V of iterations (of / in Eq. 131).
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2.6 The Relation Between the EDW Field and the Plane Wave Fields

In this section we will derive the value of A0 where

A a

\ r-plane-supst ■ ■ ,As Eq k is given by

> plane-supst = V r plane-supst
'0

;=1

this means that

A = 2Eo
plane-supst

Thus we also have

1 00J? plane-supst _ J_ y
0 t1,0

^ /=!

Thus to find EQLane supst We must first find an0.

(139)

(140)

(141)

(142)

First we compute the value of a10 that satisfies Eq. 82 and Eq. 83 by using Eq. 11. Doing this 

we get

so that

2 K
a,

w (a _w \
f , 2 L 2 2f 7 f 7r dx h— dx + dx
J, a j J

2 vl 1 J

ai0 = — {Kw + L(a - w))

As K and L are given by Eq. 84 and Eq. 85 we can write this as

_ 2(E£l‘me-sll‘-'°pw + - wj)

«1.0
a

(143)

(144)

(145)

Next we calculate the a20 value that satisfies Eq. 106 and Eq. 107. We do this by defining /,(x) 

as being equal to the right hand sides of Eq. 106 and Eq. 107 according to
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(146)

/oWx ^ , Jc i /c
Ya.
t—i ‘-"I b Lu b' mJ cos(o)

' 2 "i=1

=film,z=0
COS

f aw

X H-----
2

k”
v JJ

(147)

We then put f0{x) into the Fourier equation Eq. 11 to get the solution for a2i0. Due to the fact 

that f0(x) is a sum of cosine functions and the fact that Eq. 11 is then an integral between 

symmetrical limits, we end up with the result that

a 2,0 = 0
(148)

Following the same procedure for all the other an0 values (where/? * 1 ) we get the result that

an 0 = 0 when n 1
(149)

Putting these values of an 0 into Eq. 85 then gives

jp plane-super   jp plane-slit-top W ( jp plane-film-top tv)

— n,0 r lLq
a a

(150)

Thus we have derived the condition that the plane waves must satisfy in order to combine with 

EDWs in order to produce no net discontinuity in electric field strength tangential component 

across the superstrate/grating boundary.

For later convenience (for chapter 3 in particular) we now derive relations for the discontinuities 

between E£ supst and Ex~slit and between E% supst and E% fLlm at the superstrate/grating 

boundary which do not explicitly involve the terms Eq or
eplane-slit-top C0 •

We start out by taking the continuity equations Eq. 134 and Eq. 135 and re-arranging them to 

get

Ed-sups' I, . » -E
x I\x <—,z=0

1 1 2

d-slit I Tp plane-slit-top jp plane-supst
x L|<-z=0_^0 

1 ' 2
(151)

■>d-supst -Ed-film

\x\>—,z=0i i 2 be >—,z=0i i 2
_ jp plane- film-top jp plane-supst

~~ ^0 ~~ t-'o
(152)
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We then combine these two equations with Eq. 150 to get

r-'d-supst I 77 d-slit I
x 11 jc| <—,z=0 x 11 jc| <—,7=0

i i 2 2
- -(jffz=o V^o

plane-film-top plane-slit-top \(a~w)
a

jpd-supst I j?d-film I __ J rp plane-film-top r? plane-slit-top
iii vv _ tf - i,. w=0 -yifp ~if<II W - ^ y. Ill W ^ --- l -t-J Pi\x >—,z=0 x I x >—,z=0 V ^i i 2 1 1 2

j W
a

It is convenient to define the term Eq supst given by

d - supst __ plane - slit - top plane - film - top
'0 -E

Eq. 153 and Eq. 154 then become

’ d-supst i | w n ~ E\x <— ,7=0 Xi i 2
d-slit

X <—,7=0 i i 2 = -E,
d-supst (a - w) 
0

a

rpd-supst I jpd-film I __ jpd-supst
If - I | W „ ---  If r I I W „ --- tfrsX I 7 >—,7=0 X I Jt >—,7=0 0 _M 2 1 1 2 a

In Appendix A.7 we see that by defining An as An = An jEedw 0 so that is given by

x

A -y an / j i,n

where

x x

a
q=1 m=1

sr £,k'
= Y y a x (-1 Y-L-ls-B" G" —G'i,n /-l,<7 i \ / i n m,q m,n » f m,<7 m,n/C ^ r/C £ -K>z,q y / x,m 2 x,m J

2_ . 

nn

f nmv^
a, =—sinl,n

V « )

(153)

(154)

(155)

(156)

(157)

(158)

(159)

(160)

^d-supst nd-supst rd-slit rd-slit nd-film . nd-film r rwe can re-express Ex , Ez , Ex , Ez A , Ex and Ez 1 as functions of

An instead of An in which case they are then given by 45, 46, 59, 60, 62 and 63 respectively (that 

is, for convenience we shift the Eq supst term from being part of the Fourier amplitudes An to
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being the EDW field magnitude). In chapter 3 we find it more convenient to use An which is 

independent of the plane wave amplitudes rather than An.

We have now derived all the EDWs given previously in Eqs. 45, 46, 47, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63 and 

64 and shown that all boundary conditions are satisfied when they are combined with 

appropriately chosen plane waves.

In chapter 3 we will use the results of this present chapter, summarized in section 2.4, to specify 

all the plane wave fields (Elx,Ex , ExlLt+ , Exllt~ and Ex) and EDW fields associated with a 

finite-thickness conducting grating.

In this chapter because we are looking at a single grating surface, we are not specifying the 

magnitudes and phases of the individual plane wave fields Ex, Ex, Exllt+ and Exllt~ but only 

the sums Ex + Ex and ExLlt+ 4- Exlit~ of their values evaluated at the z = 0 boundary which
• ^plane-super , plane-slit-topequal Eq H and Eq .

We have seen in this chapter how plane waves are diffracted into EDWs. In chapters 3 and 4 we 

will see how that this diffraction leads to EOT.

In Appendix A.8 we present a simplified model, which while simpler than the analytical model 

presented in this chapter and not itself a useful quantitative model, embodies the essential idea 

behind the analytical model.

2.7 EDWs and the Discontinuity of the Magnetic Field at the Grating Surface

Next we look at the EDW magnetic fields and show how they satisfy the boundary condition 

requirement of continuity of tangential component of the magnetic field at the 

superstrate/grating boundary. In particular we will show that they do satisfy this boundary 

condition but only if additional plane wave fields are present.

If the tangential component of the magnetic field of the EDW in the superstrate was continuous 

with that of the EDW in the grating then we would have

H d-supst
y EDW, y

-Hd-slit = 0
x <—,z=0 

2
Lx <—,z=0 

2

(161)
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(162)

H d-supst
y I vv | 

x\ >—,
1 2 1

I Cix <— 
1 2

,z=0
-Hd-film

y I w lx >—J 
1 2 1

j: <—,z=0 
1 2

= 0

We check if these equations are true, by using Hy supst as given by Eq. 47 and Hy sllt as 

given by Eq. 61, to calculate the left hand side of Eq. 161. It is given by

H d-supst
y -Hy

x\<—,z=o y
1 2

d-slit

x <—,z=0i i 2
= /<*?, I r5- «*<*.,*) - X 7^ cos(i;.x)

7? A:n=l z,« V ff! = l
x <—I I 2

(163)

To simplify this equation, we show in Appendix A.2, that the G'mn (which we defined in Eq. 52 
is related to B'm n (which we defined in Eq.50) by

G'm
am

(164)

We then show in Appendix A.3 that G'mn satisfies the following equation

o°

cos(*„,4 L» = sine (nw/a) + £ G'm „ cos(*\, „ x)
2 m=\

So that we can then rewrite Eq. 163 as

(165)

cos(^.„A:)-2G,,„cosfe„.v)
2’ 2’ «=1 K V. m=1 . x <— 1 2

which reduces to

(166)

H d-supst

y » «~Hy
x <—,z=0 -

1 2

d-slit

x , 
1 2

= ia>e,Ed-s,‘ps,Y-L^si:=0 1 0 i-n=1 *z.m

sine
wh

A? —

Similarly we can show that

(167)

H d-supst — f-fI I W I I a „ Vx>—, x <—,z=0 ri 2 i i 2
d-ftlm

1 2 1 1 2 n=1 K-n V 67 /

(168)
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As the right hand sides of these two equations are not zero we see that Hy supst is not 

continuous with either Hy~sllt or Hy ^ilm at the superstrate/grating boundary. We have now 

derived Eqs. 65 and 66 for the EDW magnetic field discontinuities across the grating boundaries 

which we stated in our summary in Section 2.4.

We note that the right hand sides of these equations are independent of ;c. This feature enables 

us (as we will show in detail later in chapter 3), to get continuity of the total magnetic field 

tangential component, by adding normally incident plane waves (which being normally incident 

also have a magnetic field independent of the jc co-ordinate).

For example we will have continuity of the total magnetic field at the superstrate grating 

boundary when

H'y+Hy +Hdy-supst\ o=//vx <—,z=0 y
1 2

slit+ + Hf- + H A-slit

x < —,z=0 i i 2
(169)

and when

H‘y + //; + Hy-‘un
x\>—,z=0 

1 2
+ H d-film

y \x >—,z=0 
2

(170)

which from Eq. 161 and Eq. 162 means that the total magnetic field strength (that is the sum of 

all magnetic fields present) will be continuous, as required by the boundary conditions, when at 

the superstrate/slit boundary

//; + //;- Hf* -h?- , -= —i(0£ i En~supsl sinc( n-''
r>=1 ^z,n V J

(171)

and when at the superstrate/film boundary

H:+h:-H{\ =-ielcoEt,up,,'£J — {-\)"sinc(^a

n=1 Kny y y |z=0 n
\ a

(172)

As the right hand sides of both these equations are a constant, there is no trouble in finding 

plane waves which satisfy these equations.

In chapter 3 we will determine the magnitudes and phases of the various plane waves which will 

make these two equations true (thus satisfying the magnetic field tangential component 

continuity requirement). Note that we get an EDW magnetic field discontinuity, which is
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independent of jc (which is a feature which allows us to cancel out the EDW magnetic field 

discontinuity with plane waves), irrespective of our choice of An terms.

2.8 Conclusion

The main results of this chapter (results which we'll be making use of in chapter 3) are that 

plane waves in the slit, film and superstrate can be combined with EDWs in the superstrate, slit 

and film (as given by Eqs. 37, 38, 39, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 and 56) to satisfy all boundary 

conditions. In particular the EDWs derived in this chapter will satisfy continuity of normal 

component of electric flux density (in either the presence or absence of normally incident plane 

waves). That is

sxe:d-supst

x <—,z=0 
1 2

= ezE*-sI"
i=0

x >—,z=0 
2

= £ fE d - film

' x >—,z=0 
1 2

(173)

(174)

On the other hand the EDWs will, in the absence of (normally incident) plane waves, produce a 

discontinuity in both the electric and magnetic field strength tangential components, given by

’ d-supst
\x z=0 

1 2
-Ed-slit

x <—,z=0 
1 1 2

_ n d-supst
~

(a - w)

a
(175)

r>d-supst I T'd-film I _ j?d-supst ^
CL, r I I » „ ~ ^ r | | W —x I\x >—,z=0 x I\x >—,z=0 u _

1 1 2 1 1 2 Cl
(176)

H d-supst

jc <—,z=0
-H d-slit

\x <—,z=0 
1 1 2

= io>£lEfs"ps'YtCk ■ I w

n=1 ^z,n
smc n—

V aj
(177)

tt d-supst TTd-ftlm
tl | | w , a ii

y x>—jx<—,z=o y
1 1 2 1 2

. . = is, wEfsups' yA(_i)"sincf«

(178)

These four equations then inform us how to combine (normally incident) plane waves with 

EDWs, which we essentially treat as discrete entities, in order to satisfy continuity of electric 

and magnetic field strength tangential component at the superstrate/slit and superstrate/film 

boundaries. In chapter 3 we use similar equations for EDWs on the bottom side of the film and 

an additional transmitted plane wave in a substrate to determine the transmittance and
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reflectance of a perforated grating of finite thickness. We will see that we can consider that 

each boundary creates a new medium with its own impedance, defined as the ratio of the 

electric field discontinuity of the EDW to its magnetic field discontinuity. These impedances, 

along with the standard impedances of the media making up the system, provide compact 

expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients of the grating.
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Chapter 3

The Analytical Model

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we developed a mathematical description of evanescent diffracted waves 

(EDWs) as solutions of Maxwell's equations. We saw how EDWs in isolation satisfy the 

boundary condition that electric flux density normal to the superstrate/grating boundary is 

continuous. We also saw how EDWs by themselves (when they are the only field present) have 

a discontinuity in the tangential components of both electric and magnetic fields at the 

superstrate/grating boundary (and one which does not vary with x).

In this chapter we show how two EDWs, each on either side of a periodically perforated 

conducting film, can couple to plane waves in such a way that the total tangential component of 

the electric and magnetic field strength is also continuous (thus completely satisfying the 

boundary conditions).

In chapter 4 we will analyze and discuss the physical meaning of the analytical model described 

in this chapter.
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3.2 Description of the Geometry Used in the Analytical Model

Superstrate

Direction of Propagation 
of Ilia deni TM Plane 

Wave EM Field

Direction of Propagation 
of Reflected EM Field

Conductor Slit Conductor

<■—Repeating boundary £/ ^2 Repeating boundary —>

+ z 
J

■¥ +*

Direction of Propagation 
of Transmitted EM Field

Substrate

Fig. 3.1. Diagram of the grating geometry that the analytical model applies to.

The exact geometry of the grating which this analytical model applies to is shown in fig. 3.1. It 

is the same geometry as that shown in Ch. 2 fig. 2.2, except that now the film has finite 

thickness, with the back of the film being located at z~-d. We have also introduced a third 

dielectric medium, a substrate layer with permittivity s3, into the geometry.

The other conducting and non-conducting media remain as previously described in Ch. 2 section 

2.1, and the model has the same constraints as that discussed (as this chapter is simply a 

continuation of it). Again there is no absorption in the conductor and the slits are lined with an 

infinitely thin layer of perfect conductor. Also the incident light is a transverse magnetic plane 

wave, at normal incidence, with the constraints on the wavelength, given in 

Ch. 2 Eq. 30 and Ch. 2 Eq. 32, which ensure that the EDWs are indeed non-propagating surface 

modes and contain no plane wave modes.
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In all there are five boundaries in the situation being modeled. The analytical model provides 

electromagnetic field descriptions which rigorously satisfies Maxwell's equations and the 

necessary boundary at each of the five boundaries. The five boundaries are the superstrate-film 

boundary, the superstrate-slit boundary, the film-substrate boundary, the slit-substrate boundary, 

and the slit-film boundary.

A limitation of the analytical model is that we assume that the film is thick enough that the 

evanescent fields (i.e. the EDWs) on one side of the film have decayed to be of negligible 

intensity before they reach the other side of the film, in both the slit and the film regions. That is 

we assume that we do not need to take into account the presence of the EDWs originating on 

one side of the film when determining how fields meet the boundary conditions on the other 

side of the film. Despite this potential limitation we find that in practice the predictions of our 

analytical model agree with the FDTD results, even when the film is so thin that this condition 

is not met for the slit but is for the film.

For example in chapter 7 we will see good agreement between the analytical model and the 

FDTD model for a perfectly conducting and hence opaque film which is only 10 nm thick, even 

for wavelengths of 3800 nm.

3.3 Description of the Plane Waves Fields in the Analytical Model

The plane waves present in the analytical model for the finite thickness film are the same as 

those present in the single sided grating EDW model that we looked at in chapter 2. That is, in 

the superstrate there is an incident plane wave as given by Ch. 2 Eq. 33 and a reflected plane 

wave as given by Ch. 2 Eq. 35. There is also a slit plane wave travelling in the negative z 

direction given by Ch. 2 Eq. 38 and a slit plane wave travelling in the positive z direction given

by Ch. 2 Eq. 40. There is also a film plane wave, which we re-label as E‘x f,lm top (to distinguish 

it from its counterpart on the bottom side of the film) so that it is given by

= E,-/u^,op exp^»oZ + ) (|)

pi-film-top

= -=±-------- expU.V + iOf"m-lop) (2)
nf

As the film now has a second surface and we have also introduced a substrate, we also introduce 

to additional plane waves, not originally present in chapter 2. We introduce a plane wave in the 

film originating from the bottom film surface with components given by
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(3)
E[-»»-»■>' = g,-film-bo, exf)^_ k^ (z + d) + iQ film-bo, ) 

r* l-film-bol
H,-film-bo, = ^0--------------------exf,(_ ^ (z + rf) + /fl/"-*" ) (4)

We also introduce a transmitted plane wave in the substrate, which is travelling in the negative z 

direction, given by

E‘x = E‘0 exp(ik’"0 (z + d)+ id) (5)

H‘y —exp (ik"'Q(z + d) + iOt) (6)
^3

where

c

Note that whereas E[ /ll,n ">p and E‘x >llm h"' are non propagating plane waves and are the field

transmitted into the metal film, E\ is a propagating plane wave in the substrate and so is the 

field effectively transmitted through the entire grating system.

In this chapter one of the things which we will be determining is the reflection coefficient of the 

grating r as well as the effective transmission coefficient of the grating t. We define r as

_ Er0 exp(/6f) 
E'0 exp(id') (8)

We define t as

_ El0 exp (id' 
E'() exp(id' (9)

For later convenience we also define the slit total electric field El'" and total magnetic field

TT slitti. asy

Ef = Ef* + Ef- = Ef* exp(/yt:'0z + i0‘‘"*)+ exp(-ikfz + i0‘':'~) (10)

r t slit   Tjslit+ . JTslit —H, = Hy + Hy E slit +

n 2
exp(ik^ 0z + idsll,+)+——-exp(- ik[0z + i0sl" ) (11)
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For later convenience we also define the transmission coefficient of the incident plane wave into 

the top film surface tfilm (which is not to be confused with the effective transmission coefficient 

through the whole grating t) as

3.4 Evanescent Diffractive Wave Fields in the Analytical Model

The EDWs present in the superstate, slit (top side) and film (top side) are the same as those in 

Ch. 2 Eq. 45, Ch. 2 Eq. 46, Ch. 2 Eq. 47, Ch. 2 Eq. 59, Ch. 2 Eq. 60, Ch. 2 Eq. 61, Ch. 2 Eq. 62,

Ch. 2 Eq. 63 and Ch. 2 Eq. 64, and again their amplitude is E{j supst. Note that Eq supst is a 

complex number containing both amplitude and phase of the EDWs.

Note that the An term for the superstate side EDWs also remains unchanged from its 

description in Ch. 2 Eq. 48.

With the introduction of the second grating surface, we now also introduce EDWs on the 

substrate side of the film. These EDWs have the same description as those on the superstate 

side of the film (but with appropriate rotation and translation of co-ordinates), except that they

have a different amplitude Eq suhst m Note that Eq suhs< is also complex and thus contains the 

phase as well as the amplitude of the EDWs on the bottom of the grating.

Thus in the substrate the EDW electric field strength component in the x direction J7^~suhst ? 

component in the z direction E^~subst and magnetic field strength component in the y direction

Jjd-subst are (JepjnecJ as follows

El
(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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where

km =Jn:
4 7T2 CO

3 c2
(16)

and where the description of A” is identical to that given for An in Ch. 2 Eq. 48 except that 

wherever the term k_n appears in Ch. 2 Eq. 48 it is replaced with the term kmn (and wherever the 

term appears in Ch. 2 Eq. 48 it is replaced with the term s3).

That is

(17)

a = IX a
9=1

(-1)”
V

£k"3 z,m

Jk7
f x.n

p If'

B" G" ——m.q m.n » f
s.k

B' O'm.q rr (18)

a rtf 2 .----sin
nn

(19)

For the EDW in the slit (originating from the bottom of the slit), the electric field strength 

component in the x direction £^-sU,~hot, electric field strength component in the z direction

Rd-sht-bot and magnetic field strength component in the y direction H‘J s/,r hot are defined as 

follows

k[Rj-sli'-bo, =_!h_Rd-*ubs,Y Am^n_Y_zjn_B, G, \
x 0 / i n , m / j , i m,n V x,m )

-kz,m(z+d)

i rtf lj i f
n=\ Kz,n m=\ ^x,m

(20)

gd-snt~boi = e±Ej hsly sinfc' x\e<-
z U n i fff nt,n \ x^tn / (21)

m=1

Ks“'~bo1 =
n=\ *z,n m=\ ^x,m

(22)

For the EDW in the film (originating from the bottom of the film), the electric field strength 

component in the x direction ]7d-fllm'bo1 ? electric field strength component in the z direction

Rd-flim-bot an(j magnetic field strength component in the y direction H^~,,hn~hot are defined as 

follows
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Ed-f,,’n-kot =-fj-Ed-mhs'Y A’^Y^-B" cos(k" x)e
x o i " / w Z—( / " V x,"i /

r. -Km(z+d)

■f n=1 "i=l rvx,m

(23)

EJ~f,im-bo, = e1_EJ-subs,y A,„Yn_y B„ - L, \ -Kjz+<t) 

z o / i /i i w / ^ m,n \x,m/k"'^z,n m=1
(24)

= -ime,Ed~sub'' Y A"^Y—™s{k:mxYK-{!*d)
y -’0 z ^ " im / i in \ x,m r

"=1 *z,n "i=l *x,m

(25)

Now we look at the discontinuity relations for our EDWs.

For the EDWs on the superstrate side of the grating, the term
••d-supst •'d-slit-top

x <— ,z=0 
1 2

Lx <--,z=0 
1 2

is calculated with Ch. 2 Eq. 67

The term Ed~sups,\ w - Ed-f,,m~‘op\ w is calculated with Ch. 2 Eq. 68.
x l|x|>—,z=0 x l|x|>—,r=0i i 2 l l 2

The term Hd sups,\ w - Hd sl" lop\ w is still calculated with Ch. 2 Eq. 65 and the term
y l|x|<—,z=0 y l|x|<—,z=0i i 2 1 1 2

Hd~supst\ w - Hd-f,lm-‘op\ w is calculated with Ch. 2 Eq. 66.
I|x|>—,z=0 y l|x|>—„z=0

Very similar relations (namely the same relations but with appropriate change in nomenclature) 

apply to the EDWs on the substrate side of the grating. For the bottom side of the grating the 

EDW tangential electric field component discontinuity is given by

■ d-subst

x\<-,z=-d 
1 2

-Ed-slit-hot

\x\<—,z=-d 
1 1 2

r a-w^ 

V a

d-subst

0
(26)

■'d-subst

x\>~7=-d 
1 2

-Ed-film-bot

x\>Y’z=-d a

tt7 _ d-subst
--E o (27)

while the EDW tangential magnetic field component discontinuity is given by

tt d-subst tt d-slit-bot
Hy ~Hy

A A" . ( wL
x\<-,z=-d 

1 2

. j-i d-subst \ '-is.coE > —— sine3 0 Z—i I m
"=1 Kzn

n —
v

(28)

yy d-subst   d-film-bot

•X >—,z=-d 
1 2

= 1)" sincf
"=1 Kz,n

(29)
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We define the effective impedances r]EDW_fllm , riEDW_shi, ri'FDW_film and rj'HDW_slil (which are the ratios of

the EDW electric field discontinuities to their magnetic field discontinuities, at the various 

grating boundaries) by

Ed-supst

EDW - film ~

x >—,z=0 
1 2

-Ed-film-top

\x >—,z=0 
1 1 2

H d-supst

x >—,z=0 
1 2

H d-film-top

x >—,z=0 
1 1 2

(30)

••d-supst

*1 EDW-slit ~

x <—,z=0 
1 2

-Ed-si it-top

x <—,z=0 
2

H d-supst

x >—,z=0 ' 2
// d-si it-top

x z=0 1 2

(31)

■>d-subst

VEDW-film ~

\x\>—,z=-d 2
-Ed-flm-bot

x >—,z=-d 2
H d-supst

\x\>—,z--d 1 1 2
-Hd-film-hot

x >—,z=-</ 1 2

(32)

••d-subst

WEDW-slit ~

x\<—,z=-d 
1 2

-£d-slit-bot

\x\<—,z=-di i 2

// d-supst

x\<-,z=-d 
1 2

-H d-slit-bot

x <—,z=-d 1 2

(33)

Inserting Ch. 2 Eq. 65 and Ch. 2 Eq. 67 into Eq. 31 gives

EDW-si it — 1
' a - w '
\ a J

V1 • f 2^—— sine n —
kn=1 aj

(34)

and inserting Ch. 2 Eq. 66 and Ch. 2 Eq. 68 into Eq. 30 gives

n w
ED IV - film

~ A e .\n . ( (a -s s^nc I n

a n
(35)

Similarly inserting Eq. 26 and Eq. 28 into Eq. 33 gives

f a - w- z
V a y

s,coy—-sine3 Z—4 L.™«=1
Z7 —

V aj
(36)

and inserting Eq. 27 and Eq. 29 into Eq. 32 gives

f EDW- f,In
_ . w 7sinc

* ((3-w)X^
zz--------

V « y;
(37)
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It can be shown that ^1EDW_silt - ~?JEDW-fiim • We therefore replace both variables with rjEDW . 

That is tjedw - TjEDW sht = ~T]EDW_f,im .

Similarly it can be shown that vIedw-sin = ~VIedw-,film' Thus we also put

VeDW ~ ^1 EDW-slit ~ EDW-film ■

For later convenience we use rjEDW as given by Eq. 34 to rewrite Ch. 2 Eq. 65 as

d-supst

x <—,z=0i i 2
-H d-slit-top

d-supst
'0

X<—,2=0 
2 *1 EDW

' a-w^

V J
(38)

Likewise we use ijEI)W as given by Eq. 35 to rewrite Ch. 2 Eq. 66 as

H d-supst

JC>—,2=0 y1 2

d- film-top _ Ei~supa w
I w

X> 2’ V EDW a

and use r\'EDW as given by Eq. 36 to rewrite Eq. 28 as

tt d-subst t j d-slit-botH y ~Hy , , VV ,

r a -
x <—,z--d

1 1 2 l a J
EDW

and userj'FDW as given by Eq. 37 to rewrite Eq. 29 as

(39)

(40)

H d-subst
y

-H d-film-bot
y

j-'d-subst
Eo____ w

V EDW a
(41)

Now that we have defined the plane waves and the EDWs present in our model, we will go on 

to show how, for appropriately chosen plane wave and EDW amplitude and phases, continuity 

of electric and magnetic field strength at the various grating boundaries is achieved.

3.5 Description of how EDWs Couple to the Plane Waves at Superstrate-Film
Boundary

We now look at the superstrate/film boundary (at z = 0, |x|> w/2) to see what combination of

plane wave and EDW amplitude and phases must be present in order for the plane wave fields 

and EDWs to couple to each other such that at this boundary they produce continuity of total 

electric field strength tangential component.

We note that as stated before, all electric flux density normal components will be continuous, as 

required, at the superstrate/film boundary, irrespective of what the relative plane wave and 

EDW amplitudes and phases are.
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Considering the previously described plane wave and EDWs present in the superstate and 

conducting film the continuity of tangential electric field strength boundary condition will be 

satisfied when we have

jjt|>—,z=0 
1 2

(42)

which, considering the relation between E* supst and EJX fi,m lop in Ch. 2 Eq. 68 and the 

definition of E‘x, E[ and E[ Jl,m ,op (in Ch. 2 Eq. 33, Ch. 2 Eq. 35 and Eq. 1 respectively), we

We then use this definition of p as well as r and (given by Eq. 8 and Eq. 12 respectively), to 

rewrite this continuity equation as

tangential component at the superstrate-metal boundary. We note that this equation has 3 as yet 

unknown variables in it, r, 7 and p. As we look at the required boundary conditions at the

other boundaries we will find out what these values of r, 7Jtlm and p are.

Next we look at the boundary condition that the magnetic field tangential component be 

continuous across the superstrate/film boundary.

The relevant equation is

can re-express as

(43)

For convenience we then define a new variable p, which is given by

(44)

(45)
a

This then is the condition that must be satisfied if we are to obtain continuity of electric field

, W
X >— ■1 2 Lx >

2
-0

(46)
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After inserting H'y (from Ch. 2 Eq. 34), Hy (from Ch. 2 Eq. 36), H‘y ,llm top (from Eq. 2) and

yy d-supst ~Hy
x\>—,z=0

d- film-top

x >— ,z=0 1 2
(from Eq. 39) this then becomes

e/7 |

'/i ^1 arlEDW

d-supst df q

0 -------- e (47)

Using our definitions of r, 7/i/m and p in Eq. 8, Eq. 12 and Eq. 44 respectively we can re-express 

this as

^(l -r) \vp ^
him = nf (48)

nx an EDw J
Combining this with our other relation between r, 7 and p in Eq. 45 then gives us

(

Vf-n 1+p
w

a

(

1 +
nf

w

r = V ‘Hedw Jf

nf +77i

nf

( ( „ V\
o w2 -p- -1

y a k^Iedw JJ
1 film

lf+l\

(49)

(50)

We note that when p = 0 (that is no EDW field is present) these two equations reduce to the 

classical Fresnel equations for 7lllm and r, for a normally incident plane wave, at a boundary 

between to semi-infinite media.

Note that looking at just the superstrate/film boundary in isolation does not allow us to 

determine the value of p yet. We must look at the other boundaries of the grating in order to 

narrow down p to a specific value.

3.6 Description of how EDWs Couple to the Plane Waves at Supcrstrate-Slit

Boundary

We now look at the superstrate/slit boundary (at z = 0, |x| < w/2 ) to see what conditions must be

met, in order for the plane wave fields and EDWs to couple to each other, such that they 

produce continuity of the tangential component of the electric and magnetic field strength across 

this boundary.
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Again we note that our EDW equations mean that we will have the required continuity of the 

normal component of the electric field flux density irrespective of what the plane wave and 

EDW relative amplitude and phases are.

In order to have continuity of the tangential component of the electric field strength across the 

superstrate/slit boundary we need to have

E‘ +Er +Ed-s"ps'
jc <—,z=0i i 7

= E’1"* + E.d-sht-top

Lx <—"=0i i 9 (51)

Using the relation between E[ and Ed sl" >op in Ch. 2 Eq. 67, and the definition of E[, E[ and

Ex“ in Ch. 2 Eq. 33, Ch. 2 Eq. 35 and Eq. 10 respectively, as well as the definition of r and p 

(in Eq. 8 and Eq. 44) we can rewrite this as

E‘e'9' 1 + r-
( (a-w^ ^

P =E{
slit+ '0s
o e

+ Ef-ee“ (52)
V V a J J

Next we look at the continuity of the magnetic field boundary. For continuity of the tangential 

component of the magnetic field strength across the superstrate/slit boundary, our continuity 

equation is

Hi +H'+ Hp“psl I. . » = H f + Hd~“u I, , * „y y y IW<—z=o y y IW<—,z=o
1 1 2 1 1 2

(53)

We use the value of H9 supst —Hd sl"
x\<—,z=0 ' 2

as given by Eq. 38, as well as H[ , H\ and H■ slit 
y

given by Ch. 2 Eq. 34, Ch. 2 Eq. 36 and Eq. 11 respectively, and the definition of r and p in 

Eq. 8 and Eq. 44 to rewrite this as

i iffE‘e h Vi - — + r — + p
v *7. V\

fa-w' 'll )
{ a j ^ VeDW J

= -Ef+edS",+ + Ef-e6^ (54)

We then combine this with Eq. 52 and use the relation between r and p in Eq. 49 to get these 

two equations

Ef~e*
Ey9'

H\
+ r l+a. + a-w

V w J
1 -^ + r 

H\
1 +

H]

n2
\\

V Iedw )

J)

V ^1 EDW J ;

(55)
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(56)

,siit+ >esm+ 
'0 e

E-Oe10'
1 + — + r

r1\ 'lx)

\ f \(' a - w

V vv J

'Ll

nx
+ r

( n W 1 + ^- 
v nx J)

i +

v
ni

*1 EDW

V 'l EDW

These two equations are the conditions for the tangential components of both the magnetic and 

electric field strengths to be continuous across the superstrate/slit boundary.

Note that what we have is a fixed relationship between the slit plane wave amplitudes and 

phases and r. Note also that looking at just the superstrate/slit boundary in isolation does not 

allow us to determine r yet. We must look at the boundaries on the bottom side of the grating 

as well before we can find a specific value of r .

3.7 Description of how EDWs Couple to the Plane Waves at Substrate-Film

Boundary

We now look at the substrate/film boundary (at z = -d, |.v| > w/2 ) to see what conditions must

be met for the plane wave fields and EDWs to couple to each other, in such a way that they 

produce continuity of tangential components of electric and magnetic field strengths across this 

boundary. Again we note that our EDW equations mean that we will have the required 

continuity of the normal component of electric field flux density irrespective of what the plane 

wave and EDW relative amplitude and phases are.

In order to have continuity of the tangential component of the electric field strength across the 

substrate/film boundary we need to have

K + ed-subst
x

-film-bot + Ed-film-bot 
x (57)

We use the relation between E^subs‘ and E0-f',m-ho1 in Eq. 27 as well as E‘x and Et~f,lm^bot, 

as given by Eq. 5 and Eq. 3 respectively, to rewrite this as

10' + ™E 

a
d-subst

0

n film-bot
jjt-film-bot l0 

^0 e (58)

Next we look at satisfying the requirement for continuity of the tangential component of the 

magnetic field across the substrate/film boundary. The relevant continuity equation is
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59)h;+hd-subst

y
= H t-film-bot

y + H d-film-bot

y

vxr ,i tt d-subst tt d- film-botWe then use H -/7y
x\>-,z=-d 

1 2

as given by Eq. 54 and H‘ and H[ r'lm hot as

given by Eq. 5 and Eq. 4 respectively to rewrite this magnetic field continuity equation as

• film-bot
Tj film-bot l"

e
= -^£'e'"'
bi

W f £ d-subst 

a VEDW
(60)

We then combine this with the electric field continuity equation Eq. 58 to get

( \

j^t i0' __ tV d-subst
L0e = — h f

a

1 + ~-
V *1 EDW

\ +
n

\ (61)

V KJ

as being the condition which must be met for the tangential components of both the magnetic 

and electric field strengths to be continuous across the substrate/film boundary. We will make

use of this relationship between E[e'° and E ^ subs' to simplify our electric field tangential

component continuity equation when we look at the substrate/slit boundary.

3.8 Description of how EDWs Couple to the Plane Waves at Substrate-Slit
Boundary

We now look at the substrate/slit boundary (at z = -d, |x| > w/2 ), to see what conditions must be

met in order for the plane wave fields and EDWs to couple to each other so that they produce 

continuity of tangential components of electric and magnetic field strengths across this 

boundary. In the process we will find that we are able to combine all the results from Sections 

3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 in order to finally derive r and t.

As at all the other boundaries, we note that our EDW equations mean that we will have the 

required electric field flux density normal component continuity, irrespective of what the plane 

wave' and EDW' relative amplitude and phases are.

In order to have continuity of the tangential component of the electric field strength across the 

substrate/slit boundary we need to have
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(62)
E,+Ed-subs, — f7s^‘t _i_ i^d-slit-bot

Id<-,z=-d ~ x xi i 2 1 1 2l w j x\<—,z=-d

We use Ed~subst-Ed-sl,t~bot as given by Eq. 26 along with£^ and E‘d“ given by Eq. 5 

and Eq. 10 respectively, to rewrite this as

x\<—,z=-d 
1 2

E'0e id'
+

a -

V a J

i d-subst 

0
= Ef+e0* -ik2d T7 slit- id'e 2 + E0 e (63)

Next we use the relation between E'0e,e and E ^ suhs' in Eq. 61 (which we derived from looking

iOs,"~
at field continuity at the substrate/film boundary), along with Eq ' e in Eq. 55 and

slit+ iOs^'t+

Eq ' V in Eq. 56 (which were both derived from looking at superstrate/grating field 

continuity), along with the definition of t in Eq. 9 to rewrite this continuity equation as

tW = cos(k2d)-i—s\n(k2d)+ X + r
(
cos(k,d)+i—s\n(k2d)+ r,+^i \

*7. l nj l ^ l nj J

where
(64a)

^ a-w^

X = ^
fi nf 1 

1 + ——
V *1 EDW J

f \
cos (k2d) - i —— sin(/:2 d)

v d EDW

r

W = 1 + a-w

\ w

f n ^ Al + 3£
t___hi

n S
1+ x

V EDW / J

(64b)

(64c)

Note that the only unknowns in this equation are t and r. By looking at the magnetic field 

continuity next we will get another relation between t and r thus enabling us to determine their 

values.

Next we look at satisfying the requirement for continuity of the tangential component of the 

magnetic field across the substrate/slit boundary. The relevant continuity equation is

H‘y+H d-subst

y + H d-slit-bot

y (65)
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,,, tt d-subst TTd-slit-botWe use /7„ - /Y„ given by Eq. 40, and H‘ and Hsl" in Eq. 6 and Eq. 11

respectively, and Eq" e° and E^^e'6 in Eq. 55 and Eq. 56, and the relation between

E'0e'9 and Eq sunsl in Eq. 61 (and the definition of / in Eq. 9) to rewrite this continuityid-subst •

equation as

tZ = - — cos(^'0<i)+ /sin(/:'0c/) + f.-ilT + r — cos(A:'0t/)+ /sin(^'Hj)+
\

Y
/7, l nj )

(66a)

z =

f a — vA n 2
v vv ; tje•:dw

( r, V 1 + ^ 
l ^ J

'.+ V

V VeDW J

(66b)

Y =

ra-w

v w .

V EDW )

f \
i sin ———COS [Ed)

V nEDW J
(66c)

3.9 Calculation of Reflectance and Transmittance

We can equate the right hand side of Eq. 66a to the right hand side of Eq. 64, to get an equation 

with r as the only unknown. The result is that we get r given by

A
V

v*~r

.U J
+ c ^-i

U i J

/
e'*2rf + B

J V

f \
7i + i

.U J
- D

(„ V ^-1
U 4

\
-ik-,de 1

)

A
\

fi+l]
.Ui J

+ C
f nf il 
Ui J

\ /
e'M + B 

) \

TSL.ll

.Ui J
- D

fn Y7/+1
Ui 4

e~ikld
)

where

A =
\+E f

+
K nj Y

ni
*1 EDW J

1 + *1/

v w A ^ J
1 +

VEDW J

(67a)

(67b)
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5 = Hl

73
+ 1 + n 2

1Iedw y

a-w

w

V nfi +
A n3j

nf
(67c)

1 +
V nEDW J

c = a - w

w y

fl 772 ) fl 1 7/2 1

V nEDW y (67 d) D = 'a - vA V 7 edw y
1+ */ ] l w J r, , i

V 7 ED W J V nedw y

(67e)

A, = (670

We can then calculate t by inserting this value of r into either Eq. 64 or Eq. 66.

2 a
w{Fcos(k2d) + iGsm{k2d))

(68a)

where

— + — + P
7, n3 v n3 nedw J

+ Q
l l A f

~PQ
V 7l P EDW J

\\

V nEDW nEDW Jy

(68b)

G = —
n 2

1 H--—^---h P
7,7 3

.2 \
72

v n3nedw J
+ Q 1- n 22 A

V nplEDW
+ PQ 1 + 72

\A

V 7 EDWn EDW J)
(68c)

P =
^ a-w^

w

f1+-l
'/i J

V 7f;/y^ y

(68d) G =
^ a-w^

\ W J

1 + nf
\ n^)

f n \
i+

V nEDW J
(68e)

3.10 Calculation of EDW Amplitudes

Now that we know r and (we can also calculate the top EDW field amplitude Eq supsl. By 
combining Eq. 49 and Eq. 44 we get

gd-supst _ frigid'

nf
-1 — r

( Vf H
1 + -^

l lx))

w \
1

V EDW )

(69)

We can calculate the bottom EDW field amplitude Eq suhs< from Eq. 61 and Eq. 9. We get
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tE[eie‘ a
d-subst

0

[ +
n,

\

w
'If

1
V EDW )

(70)

We can also calculate Es0llt+e'° and Eq" e'° using Eq. 55 and Eq. 56.

Thus we have now determined the transmission coefficient and the reflection coefficient as well 

as all the magnetic and electric fields present, in response to a normally incident plane wave, in 

the grating system of fig. 3.1. In particular we have shown how EDWs couple to plane waves to 

satisfy all the boundary conditions.

3.11 Predicting Wavelengths at which Transmittance Peaks Occur

The transmittance peaks occur where we have reflectance minima. This is most easily seen in 

the case of a non-absorbing film where from conservation of energy we know that 100% of the 

energy not reflected must be transmitted. Plots of t and r versus wavelength verify that for 

absorbing films we also have minima in r corresponding to maxima in t. We can therefore 

predict the wavelengths where transmittance is maximum by finding the wavelengths where r as 

predicted by Eq. 67 is a minimum.

We find the wavelengths where r is a minimum as follows. First for convenience of 

communication we define C, as equal to the numerator of Eq. 67a, that is

Z = A
u j

+q^-i 
Ui

\\ ((
elkld + B n2

\
+ i -D

W

V7?! ))

. -ik~,d (71)

Next we define f as the left hand side of the numerator of Eq. 67a, that is

T = A
vu ;

+c T1f
w

V^. ))

_ ik-,d (72)

and we define A as the right hand side of the numerator of Eq. 67a, that is

> III S3 ^-+1 -D(n Yl^-1
V J I'/i J)

-ik-,d (73)

so that we have C, — Y + A
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After some analysis we obtain the result that

Re{r} = -Re{A} (74)

so that

Re{4"} = 0 (75)

and also obtain the result that

Im{r} - Im{A} (76)

The result is that the numerator of Eq. 67a is a purely imaginary term and one which is 

sinusoidal as a function of k2d and hence the numerator of Eq. 67a goes to zero for particular 

values of k2d. The denominator of Eq. 67a also contains both real and imaginary terms which 

are also trigonometric functions of k2d. However unlike the numerator of Eq. 67a the 

denominator has real and imaginary components which, while they both go to zero separately 

for particular k2d values, do not go to zero together for the same k2d values. As a result, while 

the numerator periodically goes to zero the denominator never does. The means that r 

periodically goes to zero but not to infinity, which is the behavior we expect, as we do not 

expect r to exceed one.

For the case when the superstrate and substrate have the same permittivity, so that we also get 

tj3 = rj, and also have rj FDW = tj\;dw we find that the numerator of the reflectance equation

Eq. 67a is given by

where,

C, = 2 lm{f} = 2 (a sin(A:2i/)+ /? cos (k2d)) (77a)

a =
" (a - W)h EDW 1 

v W^HeDW ~ *1 f )j - V 1 +
™{nEDW-'lf)n rjl If'
[a - w)nEDW 7edw H\ j

(77b)

P = EDW(a - w )r]
ydliiDW -If)

7 L

(f
W 1 + *

^EDw-Vf)^ rj2 rjf 

(a - w)rjEDW *1 edw 71\ J
-VW (77c)

V -
\ 'll EDW -If) , x , VfTh

K T1\ ) (a ~ ^YIeDW VxVEDW
(77d)
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We can then find at what wavelengths r is a minimum and hence t is a maximum by finding out 

when C, in Eq. 77a goes to zero. We do this be re-arranging Eq. 77a so that it is a function of 

only one trigonometric function not two, to get

4' = 2Im{r} = 2 yja2 +/32 sin k2d + tan -ifi
a

(78)

We see that C, and hence the numerator of reflectance Eq. 67a goes to zero when

k^d + tan — = nn where n - 0,±1,±2,±3
a

Thus the transmittance peaks occur at wave-numbers given by

p nn - tan
k2 = a

d

That is the wavelengths of transmittance peaks are

2nd

nn - tan p
a

which correspond to angular frequencies given by

c( XJ3^
co = — nn - tan — d\ a)

(79)

(80)

(81)

(82)

where we note that a and /? are functions of wavelength because as seen in Eq. 77 they are a 

function of r]EDW and r]EDW is a function of wavelength. From this equation we see that if there 

are regions where r)EDW has negligible variation with wavelength then we would expect the 

transmittance peaks to be evenly spaced in frequency. In section 5 we will look at this in more 

detail, where we will see that for the most part rjEDW does not vary much with wavelength and 

hence this is the case. We wait until chapter 5 to look at what happens when r/EDW does vary 

with wavelength. We do this because we wish to show the connection between riEDW and 

surface plasmons which we discuss in chapter 5 before discussing Eq. 81 further.



3.12 Calculating Energy Flow in the Model from the Povnting Vector

We will see in the next chapter and in chapter 7 that at certain wavelengths we get 100% of the 

incident light being transmitted for slit widths which are less than 100% of the slit periodicity. 

This is the EOT phenomenon as discovered by Ebbesen et al (1998) as we discussed in chapter 

1. This means that more light than is directly incident upon the apertures, be they holes or slits, 

is being transmitted through the apertures. It is therefore of great importance that vve be able to 

see vector plots of how energy flows near the surface of the film and in the apertures.

We do this by using Poynting vectors. Basically an electromagnetic field has a Povnting vector 

associated with each point in space which the field occupies. The Poynting vector is a vector 

whose magnitude equals the time rate of energy flow (i.e. power) per unit area due to the 

electromagnetic field at each point in space. The direction of the Poynting vector is the direction 

in which the time rate of energy flow per unit area is greatest, that is it points in the direction in 

which the energy can be considered to be travelling. The direction of the Poynting vector is 

perpendicular to the surface of constant phase passing through that point.

Thus by plotting Poynting vectors we can see how the field energy of that part of a normally 

incident plane wave in the far field, which is heading straight toward the film rather than the slit, 

actually ends up travelling though the slit.

We therefore develop expressions for the Poynting vector here which we use to produce plots of 

the Poynting vector which we show and discuss in the next chapter in section 4.4.

The time average Poynting vector in the superstrate Fsupst ave will be given by

psupst-ave   1 total-supst ^ ^ total-supst'

- ~ 2 S X (83)

where in our 2D system

E",,al~sups' =[(E‘x+Erx + Edpsup" )+jcE‘!~sup (84)

total-supst * + //; + HJy~sups')' (85)

The fields E‘x, Hy, E[, Hry, Edx sups', Edz supst and Hy supsl are those given by Ch. 2 Eqs. 33, 

34, 35, 36, 45, 46 and 47 respectively. The component of the average Poynting vector in the jc
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direction p*upst "vt ancj the component of the average Poynting vector in the z direction

Psupst ave are then given by

E‘psupst-ave __ 0

2//,

(, N f
|2 

reff\
n=1

COJS- F,(z)+-^~-F2(z)

ck,
a cosfo^y " k y „Z

P’“ps'-m = ^ sin(£ „x)e'
9rj rx \ x,n >
Z/7l n=l Kz,n

where

7^(z) = cos(* 0z - arg(p))+ \reff\cos(* 0z + arg(p)- arg(rjr)) 

F2{z)= sin(£z 0z -arg(p))+ kJsin(£z0z + arg(p)-arg(re#))

Similarly the average Poynting vector in the slit psl" ave js given by

pslit-ave __ ^\

2ij2s,

CO b- CO

'1=1 /V?n 111=1

t si it-ave

21}2
rEp )+±.

«=1 ^z,n m=1 y

where

F3(z) = cos(k;„z + 0M* -ed-,up’')- E‘“'- cos{k’tfiz-eM- +0''-”*“') 

F4 (z) = £0""+ sin (Jt; 0z + 6>*"'+ - Qd-°u<”')- sin (?;oz - + 0''-“*”')

F,(z)= £0’"'+ cos(i;oz + 0’"'* - ed-mr“')+ £*'"■ cosf*;0z - 9m~ + 0d~’“p”)

F(,{x>z) =

v

i-,2 c°sfe,m^+^(0sinfe,»,*)

where we can calculate Eq‘1+ ,Eq" , 6sl"+, Qst" , Eq sups<&n<\6cl supst from Eqs. 55, 

69 respectively (after calculating r from Eq. 67).

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)

(95)

56 and
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is given byThe average Poynting vector in the film P
film-ave

y film-ave
jpt-film-top v'd-supst k’z ozn . °o £ °o

S-2-------- 0 ----- sin(#‘,"'“'“' - er"m-'°p )£ A — Z B’-.n sin
2';/ 4 'rj n=1 /vz,/j "i=l

k"Vr.m
aW

X H-----
2,y

where

The average Poynting vector in the substrate psuhst ave js given by

(96)

y film -ave __ ° 1 **^0
„ Tfi>-film-top rpd-supst K,az
O 1 !-/ /-v L-J / \ 00 t « /?"sin(i9''-“'"' -Ofi,m-,op)£^ ^7(*,z)

«=1 ^z,n m=1

(97)

F7 (x, z) = cos
( (

k"^ x ,m X +
V 2

co +
ck"z,m

V /;
(98)

, , E. 0 E0) sub st-ave U
d-subst \_°°. k A' „(z + <O+0' + 0'''”*" )£ ” sin(^,,„^)g>"

2/7 j k'n=I 'G.w

(99)

> subsl—ave 7,0 —+Z ^ 6K'cos
<73 37—1

(100)

where

f3®sin(yi:;" (z + rf)+0' -fl'-”*") cos(i"o(z + rf)+0'

n.
(101)

3.13 Verification of the Analytical Model

In this chapter we have developed an analytical model of light transmission through a 

subwavelength grating in a thin metal film. The expressions derived for the fields satisfy 

Maxwell's equations and appropriate boundary conditions. It is nevertheless prudent for us to 

compare the predictions of our model with those of other models that have already been 

published. In particular we compare our model to that of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno 

(2002).

The model of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) that we compare our fully analytical 

model with is a quasi-analytical modal using a modal expansion as described in Sheng et al
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(1982). Unlike us they do not calculate the field in the film but its effect is taken into account 

through a modification of the boundary conditions. Also unlike us they only consider the 

fundamental eigenmode in the modal expansion of the EM fields inside the slits. In other words 

they will have the incident and reflected plane waves inside the slit like us but not the surface 

modes. Like us they make the assumption that the slits are lined with infinitely thin walls of a 

perfectly conducting metal.

The equations for the Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) quasi-analytical model for 

predicting the zero order reflection coefficients for subwavelength transmission gratings, where 

the superstrate and substrate have the same permittivity, are

r -Pi 1 +
r!2g PrF 21

1 „ J2kh1 PlPr6
(102)

where

l-Z, , -2(a/tfXl-Z„)

i + z, (l + zj(l + /(l-z,))

________ 2________
(l + Zjl + /(l-Z,))

a
T2\ ~~ r23 : “J ^12

d

_ -1 + /(1 + ZS)
Pr~Pl~ l+/(l-z,)

00

/=S
n=-oo

Sla/d

f1 2
Zs +V l-Yn

r„
27m

kd

S0 = 1

sn

sin(kyn a/2) 

kyn a/2
for n* 0

Zs

(103)

(104)

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)

(109a)

(109b)

(HO)
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The equation for predicting the zero order transmission coefficients for subwavelength 

transmission grating, where the superstate and substrate have the same permittivity, is

t = Txle f 23 

1 ^ ^ J2kh1 PLpRe
(111)

We will now look at graphs of reflectance R versus wavelength in which we compare the 

reflectance predicted by our analytical Eq. 67 with that predicted by Eq. 102. The reflection 

coefficient r is related to the reflectance by

R = r*r (112)

Similarly the transmission coefficient t is related to the transmittance Taccording to

T — ft (113)

Our model 
(Eq. 67)

<u 0.40

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.2 Comparison of the reflectance predicted by our analytical model as per Eq. 67 with the 
reflectance predicted by Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) as per Eq. 102, for the case when 
£f= -5 + i 0, £i= 1, £2= 1, £■?= 1, a = 500 nm, w = 100 nm, d= 1000 nm.
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——-Our model 
(Eq. 67)

1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.3 Comparison of the reflectance predicted by our analytical model as per Eq. 67 with the 
reflectance predicted by Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) as per Eq. 102, for the case when 
Ef = -2 + i 0, £i = 1, e2= 1, £3= 1, a = 500 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 1000 nm.

When we compare our model's predicted reflectance given by Eq. 67 and transmittance given by 

Eq. 68 with the predictions of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) as given by Eq. 102 and 

Eq. 111 we find that the plots of transmittance and reflectance versus wavelength are virtually 

indistinguishable. This is the case for film permittivity more negative than or equal to -5. We 

show an example of this in fig 3.2 where we compare both models at a fixed film permittivity of 

-5. The variation between the two models in the wavelengths at which transmission peaks and 

reflection minima occur are typically less than 0.5% of the peak or troughs wavelength. We 

show an example of this in fig 3.2.

For permittivities less negative than -5 we see increasing differences between the two models, 

such as the 5% difference in transmission peak wavelengths shown in fig. 3.3 for a film 

permittivity fixed at -2.
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Our
Model
(Eq.
68)

Garica-
Vidal
Model
(Eq.
Ill)

Wavelength units of a

Fig. 3.4 Comparison of the transmittance predicted by our analytical model as per Eq. 67 with the 
transmittance predicted by Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) as per Eq. Ill, for the case 
when (op = 9 eV, y = 0.1 eV, £/= 1, e2 = 1, e3 = 1, a = 1750 nm, w = 300 nm, d = 2500 nm.

For further verification of our model we compared the transmittance predicted by our analytical 

model as per Eq. 68 with that of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) given by Eq. I 11 for 

the specific transmission grating parameters used by Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002).

In their paper Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) assume the metal of the film to be Drude- 

like, so that the relative permittivity is given by

s(co) = 1
co(co + iy)

(114)

In fig. 3.4 we show the transmittances predicted by our model, that is Eq. 68 compared to the 

model of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) Eq. Ill for the parameters they use in fig 10a 

of their paper: £j= 1, s2 = 1, £3= 1, a = 1750 nm, w = 300 nm, for the case when d = 2500 nm, 

cop = 9 eV and y = 0.1 eV

We find that our model matches the predictions of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) given 

by Eq. 111 and shown in their fig. 9 and fig. 10, to within less than 1% of peak wavelength 

location.

It is not that surprising that there are very small differences between our model and that of 

Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) in the predictions of the wavelengths at which the peaks
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occur as their model makes more simplifying assumptions than ours, by considering only the 

dominant eigenmode in the slit and not explicitly calculating the fields in the film.

We have compared our model with that of Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) to 

demonstrate that for the same theoretical grating, including perfectly conducting slit walls, we 

get for all intents and purposes identical transmission curves to Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno 

(2002). We have done so to emphasize that the difference or disagreement between ourselves 

who understand EOT as being a diffraction effect and those who understand EOT as being a 

surface plasmon effect such as Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002), is not over what the 

actual transmittance and reflectance curves are for any given situation. Rather the difference is 

one of interpreting the physical mechanism behind EOT. One of the purposes of this thesis is to 

explain why we come to that different conclusion.

Mathematically we have shown that non-propagating surface waves always combine with plane 

waves to form a different reflection and transmittance relation between those plane waves than 

would be the case if the non-propagating surface waves were not there. The non-propagating 

plane waves which do this occur at all wavelengths and not just specific resonant ones.

Whereas Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) see either slit resonant modes or surface 

plasmon modes as causing EOT, we see non-propagating surface modes (rather than resonant 

surface plasmons) acting always in conjunction with slit quasi-resonant modes to produce EOT. 

That is we understand the non-propagating surface modes to be coupled so strongly to the slit 

resonant modes, or rather the slit standing wave whose existence we demonstrate in Chapter 4 

section 4.5, that we do not believe one can talk about two separate mechanism of EOT one 

surface plasmon enhanced transmission and the other slit resonant mode enhanced transmission.

3.14 Chapter Summary

In the last section 3.14 we saw that we get good agreement with the model of Garcia-Vidal & 

Martin-Moreno (2002) except for very low permittivity. This is reassuring that our model is 

valid. It also might cause the reader to ask the point of our own derivation of a transmittance 

equation for periodic slits when there is a good mathematical model of grating transmission that 

already exists, at least for all but very low film permittivity, namely that of Garcia-Vidal & 

Martin-Moreno (2002). We therefore point out to the reader that the purpose of our derivation in 

chapters 2 and 3 was not to derive a unique or the first transmittance equation describing EOT. 

After all if previously published transmittance equations work at predicting observed
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transmission versus wavelength curves we cannot very well expect to produce a completely 

different transmission curve and still get an answer that matches the observations of EOT.

Rather the purpose of the mathematical derivation of our own analytical model in chapters 2 and 

3 has been to answer the question about the physical mechanism behind EOT. Although our 

analytical model produces almost the same transmittance versus wavelength curve as that of 

Garcia-Vidal & Martin-Moreno (2002) we come to a somewhat different understanding of the 

mechanism by which EOT is produced. We will discuss our differences with Garcia-Vidal & 

Martin-Moreno (2002) further in chapter 5 after we have discussed our understanding of the slit 

resonant modes in chapter 4 and surface plasmons in chapter 5.

Our unique approach in the development of our model has been to separate out the non

propagating surface waves from the plane waves present in our analysis and then to see how 

these two different types of fields relate to each other. We come up with Eqs. 26, 27, 28 and 29 

as well as Ch 2. Eqs. 175, 176, 177 and 178 to describe the relation between the plane wave and 

non-propagating surface wave fields. We further simplified the relation with the use of the 

rjEDW term to give Eqs. 38, 39, 40 and 41.

We use this to argue that the non-propagating surface waves are a diffracted field that as will be 

seen in the next chapter produce a light squeezing effect and this allows for EOT to occur. We 

see no need to invoke surface plasmons as the mechanism behind EOT. As the light squeezing 

effect produced by the non-propagating surface waves which we will discuss in the next chapter 

is not inherently a resonant phenomenon, while excitation of surface plasmons is an inherently 

resonant phenomenon, we see the explanation of surface plasmons playing the main role in EOT 

as misguided.
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Chapter 4

Discussion of the Analytical Model and EOT

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we look at some of the results of the analytical model that we've described in 

chapters 2 and 3. We show that for the grating which we looked at in chapter 3, depicted in 

chapter 3 fig. 3.1, the analytical model predicts EOT. Using the analytical model we now 

discuss why EOT occurs in a periodic array of slits.

In chapters 2 and 3 we saw how an incident plane wave combines with EDWs and a reflected 

and transmitted plane wave to satisfy all boundary conditions. Thus we consider that EDWs 

form the diffracted field resulting from a plane wave incident upon a sub-wavelength grating.

That is, we believe that EOT is a consequence of light being diffracted by a periodic array and is 

thus not extraordinary but a well-studied phenomenon. Although because that is what Ebbesen 

et al. (1998) called it, we still use the term EOT.

In this chapter we see that when an incident and reflected plane wave are combined with EDWs 

we have a light squeezing effect (LSE) in operation. By the term LSE we mean that for a 

normally incident plane wave, the average direction of the Poynting vector of the combined 

plane wave and EDW fields close to the film surface is parallel to the film surface and points 

toward the slit. The parallel component of the Poynting vector decreases with increasing 

distance from the surface, with the Poynting vector becoming normal to the film surface once 

the distance from the film surface is such that the EDW field strength is negligible. We will 

discuss what we mean by the term LSE more in section 4.3.

That is, the horizontal flow of energy from the centers of the non-perforated film regions 

towards the slit entrances creates the possibility for EOT. This is not to say that we always get 

high transmission through the slit. The slit depth determines whether the transmission is high or 

low, as can be seen from the exp(ik2d) term in the transmittance equation of Ch. 3 Eq. 68.

However even when the transmittance through the slit is not particularly high, it is still the case 

that, due to the LSE, some of the light that is not directly incident upon the slits is being 

transmitted through them.
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We will look also at other features that the analytical model predicts such as a standing wave in 

the slit which couples to the EDWs on the superstrate side of the film.

We leave it until the next chapter to look at the conditions at which surface plasmons are 

present, and their role in EOT, which we find is negative for the most part.

1.0

0.2

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 4.1. An example of high grating transmittance occurring over a continuum rather than narrow 
peaks. Parameters are ef = -500, s, = 1, e2 = 1, e3 = 1, a = 800 nm, w = 100 nm, d= 50 nm. (We use a 
high permittivity to ensure the film is opaque as we are using a thin film of only 50 nm).

In fig. 4.1 we see a graph of transmittance versus wavelength for a case when the slit width is 

only one eighth of the periodicity. If only the light falling directly upon the slits was being 

transmitted then we would expect the transmittance not to exceed the ratio of slit width to slit 

periodicity, which is 0.125. The fact that we see a transmittance exceeding 0.125 for all 

wavelengths greater than 1560nm in fig. 4.1 implies that we have EOT occurring over a 

continuum of wavelengths rather than being confined to narrow peaks. We will see later that we 

also have the LSE occurring over a continuum of wavelengths rather than being confined to 

narrow peaks and this is why we can get EOT over a continuum. The fact that EOT isn't 

confined to narrow peaks implies that it is not a resonant phenomenon, which is further 

evidence that surface plasmons which are a resonant phenomenon are not the cause of EOT.
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Fig. 4.2. An example of high grating transmittance confined to narrow peaks. Parameters are 
Sf— -500, £, = 1, s2= 1, £>= 1, a = 800 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 2000 nm. (These are the same parameters 
as used to produce fig. 4.1 except for slit depth which has been increased to 2000 nm).

In fig. 4.2 we see an example where EOT does occur for specific peaks rather than being a 

continuum. We find that the LSE is actually in operation at all wavelengths even where the 

transmittance is not a transmittance peak or high transmittance continuum. We will see a 

diagram of Poynting vectors showing this in section 4.4.

We will now go on to discuss the LSE and EOT in more detail but before we do that we will 

first familiarize the reader with the typical results of the analytical model.

4.2 Transmittance Results of the Analytical Model

We now have a look at some of the results of the analytical model to demonstrate the presence 

of EOT within the analytical model and also to show what effect varying parameters such as slit 

width and slit depth have upon the transmittance curve.
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Fig. 4.3. Grating transmittance vs wavelength for slit depths of 4500 nm, 4750 nm and 5000 nm. 
The grating parameters are £/= -20, £t = 1, e2 = 1, £3 = 1, a = 400 nm, w ~ 40 nm.
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Fig. 4.4. Grating transmittance vs wavelength for slit depths of 50 nm, 500 nm and 2000 nm. The 
grating parameters are ef= -20, £/= 1, e2 = 1, s3 = 1, a - 400 nm, w = 40 nm.
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1.00

Wavelength (nm)

------w=200nm

w=100nm

------w=50nm

------w=5nm

Fig. 4.5. Grating transmittance vs wavelength for slit widths of 5 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm and 200 nm. 
The grating parameters are sf~ -20, £/= 1, e2= 1, e3 = 1, a = 400 nm, d= 400 nm.

Wavelength (nm)

— w=0.05nm 

~ w=0.01 nm

— w=0.001nm

— w=0.0001nm

Fig. 4.6. Grating transmittance vs wavelength for slit widths of 0.1 pm, 1 pm, 10 pm and 50 pm. 
The grating parameters are ef= -20, £j = 1, e2= 1, e3= 1, a = 400 nm, d = 400 nm.
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The curves of figs. 4.3 and 4.4 are typical grating transmission curves with the space between 

peaks increasing as wavelength increase, although if transmission is plotted against frequency 

the peaks are equally spaced. We see also, with fig. 4.5 providing a typical example, that to the 

right of the highest wavelength peak the transmittance increases with increasing wavelength, 

approaching 100% transmittance in the limit as the wavelength goes to infinity.

We note, as can be seen in fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4, that the effect of decreasing the slit depth is to 

shift all peaks to the left. In 4.5 and fig. 4.6 we see that the effect of decreasing slit width is to 

make the peaks narrower (and also to make minor shifts in peak location). In particular we note 

that there appears to be no lower limit to how narrow the slits can be, while retaining the ability 

of the grating (at specific wavelengths) to produce 100% transmittance through it (or close to it).

Note that even w = 0.0001 nm can still produce full transmittance, even though this width 

corresponds to 3 orders of magnitude less than the diameter of any atom. In the real world of 

course, the atomic nature of matter and quantum effects, which are not present in our classical 

electromagnetic model, would come into play preventing us from constructing any slit so small. 

Also we are dealing with an idealized situation here in which the slit walls and the film have no 

absorption; in the real world absorption would prevent full transmittance through such narrow 

slits.

4.3 The Light Squeezing Effect

In Ch. 3 section 12 we derived the time average Poynting vector for the fields associated with 

the grating. As stated in chapter 3 the direction of the Poynting vector is the direction in which 

the time rate of energy flow per unit area is greatest, that is it points in the direction in which the 

energy associated the electromagnetic field can be considered to be propagating.

In the next section we will look at the Poynting vector of the grating fields but for now we will 

note that the time average flow of energy, close to the film, in the horizontal direction from the 

film towards the apertures, is what we mean by the term LSE. At all positions far from the film 

the average Poynting vector points directly towards the film. At positions close to the film the 

direction of the Poynting vector at a particular position tends to point towards the slit nearest to 

that position.

In those cases in which EOT does occur, the incident light which has been squeezed towards the 

apertures is then transmitted through the apertures. In those cases in which EOT does not occur 

instead of being transmitted through the apertures it is reflected away from the apertures.
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We understand the LSE in essence is due to the normally incident plane wave (as given by 

chapter 2 Eq. 25) being scattered into EDWs (as given by Ch. 2 Eqs. 37, 38, 39, 51, 52, 53, 54, 

55 and 56), which being surface waves, are unable to carry energy away from the film surface, 

but instead result in energy traveling horizontally along and close to the film surface, and 

ultimately ending up over the apertures.

Now that we have defined what the LSE is, we look at why we would expect it to occur based 

purely on a consideration of the superstrate/film reflectance and transmittance efficiency 

equations of chapter 3 (i.e. Ch. 3 Eq. 49 and Ch. 3 Eq. 50).

For light normally incident on the interface of a superstrate and semi-infinite conducting or non

conducting medium, we expect the reflection efficiency coefficient r lm and the transmission

efficiency coefficient tftlm to be given by the standard Fresnel equations (Hecht, et al., 1987)

^film

n, + n>

film

Hj ~ rl\
rif+rix

where the standard boundary condition equations will result in

(1)

(2)

where

\ + R,, =Tfilm film (3)

^flint ^film^film (4) ^film ^film ^film (^)

This means that light energy incident at the film surface is either reflected away from the 

surface and back into the superstrate far field or it is transmitted into the film (and absorbed if 

the film is absorbing). This produces conservation of energy as we'd expect.

However when we have a subwavelength grating, instead of a semi-infinite film, such as that in 

Ch. 3 fig. 3.1, we saw that the analytical model predicts that tftlm and r lm are not given by these

standard Fresnel equations, but instead are given respectively by Ch. 3 Eqs. 49 and 50. We note 

that these equations are only the same as Fresnel Eqs. 1 and 2 in the limit as p goes to zero (p 

being the ratio of the EDW amplitude to the incident wave amplitude).
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Note also that while at the superstrate/film boundary rfilm - r , on the other hand tfllm ^ t, so

tfllm which is the transmittance into the film should not be confused with / which is the 

effective transmittance through the grating.

Eq. 3 applied to a semi-infinite, conducting, non-absorbing film predicts that/? = 1. On the 

other hand for a subwavelength grating, by using r given by chapter 3 Eq. 49, we find that

\P\
w

R = \ + -
y! edw

A Tl\

'N /
1

S\
I cos(arg(/>))

M J
1 I w+ \P\

a \

i
Yl EDw\ ^

.2 + | 12
k

(6)

which is not necessarily equal to 1 if p is not equal to 0. As the conducting film is non

absorbing the permittivity of the film is real and negative, so Tm - 0 , i.e. energy is not 

transmitted into the film far field.

As R 1 and Tfilm — 0 conservation of energy implies that light energy incident at the film

surface is going somewhere other than being radiated back into the superstrate far field or 

transmitted into the film. As we will see what is actually happening to the incident light energy 

is that it is being scattered into EDW modes. This causes energy to be transmitted horizontally 

along the film surface and ultimately to end up over the apertures (through which the energy can 

then be transmitted).

We will consider further the LSE by looking at energy flow using Poynting vector analysis in 

the next section.
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4.4 Energy Flow and Light Squeezing
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Fig. 4.7. Plot of Poynting vector time average for the case when T = 1, R = 0, X = 910 nm, a =
400 nm, w = 200 nm, d = 900 nm, e, = 2, e2 = 2, e3 = 2, ef = -41.77 + 0.52/ (Ag). This is a diagram of
direction and magnitude of the Poynting vector associated with a silver fdm for the case when there
is no reflection and full transmission.
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Fig. 4.8. Plot of Poynting vector time average for the case when T = 1, R = 0, X = 920.5 nm, 
a - 400 nm, w - 100 nm, d = 900 nm, st = 2, e2= 2, e3 = 2, £f = -42.86 + 0.52/ (Ag). This is a diagram 
of direction and magnitude of the Poynting vector associated with a silver film for the case when 
there is no reflection and full transmission and a slit width of one quarter the periodicity.
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Fig. 4.9. Plot of Poynting vector time average for the case when T = 1, R = 0, X =1349 nm,
a = 400 nm, w = 50 nm, d = 900 nm, £, = 2, e2 = 2, e3 = 2, ef = -96.68 + 2.40/ (Ag). This is a diagram of
direction and magnitude of the Poynting vector associated with a silver film for the case when there
is no reflection and full transmission and a slit width of one eighth the periodicity.
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Fig. 4.10. Plot of Poynting vector time average for the case when T = 0.60, R = 0.40, / = 1 457.7 nm,
a = 400 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 900 nm, £/ = 2, £2= 2, e3= 2, £f = -114.69 + 2.93/ (Ag). This is a diagram
of direction and magnitude of the Poynting vector associated with a silver film for the case when
there is only partial transmission.
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Fig. 4.11. Plot of Poynting vector for the case when T = 0.20, R = 0.80, X = 1800 nm, a = 400 nm, 
w> = 100 nm, (l = 900 nm, et - 2, e2 = 2, e3 = 2, £/ = -176.48 + 5.55/ (Ag). This is a diagram of direction 
and magnitude of the Poynting vector associated with a silver film for the case when there is low 
but not completely zero transmission and a slit width of one quarter the periodicity.
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Fig. 4.12. Plot of Poynting vector for the case when T = 0.00, R = 0.97, A = 601.7 nm, a = 400 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 900 nm, £, = 2, e2 = 2, e3 = 2, £y = -16.24 + 0.45/ (Ag). This is a diagram of direction 
and magnitude of the Poynting vector associated with a silver film for the case when there is almost 
total reflection and no transmission. In chapter 5 we will identify that a surface plasmon is present 
in this instance.
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In figs. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 we see plots of the time-averaged Poynting vector for a 

silver film. The relative permittivity of the superstrate, slit and substrate is 2. A variety of slit 

widths and depths, with various resulting reflectances and transmittances, is considered.

These plots illustrate qualitatively the LSE that occurs when EDWs are combined with plane 

waves. In figs. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 we see how energy that in the far field is initially heading 

towards the film changes direction and travels horizontally towards the slit as it gets close to the 

film, and actually ends up being incident on to the slit entrance instead of the film surface.

We see that the light squeezing effect occurs for wide slits such as a slit width equal to half the 

periodicity as in fig. 4.7 or for narrow slits such as slit width of one eighth the slit periodicity in 

fig. 4.9.

We see the light squeezing effect occurs whether we have high transmittance such as T = 1 in 

fig. 4.7, fig. 4.8 and fig. 4.9 or whether we have lower transmittances such as T = 0.6 in fig. 4.10 

or T - 0.2 in fig. 4.11.

In fig. 4.12 where we have R = 0 we don't see this same squeezing pattern but see more of a 

circular pattern as if energy is not travelling long distances but is trapped travelling in a circle 

near the film surface. In chapter 5 we will show that the parameters which were used to produce 

fig. 4.12 are those that produce a surface plasmon or resonant mode and that therefore fig. 12 is 

the time average Poynting vector of that surface plasmon. We will also see that in general, with 

an exception which we will discuss in chapter 5, surface plasmons lead to zero transmittance as 

we see in fig. 4.12.

Thus we see that with EDWs combined with plane wave fields, for all values of reflectance, 

from R = 0 to R = 1, the time average Poynting vector (as per Ch. 3 Eq. 86 and Ch. 3 Eq. 87) 

indicates a light squeezing effect occurring (by which we mean a net horizontal time average 

flow of energy parallel to the film surface, close to the film surface and in the direction from the 

film surface to the aperture). Thus the LSE is a description of how the EDWs behave and it is 

always in operation whether the transmittance is high or low. The LSE creates the possibility for 

EOT to occur though because it means that more energy than is directly (normally) incident 

upon the slit arrives at the slit entrance.

Note also that in the superstrate, the flow of energy in the horizontal direction (based on Ch. 3 

Eq. 83, Ch. 3 Eq. 84 and Ch. 3 Eq. 85) is given by
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(7)

psupst- = - — Re 
2

d-supst H'y +Hry +Hyd-supst*

and that the term Rejisf u<pslMy sups' | is equal to zero. Thus we see that, when considered in

isolation, the EDW does not result in an average horizontal energy transmission because the 

EDW is the collection of all non-propagating surface waves.. The normally incident plane 

waves, considered in isolation, do not carry energy in the horizontal direction. Rather it is the

term Re j/T7 '"^ (//' + H\ jj, which because it in general does not equal zero results in a net

flow of energy in the horizontal direction from the film towards the aperture. Thus we see that it 

is only the combination of plane waves and EDWs together which means that energy is being 

transmitted horizontally, and hence results in a light squeezing effect. (Also we note that

E~supsi has significant strength only near the surface so that as expected we get light squeezing 

only near the surface).

Further we also note that we can re-express Eq. 7 as

pr-m = _lt An sin(*,x)exp(- k:J,z)
Z » = 1 Kzn

(8a)

M = £' cos(— k:0z + ed-ups' - e‘)+ E[ cos(kz0z + 0J-VS' + 9r - 20')
(8b)

Thus at any particular height above the surface, the amount of light squeezing (that is, energy 

flow in the horizontal direction) will be a function of the relation between the phase of the plane 

waves and the phase of the surface waves (EDWs). We point this out to note similarity with the 

work of Janssen et al (2006) and Ung & Sheng (2007) who look at the relationship of the phases 

of the surface plasmons and plane wave. We agree with them that the difference between the 

phases of the plane waves and the non-propagating surface waves (not surface plasmons) is the 

difference between whether the non-propagating surface waves are producing high or low 

transmission. We see the relation though as a correlation rather than causative and hence it is 

not a focus of our study. Just as a 180 deg phase change which results when a plane wave 

reflects off a perfect conductor does not cause the perfect reflection but is correlated to it, the 

phase relation between the non-propagating surface waves and the plane waves is correlated to 

the value of the reflectance but is not a cause of the reflectance.
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4.5 The Slit Standing Wave

We will now look at some interesting relations between the plane wave fields and the non

propagating surface waves which are present in the analytical model. In particular we will show 

how the non-propagating surface modes at the superstrate/grating couple to a standing plane 

wave in the slit.

In chapter 2 we defined the slit plane waves fields Es‘" and Hs'" as

and we derived the result that to satisfy the boundary conditions we need the slit downward 

travelling wave amplitude Eq"' and phase 9sht+ to satisfy

T?sht+ • riSlil+E0 exp/# =
Eq exp/'#' #2

+ — + r
f 1 *721 r a -w' 1

1 JJ*5
“

1

{ w J 1 I I

( \ \

n 2 1
V# EDW J
f #/ >

— — + 1
V# EDW ) )

(ID

and we need the slit upward travelling wave amplitude Eq" and phase #s/"+ to satisfy\slit +

Eq" exp/# slit- ^0E' exp/#' #2
— + r i+^

nj
+

r a-w^
{ w J + r 1 + n, w

n))

^-+i
\J1edw ,

-2/-+1

# EDW J
(12)

Although in chapters 2 and 3 we defined the total slit plane wave field Ef', as a sum of just 

two fields, the slit downward travelling plane wave component Ef'^ defined in Ch. 2 Eq. 38 

and the slit upward travelling plane wave component E'^"~ defined in Ch 2. Eq. 40, for the
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purpose of the discussion in this section we find it useful to re-express E'x" as a sum of four 

plane wave fields. In particular we now re-express Ex" as

(13)

where Esland Esw + are two separate downward travelling plane wave fields in the slit 

which sum together to be identical to Ex"+, and where and Esw~ are two upwards

travelling plane wave fields in the slit which sum together to be identical to Ex"~. We call 

Esl,t'' the slit incident plane wave and call Esl"'r the slit reflected plane wave, for reasons that

will become obvious shortly. We consider Esn + and ESH ” to be the downward travelling and

upward travelling components of a slit standing wave for reasons which will also become 

obvious shortly.

This further decomposition of Es'"" and Ex" each into the aforementioned fields is perhaps

artificial and certainly not necessary for calculating the transmittance equation but we do it 

because it helps us to gain further insight into the physical mechanism behind EOT. The fact 

that we can do it and get the interesting relation we will soon see is one of the advantages of our 

model.

We will show that we can define E*1"’1, Ex"'r, Esn f and Esli in such a way that for the 

case when the slit and superstrate have the same permittivity, so that 77, = 77,, then the slit 

incident plane wave EX"J has the same amplitude and phase as the superstrate incident plane 

wave E\ which is why we call it the slit incident wave. In fact both£’v,/"’‘ and E\ are described

by Ch. 2 Eq. 33, with£^/,,,( defined for negative z values only and E\ defined for positive z 

values only.

Similarly we will show that when 77, = r/2 then Es‘"'r has the same amplitude and phase as the 

superstrate reflected plane wave E[ which is why we call it the slit reflected plane wave. It will

then be described Ch. 2. Eq. 35 the same equation which describes E[, except of course that it

is defined for negative z values instead of positive ones (as z is negative in the slit and positive 

in the superstrate).
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We will also show that even when 77, ^ rj2, at the slit entrance on the superstate side, the slit 

incident and reflected fields will couple only to the superstrate incident and reflected fields, 

although they will no longer share identical mathematical descriptions to the superstrate plane 

wave fields when 77, i=- 77,.

Now it is not particularly remarkable that we can decompose £s/"+into Esw + and £"/"'such 

that when 77, = 77, the field Esl"+ is the same as E'x (apart from location). Nor is it particularly 

remarkable that mathematically we can decompose £s/"“into Esw ' and Esl,t'1 (where Eslll’r is 

the same as E[, apart from location) . What is remarkable is that the left over fields ESH + and

Esl] have the same magnitude as each other and hence together create a standing wave in the 

slit.

In other words for the case when 77, = fj2, if we consider that the superstrate incident and 

reflected plane wave fields extend into the slit without any reflection at the top slit entrance, 

then the remaining plane wave field inside the slit will be a standing wave. This is interesting 

because we will show that it means that we can consider that at the slit entrance on the 

superstrate side, the non-propagating surface wave fields and the slit plane wave field couple 

only to each other and not to any other plane wave field such as the slit or superstrate incident 

and reflected fields. We will see that is also true for the case when 77, ^ rj2.

It is because the slit incident and reflected plane waves as well as the superstrate incident and 

reflected plane waves couple only to one another, that the other fields present at the 

superstrate/slit boundary, namely the slit standing wave and the non-propagating surface waves, 

are able to couple only to each other and not to other fields at the superstrate side slit entrance. 

This means that the non-propagating surface modes can be thought of as acting like mirrors off 

of which the slit standing wave is reflected. Now this is very similar to the idea of Krishnan et al 

(2001) that the SPs on either side of the apertures act like frequency dependent mirrors, making 

the apertures behave like subwavelength cavities. The difference is that we don't believe the 

non-propagating surface modes acting like mirrors are in fact either resonant modes or surface 

plasmons. We believe and will show in chapter 5 that they successfully do this mirroring at 

wavelengths at which surface plasmons do not exist.

Now that we have introduced what we are doing in this section, we discuss the mathematical 

details of what we are doing.
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As we have re-expressed Ex" according to Eq. 13 we must also re-express slit Hs'" as

yyslit _ 1 (__ j^SW+ y-^S’l-F- j^slitj j£sht,r \

v n21 (14)

We now define Esl"\ E sllt,r, Esw+ and Esn so that they have the properties described 
above.

EslitJ

Eslu'r

E'0 exp Wl l + ^ + r 1-&-

_ exp/#'

>h *1\ JJ

( ( „ ^
1 -7l + r 1 + a.

l lx l Vj)
-ikl n-

(15)

(16)

gSW + exp/ a-xv
y w j

1----— + r
*1\

1 +
*7. JJ

n 2 + i
l n,-DW ikl nz
f n,̂ - + 1
V EDW

(17)

exp/0' a-xvV

\ XV J

1 *7/1----- + r
*7i

1 +

Hi

V^7 EDW

*7i JJ (

\J1 EDW

+ 1

+ 1

(18)

We obtained these equations simply by taking the complete slit field equations Eq. 11 and Eq. 

12 and breaking them apart into their component terms.

If we add the slit incident plane wave field Eslnj to the downward travelling component of the 

slit standing wave ESH + we see that we get a total field which is identical to the total downward 

travelling plane wave field in the slit, that isEx"+. That is, we get a field whose magnitude is 

the same as Eq"+ and whose phase is the same as 6S,"+ as given by Eq. 11 for the magnitude 

and phase ofEx"+.
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Similarly we if we add the slit reflected plane wave field Esl"'r to the upward travelling 

component of the slit standing wave Es" we get a total field which is identical to the total 

upward travelling plane wave field in the slit, that is E j"~. That is, we get a field whose 

magnitude is the same as Eq" and whose phase is the same as 6sl"~ as given by Eq. 12 for the

magnitude and phase of Es‘"~. Thus our four slit plane wave fields defined according to Eq. 15, 

Eq. 16, Eq. 17 and Eq. 18 do indeed satisfy Eq. 13.

It can then further be shown that

E sw+ Esw- \ nf f
1----— + r

V Hi

v*

V JJ

L[_l)
V IM'?™-})
7 lmh/i ,7

(19)

which means that as they have the same magnitude and frequency and travel in opposite 

directions esw+ and esw (font size) will sum to give a standing wave, as we said they would.

We can then use this expression for \Esw+\ to rewrite Esw+ and Esw as

Esw~
i „e‘E‘0e r a-w

v w .
1 -^ + r 

H\

W 1 +
1 +

))

n 2

imW
-i\d> +k-,z\

^{*1edw }
+ 1

(21)

where the esw+ and esw~ have phases^" and^f respectively which are given by
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f =arg
1 + /'

1 +

n 2

Im Vf
1 mfotDif}

= tan
f Vi ^

f = arg
1 - i n2

I,m \j1edw 1
= - tan n2

EDW } = -f

(22)

(23)

(Note that for a non-absorbing film Im{^//W } = \rjHDW I) so that the total standing wave field

Esw is

Esw = Esw+ + Esw~

Ey (a - w}f flf f
nf1 ----— + r 1 + —

{ w J
V 1t\ i\ JJ

i +
' ^ v

lm{'W }

1 +
f If___^

\m\riEDW }

L'V+M2-^)) + (,-'{# +f(z-(/))j

(24)

and HSH is given by

<SW- T?SW +
SW _ ^ sw + TT sw -

n 2

_ E'0 exp [i0‘ a-w

2n2
1/

V ''
+ r

n," 
+ —

l n i;;

i+
( n2 2

(V ^m{nEDW }y

i +
r n, \

2 \
+*2(z-t/)) _ gi(<j>*+k2(:-d)

(25)

so we see that after subtracting out Esl"J and Esl"’r from the slit we are left with a standing

wave in the slit as described by Esli f and Esli ~ (which was why we used the superscript SW to 

label them).

From Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 it can be shown that
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(26)

+ Esl"-r ;-0
= E'0 exp(/0' )(l + r)

which means that

E*m + E shir

r=0
= e'+ e:

(27)

It can also easily be seen that when //, =t)2 Eq. 15 will reduce to Esl"’' = E'x and Eq. 1<6 will 

reduce to ES'"J = E[.

Thus from Eq. 27 we see that we can consider that at z - 0, that is at the superstratte slit 

boundary, the superstrate incident and reflected plane wave fields and the slit incidemt and 

reflected plane wave fields couple only to each other and not to either the non-propagating 

surface waves or the slit standing wave. For the special case when r\x = tj, we can consider that 

the superstrate incident plane wave couples only to the slit incident plane wave and thiat the 

superstrate reflected plane wave couples only to the slit reflected plane wave.

What this means is that now we know from Eq. 27 that

*
(28)

we can rewrite the superstrate slit continuity equation which we derived in chapter 3 Eq. 511 

as

<-,r=0
= E slit

\x < —,z=0 
1 1 2

El + El

■<d-supst -Ed- slit -top 
x = E SIV + + E SIV-

(29)

What this tells us is that, as we stated earlier, the non-propagating surface waves at the 

superstrate boundary are coupling directly to a standing wave in the slit and not interacting with 

the superstrate plane wave fields at the slit mouth. Thus we can consider that there is a standing 

wave in the slit that is being reflected by EDWs on either side of the slit as if off a mirror. We 

note this fact qualitatively agrees with descriptions in the literature that slit standing waves can 

be described as fields in a Fabry Perot cavity resonator. Examples of researchers who report 

that a resonant mode in the slit contribute to EOT include Astilean et al (2000), Baida & Van 

Labeke (2002), Porto et al (1999), Lalanne et al (2000), Krishnan et al (2001), Cao and Lalanne 

(2002), Lockyear et al (2005), Borisov et al (2005), Xie et al (2006), Brok & Urbach (2006) and 

Ung & Sheng (2007).
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Although we have shown that the superstrate incident and reflected plane wave fields do not 

couple to the non-propagating surface waves at the superstrate/slit boundary it should be 

emphasized that the superstrate incident and reflected plane wave fields do very much couple to 

the non-propagating surface waves at the superstrate/film boundary as can be seen from Ch. 3. 

Eq. 42. That is, on the superstrate side of the grating, the part of the non-propagating surface 

waves which lies over the film surface couples to the superstrate incident and reflected plane 

waves, plus the film plane wave, but the part of the non-propagating surface waves which lies 

over the slit surface (or entrance) couples only to the slit standing wave.

To complete the physical picture of what is happening we have to look at what is happening at 

the other end of the slit. To do this we look at the Ex field continuity equation for the slit- 

substrate at z = 0 from Ch. 3 Eq. 62 which is

E[ + E d-subst

x <—,2=0 
1 2

= E +^ slit,x ^
’d-slit-bot

x\<—,z=0 
1 2

Using Eq. 29 we can rewrite this as

(30)

E'+Ed-subst
x

Ed-slit-bot = Esw+ + £-w' + + E-S(V- slit, ■'slit ,r

x <—,2=0 
1 2

*<—,2=0 
1 1 2

(31)

The thing to note here is that unlike at the superstrate/slit boundary, at the slit/substrate 

boundary the non-propagating surface modes on the substrate side of the slit, that is E^ suhsl

and E'l sl"~h°l ? do not couple exclusively to the slit standing wave but will also couple to the 

substrate transmitted field and to the slit incident and reflected fields. Qualitatively or intuitively 

we might say that the slit standing wave which is fully reflected as if by a mirror by the non

propagating surface waves at the superstrate side of the slit, are only partially confined by the 

non-propagating surface waves at the substrate side of the slit. It is still confined at the other end 

of the slit but that confinement of the standing wave, so to speak, is provided by the other plane

wave fields in Eq.31, that is Esl"'\ Esl"'r and E[.

One way to look at things is to say that as slit depth is increased the ratio of Eswas given by Eq. 

24 to the ratio of Hswas given by Eq. 25 changes. This ratio can be considered to be an 

impedance and it can be shown to be fixed at z = 0 and equal to 7]EDW at z - 0 which is the 

slit/superstrate boundary. At z = d however, which is the slit/substrate boundary, this ratio (or 

impedance) is not equal to rjEDW on the substrate side of the slit, but is of course a function of
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slit depth. Essentially what level of reflection and transmission occurs is determined by whether 

or not a slit reflected wave needs to be added to the system so that the ratio of Esw to 

Hsw matches not just to rjEDW but the ratio of the sum of all the electric field components at 

z = d to all the magnetic field components at z = d. Because the ratio of Esw to Hsw evaluated 

at z = d will vary periodical as d varies the amplitude of the reflected wave Es,"'r will also vary 

as is required to make Eq. 31 true.

Thus we see that for the case of slits (as opposed to holes) the slit standing wave also plays an 

important role in EOT as it is the mechanism by which the EDWs on either side of the grating 

are coupled to each other and in fact it is the slit standing wave as we've just explained which 

determines whether or not the potential for high transmittance created by the EDWs is actually 

realised or not.
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Chapter 5

Surface Plasmons in the Analytical Model

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4 we saw that we can understand EOT as being a light squeezing effect which arises 

from the presence of the non propagating surface waves which arise from light being incident 

upon a subwavelength grating. In chapter 1 we saw that many papers propose that the physical 

mechanism behind EOT involves light coupling to surface plasmons (SPs). Thus no discussion 

of our analytical model would be complete without a discussion of the presence of SPs in our 

analytical model or their effect upon transmittance. In this chapter we determine the 

circumstances under which these non propagating surface waves collectively create a resonant 

system which we identify as being the surface plasmon of the metal foil containing periodic slits 

with perfectly conducting walls when there is no absorption in the metal, that is, of our 

analytical model discussed in chapter 3.

It should be understood that strictly speaking, as the surface waves we referred to in chapters 2 

and 3 are the fields corresponding to n = 1 to n = oo of Ch. 2 Eqs. 45, 59 and 62, it is this infinite 

collection of surface inodes that is the surface plasmon and not just a mode corresponding to a 

specific n value; albeit the n = 1 surface wave is the only surface wave that is of significant 

strength far from the surface due to the fact it has the smallest kzn value and so decays most 

slowly with distance from the surface (see Ch. 2 Eq. 30).

In this chapter we will show that SPs strongly suppress transmission at frequencies near the 

resonant frequency. We derive the conditions under which an SP is present for the case when 

the metal film has no absorption rather than for the case of an absorbing film. Although from 

plots of transmittance versus wavelength and surface wave amplitude versus wavelength the 

same conditions for producing an SP seem to apply for non-absorbing films.

5.2 Derivation of Surface Plasmon Modes in the Analytical Model

We now set about identifying under what conditions SPs are present in our analytical model. 

Once we have identified the SPs we can then look at their effect upon transmittance.

The property which makes SPs distinct from other surface waves is that SPs are resonant modes. 

As a resonant mode they can exist in the absence of an incident plane wave, at least for a short
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time. The presence of absorption in a metal, as in any resonant system that has absorption, will 

prevent SP modes from existing indefinitely in the absence of a continuously present driving 

wave. The coupling of SP modes to plane wave modes, as occurs on a grating will also cause 

SPs to lose energy to plane wave modes and hence not last indefinitely. Nevertheless while 

noting that SPs on a grating will couple at least weakly to plane wave modes it is the feature that 

an SP can exist in the absence of external radiation, hence being resonant, that we look for when 

looking for an SP in our analytical model.

Thus our approach to finding the SP modes in our analytical model is to derive the values of 

r\EDW, rjf, rji and>/2 for which the EDWs are able to satisfy all relevant boundary conditions at the 

superstrate/film and superstrate/slit boundaries, by themselves, without directly coupling to any 

incident or reflected plane waves in the superstrate at the superstrate grating boundary. We will 

find however that there is an indirect coupling between the superstrate surface waves and the 

superstrate plane waves, as both couple to the slit standing wave and hence indirectly to each 

other.

It should be understood that while we will be looking for a resonant state of the surface wave 

system that does not directly couple to plane wave fields in the superstrate, the surface waves 

will still be coupled quite strongly to plane waves existing inside both the film and inside the 

slit.

As a resonant mode, although we derive its steady state description by assuming that it can exist 

without an incident plane wave driving it, this does not mean that it will not couple to plane 

waves in the non-steady state. If the resonant surface wave does couple to an incident plane 

wave in the non-steady state, because a resonant mode has the ability to store energy we might 

expect the coupling to produce a continual increase in surface wave amplitude while the 

coupling lasts. On the other hand if the resonant surface waves couple to an outgoing plane 

wave we can expect it to decay. In the non steady state we might expect the surface wave to 

grow in amplitude until the energy lost to the weakly coupled outgoing plane wave is equal to 

that gained from the weakly coupled incident plane wave. For the analytical model we only look 

at what happens in the steady state solution though. The steady state will be one on which the 

incident and outgoing plane waves have the same amplitude (hence carry the same energy) so 

that any weak coupling that does occur between the plane waves and the resonant surface wave 

does not lead to a change in surface wave amplitude.

We will also point out that while in this chapter we assume that there is no steady state coupling 

between incident and reflected plane waves with the resonant surface wave at the
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superstrate/grating boundary, we don't assume that there is no coupling between the incident

in fact occur and as a result the superstrate/grating resonant surface waves will be indirectly 

coupled to the superstrate plane waves by the slit standing wave reflection off the far slit 

boundary.

In other words for a grating of finite thickness there is coupling between plane waves in the 

superstrate and substrate, the standing wave in the slit and the surface waves on both surfaces of 

the grating. The standing wave we are talking about is the standing wave described by Ch. 4 

Eq. 24. It should be understood that the standing wave in the slit is always present whether 

transmission is 0 or 1, as can be seen by inserting r = 0 or r = 1 into Ch. 4 Eq. 24. As long as an 

incident wave is present the standing wave amplitude never goes to zero with r = 1,-1 or 0. 

Thus at both full transmittance and full reflectance we always have a standing wave which 

couples to surface waves. Although we might expect a non-perforated grating to support a slit 

standing wave, we do not consider a grating that is not fully perforated in this thesis. Thus it 

should be understood that for the situation we are looking at surface waves will also be present 

at the substrate grating boundary.

We now derive the conditions under which the superstrate/grating EDWs, which are described
. rd-supst nt-film-top , nd-slit-top , . . ■ , ■ . r ..by bx ,EX and bx are able to exist in the absence or the superstrate

Basically we are looking for the conditions under which the electric field tangential component 

continuity equation Ch. 3 Eq. 42 (which for convenience we rewrite again here)

and reflected plane waves and the slit standing wave at the far end of the slit. Such coupling will

plane waves Ex and Ex.

Ex T Ex T E.,d-supst
X

(1)

is satisfied when at z = 0 both Ex = 0 and Ex = 0.

describe a SP on the grating when

'X
ct-film-top . cd-film-top cy + cr

(2)
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It should be observed that El ^lLm top cannot be 0 if Elx and Ex are both 0 because Ch. 2 Eq. 

175 tells us that Ex supst does not equal Ex ^llm top and so at least one other term must be 

present if Eq. 2 is to be satisfied.

This means that for an SP to exist Eplane super (as defined in Ch. 2 Eq. 69) satisfies

rplane-super _ . nr I

so that when SPs are present when Ch. 2 Eq. 150 becomes

^plane-slit-top W

a
r,plane-film—top 
^0

(a - w) 

a

(4)

Note that the variable Eplane super is just our shorthand way of specify the sum of the electric 

fields Ex and Ex evaluated at z = 0. It is not a field that exists elsewhere.

In chapter 2 we saw that the EDWs are discontinuous in their tangential electric field 

component, with the discontinuity being given by Ch. 2 Eq. 175 and Ch. 2. Eq. 176 which are

pd-supst
£X x <— ,z=0 

1 2

p,d-slit-toptx (a — w 

a
(5)

pd-supst vd-film-topI W — Lj y
jc>—,z=0 x

1 1 2
\x\>—,z=0i i 2>

w r<d-supst

(6)

Similarly they are also discontinuous in their tangential magnetic field component with the 

discontinuity given by Ch. 3 Eq. 38 and Eq. 39, which are

H d-supst I ud-film-top I

y lw>-,z=o Hy lw>-,z=oi i 2 2

... pd-supst
Wfhi_____
a VEDW

(7)

H d-supst
y - H d-slit-top

y
p,d-supst 
tfO_____

Vedw

(8)
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At most wavelengths the discontinuities in the electric and magnetic field tangential components 

of the EDWs are compensated by the superstrate, slit and film plane waves, so that the total 

electric and magnetic fields are continuous across the superstrate/grating boundary.

We are of course looking for the specific cases in which the surface waves, slit and film plane 

wave fields by themselves are continuous.

We recall that the film plane wave fields are given by Ch. 3 Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, which are

pt-film-top _ pt-film-top u"zQz+id^ilrn~top 
cx co c '

(9)

,t—film-top

H t-film-top _ L‘0 ,k"z Oz+i9film~top

Vf

and that the slit plane wave fields are given by Ch. 3 Eqs. 10 and 11, which are

gslit _ gslit+ ei(k'Z'0 + 6slLt+^ gslit-gi(~k'z,0 + 9slu )

(10)

(ID

= go“t+ j(ii+ go“[~ 
r\2 V2

-slit-
uslitHy

(12)

Satisfying continuity of the electric field tangential component at the z = 0 boundary will 

require that we have

^d-supst cd-slit-top 
Lx ~ hx I jc <—,z=0 

1 1 2

— pslit— £X It w Ax lurk—z=0i i 2

and

rd-supst vd-film-top I _ vfilm-top I
Cy- — Cy I I W — ty II w n

x x I jc >—,z=0 x I uc>—,z=0i i 2 i i 2

(13)

(14)

Putting Eqs. 5 and 11 into Eq. 13 gives

gslit+ei9slit+ + gslit-ei9slit~ _ ^^ gd-supst

(15)

Note that in this equation Eq supst js a complex number containing both amplitude and phase 

of the surface waves as opposed to the slit plane waves whose amplitude Eo/lt+and phase
Qsht+ we gjve separately.
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Putting Eqs. 6 and 9 into Eq. 14 gives

gt-film-top^ig film-top _ W ^d-supst

(16)

These two equations are needed to satisfy continuity of the tangential component of the electric 

field at the z = 0 boundary.

Satisfying continuity of the tangential component of the magnetic field at the z = 0 boundary 

will require that we have

ud-supst ud-slit—top
Hy Hy _ it slitI I w — II W -

jc z=0 y I jck—z=0i i 2 1 1 2
(17)

and

ud-supst ud-film-top I _ ut-film-top
hy Hy lijc|>—-=o ~ Hy jc >—z=0 

1 2

(18)

Thus from Eqs. 17, 8 and 12 we need

gslit+ei6slic+ _ fislit-eiBslit~ __ ^V2 gd-supst

a ; Vedw
(19)

and from Eqs. 18, 7 and 10 we have

pt-film-top iqfilm-top _ W Vf pd-supst Cq e —
a Vedw

(20)

These equations are the two needed to satisfy magnetic field continuity at the z = 0 boundary.

Equating the right hand side of Eq. 16 to the right hand side of Eq. 20 gives us

Vedw — Vf
(21)

as the condition required to be satisfied if both the tangential component of the magnetic field 

strength and the tangential component of the electric field strength are to be continuous at the 

film-superstrate boundary (without any plane waves being present in the superstrate).

We can also combine Eqs. 15 and 19 to get

nslit- „i0slit~ _ nslit+ „Wslit+ (Vedw +rl2\ „d-supst
bo e ~ bo e l----------— J^o

yrlEDW ~ rl2'
(22)
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However we know from Ch. 4 Eq. 27 that if there are no superstrate plane waves, that is 

if Elx — 0 and = 0 then the slit plane wave fields Esllt’1 and Esllt,r are also going to be 

0. This means that of the two components that make up Exht~, namely Esllt i and Esw“ only 

Esw~ will be non-zero. Similarly only the Esw+ component of Ex'lt+ will be non-zero.

That is Exllt as per Ch. 4 Eq. 13 will be given by

nslit _ rSW+ i pSW- 
bX ~ ^X

(23)

while Hyllt as per Ch. 4 Eq. 14 will be given by

Li slit   _____f /7 SW+ i uSW-\Hy ^ Bx + LjX )
V 2

(24)

That is, the only slit plane waves are the two components of the slit standing wave. That is

'Slit+   pSW+
V L-J Y

(25)

’slit- _ gSW-

(26)

From Ch. 4 Eq. 23 we know that

S*m = slit

and from Ch. 4 Eq. 19 we know that

\Esw+\ = lEsw-{

(27)

(28)

in which case from Eq. 22 we must have

V EDW 7/2

= 1

(29)

This then is a condition which must be met in order for the EDWs to be able to exist in the 

absence of any coupling to superstrate plane waves at the superstrate/grating boundary.

To make this derivation more tractable we assumed that the metal has no absorption so that 

Vedw's purely imaginary.
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If TJEDW is purely imaginary and as tj2 is purely real we can rewrite this condition as

t Irn{rjEDW}+ri2 = 
i Im{r]EDW}-ri2

(30)

where we note that as

/i lm{rjEDW}+rj2 V /1 Im{riEDW}+T]2\ =
V IMriEDw}~r]2j V ImblEDw}-*!2)

(31)

it is satisfied for all values of ?]£D1V and 772 provided that r)EDW is purely imaginary.

i lm{r\EDW}+ri2

i ImiVEDw)-1!2

Looking at the phase of both sides of 22 we get

® slit = fl/fit +
\rlEDW~rl2'

(32)

as another condition that must be satisfied if the EDWs are to exist and satisfy the boundary 

conditions at z = 0 without any superstrate plane waves present.

Noting that

mEDw+V2\ = 1/ 27]2Im{r]EDW} \
vIedw-W \*ll ~ ImiriEDw}2)

(33)

and noting that 6^lit and 9slit are given by Ch. 4 Eq. 38 and Ch. 4 Eq. 39 we rewrite this as

2tan 1 92 \
■IMVedw)'

-tan 1 I 2ii2Im{TiEDw} \
Vli - Im{riEDW}2J

(34)

We can use trigonometric identities to prove that this equation is satisfied for all values of

Im{riEDw} and rj2.

Thus whether or not the EDW inodes are SPs is independent of the value of tj2 (except to the 

degree that slit permittivity influences the value of 9edw)-

We see then that the only condition that must be met in order for the EDW modes to be SPs is 

that Eq. 21 be true. That is, supst, Elx ^llm top and Ex slLt top are EDWs that make up a 

surface plasmon on a grating whenever r]EDW = Vf-
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That is, for a non-absorbing film irrespective of the value of r)2 we will have an SP being 

present as long as riEDW = rjf. If however absorption is present then Eq. 29 will not be true and 

thus Exllt~ and Exllt+ will not be able to satisfy Eq. 22 by assuming that E%llt~ = ExSW~ and 

Exht+ = ExSW+■ Instead if absorption is present we will have to assume that EsLlt'1 and Esllt,r 

are non-zero in the slit, so that they can contribute to Exllt~ and Exllt+, and thus assume that 

there are also an incident and reflected field in the superstrate. Albeit it will still be the case that 

as per Eq. 2 the superstrate plane waves do not directly couple to the surface waves at the 

superstrate/film boundary. When we consider how the slit standing wave satisfies the boundary 

conditions at the rear of the slit we have to make this same assumption that even though there is 

no direct coupling of supestrate plane waves to the superstrate/grating surface waves there are 

nevertheless still superstrate plane waves present.

While the assumption of no absorption in the metal has simplified our analysis it also means 

that the proof, given in this chapter, of the conditions under which SPs are present, applies 

rigorously only to metals with no absorption. It is not a proof of the conditions under which SPs 

are present on a metal grating with absorption.

In the absence of a rigorous mathematical proof, using our model, of the conditions under which 

SPs are present when the film is absorbing, we have instead investigated numerically if the 

conditions under which SPs appear in a metal with absorption are the same as the conditions 

under which SPs are present when the metal is non-absorbing. This consisted of comparing 

many graphs of transmission vs wavelength and surface wave amplitude vs wavelength for 

metals with absorption to see if at the wavelength at which Im{r]EDW} = Im{r]f) there is the 

same large increase in surface wave amplitude that occurs when riEDW = rjf for non 

absorbing metals.

We looked at lm{rjEDW} = Im[r7^] rather than rjEDW = Vf simply because having both real 

and imaginary parts of r/EDW equal to those of 77^ will not occur for most complex 77^ values. 

What we found was that for absorbing metals the wavelengths at which Im{r]EDW} = Im{rif}, 

appears to correspond to the wavelengths at which surface wave amplitude goes to a maximum 

just like in the case for a non-absorbing film (in the non-absorbing film case surface wave 

amplitude went to infinity because this is the effect of putting r)EDW — 77^ into Ch. 3 Eq. 69. It is 

also a sign of resonance). We also found that for absorbing metals the wavelengths at which 

Im{riEDW} = lm[rif) correspond to regions of minimum transmittance.
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We cannot plot an infinite number of graphs, and no matter how many graphs we do plot there 

is always the possibility that the next one we plot will disprove our hypothesis that 

ImiVEDw] = ^m{77/} predicts when SPs occur for absorbing metals and not just non-absorbing 

metals. So this hypothesis rests on observation and inductive logic and is not rigorously proved 

unlike what we have done for non-absorbing films. Though it is far from unreasonable that 

adding a small amount of absorption will not radically change the wavelength at which SPs 

occur on a grating. Certainly the presence of a minimum in transmittance in absorbing metal 

films at the wavelengths at which SPs occur in a similar metal film lacking absorption is 

indicative that, as claimed by Cao &Lalanne (2002), SPs suppress rather help transmission in 

non-absorbing films.

We would also point out that whereas an SP existing on a flat, semi-infinite metal surface 

consists of a wave with a single kx value given by Ch. 1 Eq. 2, the resonant field which we have 

derived here is a sum of many EDWs with many values of kz as given by Ch. 2 Eqs. 45, 59 and 

62.

5.3 Demonstration of Surface Plasmon Modes in the Analytical Model

Now that we know how to identify a set of resonant EDWs by the fact that r)EDW — r]f we 

demonstrate by graphing transmittance versus wavelength that the transmittance in our 

analytical model is zero for wavelengths near or at the SP wavelength.

In chapter 4 we saw that as we increase the film thickness we shift the transmittance peaks to 

the higher wavelengths. We now plot graphs of transmittance versus wavelength for the same 

parameters at varying film thicknesses in order to continually shift the film transmittance peaks, 

and show that, no matter what the thickness, there is no transmittance at wavelengths at which 

Vedw = Vf if the film is non-absorbing and a minimum in transmittance (close to but not 

exactly zero) at Im{ r]EDW} = /mf^} if the film is absorbing.
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Grating Transmittance for 200nm wide slit
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Fig. 5.1. Grating transmittance vs wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with 
perfectly conducting slit walls and ef= -4, e, = 3, e2 = 3, e3 = 3, a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm. The 
wavelength at which t/edw = Vf *s 1048.16 nm which is right in the center of the no transmission 
zone.

Grating Transmittance for 20 nm Wide Slit
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Fig. 5.2. Grating transmittance vs wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with 
perfectly conducting slit walls and £f = -4, s, = 3, s2 - 3, e3 = 3, a = 400 nm, w = 20 nm. The 
wavelength at which 77EDVV = rj{ is 1178.5 nm which is right in the center of the no transmission 
zone.
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Grating Transmittance Vs Light Wavelength for Various Film 
Thicknesses from 100nm to 2000nm
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Fig. 5.3. Grating transmittance vs wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with 
perfectly conducting slit wails and fdm relative permittivity of ef= -4, e, = 3, e2 = 3, e3 = 3, a = 
3500 nm, w = 500 nm. The wavelength at which 7)edw = T]{ is 10492 nm which is right in the center 
of the no transmission zone.

Grating Transmittance Vs Light Wavelength for Various Film 
Thicknesses from Onm to 500nm
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Fig. 5.4. Grating transmittance vs wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with 
perfectly conducting slit walls and fdm permittivity given by Drude model with electron number 
density of 5.8974xl028m 3, £, = 3, £2 = 3, e3 = 3, a = 3500 nm, »v = 500 nm. (Note that t]edw — Tjf at 
3502.54 nm and nKgrating = ksp at 3502.70 nm).

In figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 we see that at the wavelengths at which r)EDW = ijf, that is, 

whenever we have a self supporting set of EDWs on the grating film surface the transmittance 

of the grating appears to be zero. It should be understood though that transmission peaks can 

still be present in this region where transmittance peaks appear to go to zero. It's just that
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transmittance peaks in this region are so extremely narrow that they can be difficult to detect. 

What we mean by this is that when figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are produced they are produced by 

a program that necessarily has a finite distance between successive points plotted rather than an 

infinitesimally small distance. In particular figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are plotted using 10000 

data points each but even this may not be fine enough to pick up peaks close to the wavelengths 

at which t]edw = Vf- We will see later in this chapter that peaks can be present at wavelengths 

at which riEDW = rjf even though in general they are not. If a transmittance peak is present at 

the wavelength at which t]edw = rjf it will be infinitesimally narrow.

That is to say, whether or not a transmittance peak is present is determined by Ch. 3 Eq. 81. If 

Ch. 3 Eq. 81 determines that a transmittance peak will occur at or near the wavelength at which 

t]edw — then such a peak will be very narrow. The fact that the peaks are so narrow near 

Vedw = Vf means that transmittance is essentially suppressed for most wavelengths within 

this region. But strictly speaking it is only the wavelengths not precisely at or very close to the 

wavelengths given by Ch. 3 Eq. 81 which are suppressed in the region near riEDW = Tjf. In 

other words transmission suppression in this region is an artifact of the peaks being so narrow in 

this region. We are talking about films with no absorption however. For all real metals which do 

have absorption, we find these very narrow peaks do not exist so that it can genuinely be said 

that SPs suppress transmission with absorbing films. We show an example of this later in this 

chapter.

The fact that the nearer a transmittance peak is to the wavelength at which t)edw — Vf the 

narrower the peak, and hence the stronger the resonance, is consistent with our claim that 

iJedw = Vf predicts the locations of surface plasmons.

The fact that we see indications of resonance at wavelengths close to riEDW = Vf as well as 

those exactly at tJedw ~ Vf means that the band of wavelengths centered on the wavelength at 

which t]Edw = ?7/ which corresponds to the surface waves being an SP is not of zero width 

but has finite width. The band is narrow as we will see in following graphs but it is not of zero 

width. Exactly where we should consider that the SP wavelengths start and stop is debatable but 

we know it is strongest at rjEDw ~ Vf-

We could define the width of the band over which wavelengths correspond to SPs to be the full 

width half maximum of the surface wave's amplitude which peaks at the wavelength at which 

!1edw = Vf- As the amplitude of this surface wave amplitude peak is infinite at t]Edw — *7/ 

for a non-absorbing metal, defining the full width half maximum of the surface wave field
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amplitude peak at rjEDW = 77^ is difficult. This is not a problem for absorbing films though 

where we find that the surface wave amplitude (or rather its ratio to the incident plane wave 

amplitude) is finite not infinite at lm{riEDW} — Im[rjf\.

The fact that the width of the surface wave amplitude peak centered on r/EDW = r)f is finite and 

not of zero width should not be confused with the fact that the width of any transmittance peak 

that occurs at the wavelength at which riEDW = rjf is in fact of zero width. We need to 

distinguish between the SPs which exist over a relatively broad band of wavelengths and the 

transmission peaks which can (but do not have to) exist in this SP band and which are much 

narrower than it. Whether or not there is a transmission peak, albeit a very narrow one, within 

the SP band is dictated by Ch. 3 Eq. 81.

We now go on to look at graphs of the SP surface wave amplitude which we have been talking 

about, that is the peak in surface wave amplitude centered on rjEDW = ljf which indicates 

resonance and hence the presence of an SP at r]EDW = 77^.

First we note that for the case when the film permittivity is such as to approximate a perfect 

conductor, such as in fig. 5.4 where the film relative permittivity (given by Drude model, 

chapter 6 section 4) varies from -647.0 at wavelength 3500 nm to -665.65 at 3550 nm, we find 

that the wavelength where rjEDW = 77^- corresponds to the wavelength where nKgrating — ksp 

(Au and Ag are examples of materials with sufficiently negative permittivity that this is 

accurate). That is, for the situation where the film with perfectly conducting walls of our 

analytical model is a good approximation to the non perfectly conducting wall grating case, we 

find that the wavelength at which an SP occurs coincides with the wavelengths at which SP are 

predicted to exist according to the classic relation of Ch. 1 Eq. 7.
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Fig. 5.5. Ratio of the EDW amplitude E^ supst to the incident plane wave amplitude EL0 versus 
wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with perfectly conducting slit walls and 
Sf — -4, £, = 3, e2 = 3, £> = 3, a = 400 nm, = 200 nm. These are the same parameters for which the 
transmittance is given in fig. 5.1. The wavelength at which 7/EDw = Vf 's 1048.16 nm and this 
corresponds to the wavelength at which the sharp peak in surface wave amplitude occurs.

Next we note that the ratio of the EDW amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude 

approaches infinity as we approach the wavelength at which rjEDW = We can prove that the 

ratio of the EDW amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude is equal to infinity at the exact 

(with infinite decimal point precision) wavelength at which rjEDW = rjf using Ch. 3 Eq. 69. As 

any wavelength we look at will not be exactly the wavelength at which r]EDW = r] /-to infinite 

decimal point precision, though we can get as close to it as we like, the ratio of the EDW 

amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude which we plot such as in fig. 5.5 will always be 

finite not infinite.

This surface wave amplitude peak is further strong evidence of r]EDW = ljf corresponding to a 

resonant mode, i.e. an SP. We see an example of this in fig. 5.5 where we have plotted the ratio 

of the EDW amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude for the parameters whose 

transmittance is shown in fig. 5.1. The surface wave amplitude peak is so sharp and so high at 

tJedw — V f that in fig. 5.5 we have plotted the log of the ratio rather than the ratio directly.

This peak in surface wave amplitude represents the amplitude of the EDWs in the steady state; 

that is after an infinite amount of time has elapsed. The fact that the amplitude peak approaches 

infinity as r]EDW approaches r]f indicates that incoming energy gets stored in the EDWs.
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As stated, the value of the ratio of the EDW amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude at 

riEDW = 77/ as shown in fig. 5.5 is finite. In fig. 5.5 it approaches 10,000 rather than infinity 

because the program we used to plot fig. 5.5 only looks at finitely many discrete wavelengths 

which lacking infinite precision means none will ever correspond exactly to rjEDW = 77/- We 

can get a wavelength as close to t]edw = 77/ as we like using finer gradations but for plotting 

purposes we stopped at a peak ratio near to 10,000.
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Fig. 5.6. Ratio of the slit standing wave amplitude E^w to the incident plane wave amplitude El0 
versus wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with perfectly conducting slit walls 
and Sf= -4, s, = 3, e2 = 3, e3 = 3, a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm. These are the same parameters for which 
the transmittance is given in fig. 5.1. The wavelength at which t]edw = V( is 1048.16 nm and this 
corresponds to the wavelength at which the sharp peak in slit standing wave amplitude occurs.

It is interesting to see what happens to the slit standing wave amplitude at r]EDW = 77/. In fig.

5.6 we plot the ratio of the slit standing wave amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude 

and we observe that it too has a resonant nature peaking at r]EDW = 77/. We have seen that in 

fig. 5.1 we have no transmittance although both the EDWs as seen in fig. 5.5 and the slit 

standing wave as seen in fig. 5.6 are in a resonant state.

Our results have however all been for a metal film which has no absorption and so it could be 

argued that this lack of absorption means that our results don't apply to real world metals which 

have absorption. So we now look at what happens if we have absorption in the metal.
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Fig. 5.7. Grating transmittance vs wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with 
perfectly conducting slit walls and e, = 3, e2 = 3, e3 = 3, a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm. These are the same 
parameters for which the transmittance is given in fig. 5.1 with the exception that the fdm is now 
absorbing and has permittivity ef = -4 + 0.5/. The wavelength at which /m{ t/edw} = Im{r]f} is 
1029.90 nm which is right in the center of the very low transmission zone where T = 0.0016.
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Fig. 5.8. Ratio of the non-propagating surface amplitude Ed supst to the incident plane wave 
amplitude El0 versus wavelength, for various grating thicknesses, for grating with perfectly 
conducting slit walls and £, = 3, e2 = 3, e3 = 3, a = 400 nm, ic = 200 nm. These are the same 
parameters for which the transmittance is given in fig. 5.1 with the exception that the film is now 
absorbing and has permittivity £/ = -4 + 0.5/. The wavelength at which Im{ t/edw) — is
1029.90 nm and this corresponds to the wavelength at which the sharp peak in surface wave 
amplitude occurs.

In fig. 5.7 we plot grating transmittance versus wavelength for the same parameters used to 

produce fig. 5.1 with the exception that we have made the film absorbing by changing the film 

permittivity from -4 to -4 + 0.5/.
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Comparing fig. 5.7 to fig. 5.1 we observe the effect of adding absorption to the film to be a 

reduction in transmission peak height and also the elimination of the many very narrow peaks of 

fig. 5.1. We also observe that in fig. 5.7 the wavelength at which Im{ r|EDW} — an^ the

band of wavelengths around that wavelength still corresponds to transmission minima except 

that while the transmission minima are close to zero they are not exactly zero. Thus we would 

argue that our analysis above of SPs in a non-absorbing film also carries over to an absorbing 

film although we have not provided a rigorous proof.

To further check that Im{ r)EDW} = lm\r\f] corresponds to an SP for absorbing as well as non

absorbing films we plot the ratio of the EDW amplitude to the incident plane wave amplitude 

versus wavelength in fig. 5.8. We find that the peak in surface wave amplitude still occurs at 

Im{ r]EDW} = although due to the film absorption it no longer goes to infinity. This is

further evidence that Im{riEDW} = predicts the wavelengths at which SPs occur on a

grating in real metals as well as ideal metals. It is thus evidence that SPs hinder rather than help 

transmission for the case of real metals too.
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Fig. 5.9. Effect of varying s, and e3(e,=£3) upon the wavelengths at which transmittance peaks occur 
(with film relative permittivity fixed at ef = -3) e2= 8, a = 600 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 1200 nm.
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Fig. 5.10. logic of full width half maximum in nm of Peak D in fig. 5.9 vs superstrate and slit relative 
permittivity, with £/= -3, £2 = S,a = 600 nm, w 100 nm, d= 1200 nm.
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Fig. 5.11. Effect of varying £, and s3 (£7 =£>) upon the wavelengths at which transmittance peaks 
occur, with film relative permittivity fixed at ef = -5, s2 = 8, a = 600 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 1200 nm.
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Fig. 5.12. Effect of varying film relative permittivity ef upon the wavelengths at which 
transmittance peaks occur, with £/ = e3 = 4, e2 =8,a = 600 nm, w= 100 nm, d = 1200 nm.
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To further demonstrate that the wavelengths at which SPs occur as given by

x = “(_fi£L)1/2
n V£! + £f/

(35)

do not predict the wavelengths at which transmittance peaks occur in periodic slits, as for 

example has been claimed by Ghaemi et al (1998) for periodic holes, we have plotted the 

wavelengths at which transmission peaks occur along with the wavelengths at which SPs occur 

(according to lm{ rjEDW} — *n figs. 5.9, 5.11 and 5.12.

In fig. 5.9 and fig. 5.11 we vary the superstrate and substrate permittivity but keep the slit and 

film permittivity and all other parameters constant. In fig. 5.12 it is the film permittivity which 

is the independent variable. In every case we see that the wavelengths at which Im{ riEDW} = 

lm\j]f) and hence at which SPs are present do not correspond to the wavelengths at which the 

transmission peaks occur with the exception of the very few points seen in figs. 5.9, 5.11 and 

5.12 in which the line corresponding to Irn{r]EDW} = Im{r]^] crosses the transmittance peak 

lines. Rather for the most part we see that the wavelengths at which transmittance peaks occur is 

fixed. It is interesting to note that the wavelengths at which the transmittance peaks occur do 

change though and the region where they change lies close to the line of where Im{ rjEDw] = 

lm{r]f}.

We also see that although in general the wavelengths at which we have an SP (because 

Im{ Vedw} = /}) do not predict the location of transmittance peaks, at a few wavelengths

we do not have zero transmittance but instead have a transmittance peak, even though

In fig. 5.10 we look at what happens to the width of transmittance peak D as we, by varying 

media permittivity, make the transmittance peaks occur closer to the wavelength at which 

Ittl{t]Edw} = • We see that the transmission peaks become narrower until they are of

zero width at Im{ riEDW} = /ra{^} . One way to describe things then would be to say that the 

apparent non-transmission zone that occurs at and near the wavelengths at which Im{ rjEDW} = 

Im{rif ] as shown in figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, is due to the extreme narrowness of the peaks in 

those regions which means that any wavelength not precisely at those peaks has zero 

transmission. In other words the non-transmission zone would seem to just be a region of 

extremely narrow peaks rather than a true non-transition zone. At least this is the case for the 

ideal non-absorbing metals. In practice we find that even for very small amounts of absorption,
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for example by putting ef = -4 + 0.001/, these extremely narrow transmission peaks at or near 

Ira{r]EDW} = Im\r)^] disappear entirely so that for a real absorbing film the wavelengths at 

and near where Im{ rjEDW} = do indeed correspond to a very low transmittance zone

with no peaks at all not even infinitesimally narrow ones. Thus for real metals we still claim that 

when Im{ r)EDW} = Im{r]f) transmission is suppressed.

In chapter 4 fig. 4.12 we noted a pattern of Poynting vector propagation which corresponded to 

T- 0.00 for the parameters of X = 601.7 nm, a = 400 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 900 nm, st = 2, 

s2 = 2, £3 = 2, £f = -16.24 + 0.45/ (Au), which was different to the pattern for the other T values. 

We find that in fact at these parameters we are at the wavelength at which Im{ r]EDW} = lm{rif} 

and hence chapter 4. fig. 4.12 shows the time average Poynting vector of a surface plasmon on a 

real metal.

We conclude then that to say the statement that EOT is caused by SPs is wrong. Attributing it to 

a slit resonant mode as its cause is also overly simple. We say simplistic because while the slit 

resonant field is present when EOT is occurring it does not need to be in a state of resonance for 

EOT to occur. Similarly surface waves need to be present for EOT to occur but they don't need 

to be in a state of resonance, that is they don't need to be an SP for EOT to occur.

We have seen that the wavelengths at which surface wave amplitude has maximum value, 

including infinite amplitude for a non-conducting film, corresponds to where we predict an SP 

is found. We have seen that this wavelength and a band of wavelengths around this point 

correspond to transmission minima, not maxima. We see the slit resonant mode also peaks in 

amplitude at the same wavelength and hence also corresponds to transmission minima not 

maxima.

We know that the location of transmittance peaks is predicted by Ch. 3 Eq. 81. We have seen in 

figs. 9, 11 and 13 that for non-absorbing films the wavelengths at which SPs occur can also 

correspond to transmission peaks or be close to it but it is not necessarily the case. We see that 

sometimes transmission peaks occur at the wavelengths at which SP occur; usually they do not. 

In other words for non-absorbing films whether or not an SP is present at a particular 

wavelength is not predictive of whether or not a transmission peak is present at that wavelength 

or nearby ones. For example peak B in fig. 12 is close to an SP wavelength over a wide range of 

film permittivity values (£f - -5 to £/ = -8 at least) but not the other peaks, but even the other 

transmission peaks in fig. 12 will correspond to an SP for some film permittivity values.
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We saw that for non-absorbing what the presence of an SP at a wavelength does predict is that if 

a transmittance peak is present it will be a very narrow one.

For absorbing films, and that means all physically existing films, we find that SPs predict where 

peaks will not occur, that is they predict transmittance minima.

Certainly while SPs make their presence felt by making transmission peaks narrow as their 

wave length is approached, we see no reason to ascribe some peaks as being "caused" by SPs 

and other being caused by a different mechanism. We find the same mechanism of transmission 

for all transmission peaks irrespective of wavelengths or peak width, that mechanism being that 

a surface wave, resonant or not, IS squeezed light (when combined with a plane wave). That is 

whatever mechanism produces the EDWs produces squeezed light and hence EOT.
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Chapter 6

Development of an FDTD Model

6.1 Introduction

To assist us in investigating the anomalous transmission of light through periodic sub

wavelength apertures in conducting films (as described in chapter 1) a Finite Difference Time 

Domain (FDTD) computer simulation model was developed. We developed the FDTD model 

presented here as our initial tool for investigating Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT). 

We use it in this thesis to investigate those situations which our analytical model does not apply 

to (the results of the FDTD model will be presented in chapter 7). For example the FDTD model 

allows us to investigate gratings whose slits (unlike the analytical model) have walls which are 

not perfect conductors. It also allows us to investigate EOT for arrays of holes which are 

periodic in two directions as opposed to the arrays of slits, periodic in one direction, described 

by the analytical model.

In an FDTD model the calculations are performed in a computational space whose dimensions 

consist of real space and time. Differences in the fields at different mesh points at a particular 

time determine the values of the fields at a slightly later time. It is the calculation of fields at 

successive steps in time which gives rise to the name FDTD for the algorithm.

Advantages of using an FDTD approach include ease of modeling complex 3D shapes and ease 

of plotting field distributions. Another advantage is that modeling time-varying signals (signals 

whose amplitude varies with time) is straight forward. For these reasons an FDTD model was 

chosen even though frequency domain models are more computationally efficient for modeling 

steady state signals.

6.2 Yee 3D FDTD model

As visible light is an electromagnetic wave with wavelength between roughly 400 nm to 700 nm 

we model the physics of light by using Maxwell's equations. The four Maxwell's equations 

shown below in differential form the foundation of classical electrodynamics and these are the 

equations which we use with the FDTD model.

Vx// = j3 (1)
~ ~ dt
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(2)WxE = -
dl

dt

V • E = p (3)

V-H = 0 (4)

These equations are foundational equations because all the laws of electricity and magnetism 

can be derived from them (Feynman, 1977), assuming that we also have the other two 

foundational equations

and

V J =
dp_

dt
(5)

F = q(E + v x B) (6)

where H is magnetic field strength, E is electric field strength, J is current density, D is electric 

flux density, B is magnetic flux density, p is charge density, q is charge, v is velocity, F is force.

Note that as we show in chapters 2, 3 and 4, we can explain EOT as a purely classical 

electrodynamic effect and do not need to resort to quantum mechanics to explain it. Thus a 

model making use of Maxwell’s equations that does not include quantum effects is completely 

able to reproduce EOT as we will see when we look at the FDTD results in chapter 6.

The particular algorithm which we use to implement Maxwell's equations in FDTD format is 

that of Yee (1966). In particular we compute the magnetic field H and electric field E at a mesh 

of points and we update the values of the fields according to Maxwell's equations Eq. 1 and Eq. 

2. (Maxwell's equations Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 while useful in many situations are not explicitly part of 

the FDTD model, as they make no predictions about changes in E or H. Rather Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 

will be in effect implicit in the model). The other two foundational equations Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 are 

included in the FDTD model once we introduce a conductor to the system as is shown in section 

6.4.

An alternative way of expressing Eq. 1, found in many text books on elementary 

electrodynamics such as Feynman (1977), is to include the effect of the current density term J 

as part of the relative permittivity term sr so that Eq. 1 becomes

VxH £,£
d£ 

r dt
(7)
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(where e0 is the permittivity of free space).

In the FDTD model we work with rectangular co-ordinates. We therefore use this equation 

expressed in rectangular coordinates which is

8ES 1 8H: dH,\
y

dt V.
{ fy dz y

8Ey 1 (5HX dHy

dt £0£r \ dz dx j

dEz l ('dHy dHx)
dt dx dy J

(8)

(9)

(10)

where Ex, Ev and Ez are the magnitudes of the electric field strengths in the x, y and z directions 

respectively and Hx, Hy and Hz are the magnitudes of the magnetic field strengths in the x, y and 

z directions respectively.

We can re-express Eq. 2 in rectangular co-ordinates as

dH SE, dEr\y
dt Mo V dy dz. J

dH v 1 (8EX

N

dt Mo V dz dx j

dHz _ i ['8Ey 8EX\

dt Mo dx dy >

orm of Eqns. 7, 8 and

(11)

(12)

(13)

implementations of Maxwell's equations are

A E. =
At A H. A//,

Ay Az
(14)

At ( AH, AH ^ 
A E. = —

Az Ax
(15)
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£ { Ax Ay y
(16)

In the FDTD model used here the values of Ax, Ay, and Az are equal such that

Ax = Ay = Az = h (17)

where h is the distance between adjacent mesh points.

Re-expressing Eqns. 11,12 and 13 in finite difference form gives

AH, =
At (aez AE,

Mo k At Az

At (AE, AEz

Mo v Az Ax

At aek'

Mo v Ax Ay ^

(18)

(19)

(20)

Our FDTD model then consists of a mesh of discrete Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy and H: points whose 

values are update at successive discrete time steps according to these equations.

Fig. 6.1. Diagram of 3D Yee FDTD model mesh point arrangement
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There are a variety of potential ways in which we can arrange the FDTD mesh points relative to 

each other. The way of arranging the mesh points which was chosen for our FDTD model was 

to have an interleaved arrangement of mesh points as per the standard Yee FDTD model.

Expressing Eqs 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 and 20 according to the standard Yee model gives

E.r\ . = e.

= E.\ +y\ij+\n,k s e h

A Z k I n+1/2
-H

\ n+1/2
H

£0 £rh V ,v 11+1/2,/, *-1/2 1 Z+1/2,/,£+l/2

At ((// I n+1/2 -if r
,+V2
,/+1/2, £-1/2 +

£o £, h i,j+\/2,k+\/2 x 1/

| n+l/2
\i+i/2,j+]/2,k

| n + l/2

— If

ft.

I n+l/2 \

11 i+l/2,j-\j2,k )

-1/2 \ 
z+1/2,/+1/2,* /

(21)

(22)

£ r1. .=e ■4------——\H. |n+1/2 HX^ + H'n+]/1 H ln + 1/2

zl;,/,* + l/2 zI/,/.*+1/2 £ £ h' y l'+I/2.7,*+l/2 y\i-l/2,j,k+l/2 xii,j-l/2,k+l/2 * l/,/+l/2,*+l/2
(23)

h r+l/2 =h r1/2 +-^—
x I i,J+\j2,k + lj2 x\iJ+i/2,k+l/2 I

Mo n

(e I" -

V y\i,j+\j2,k+l F \ + E\ — E \
y\i,j+\/2,k zky,*+l/2 21 i,j+\,k+\/2

(24)

//l',+i/2 = // r1/2 +-*l(e r11+1/2,/.£+1/2 ^ I,+1/2,/,£+1/2 JU„h' i+'J
— £ + £a-+1/2 zl/,/.£+i/2 *

I n + 1/2rr |'"I‘ — // I”’1/2 4/ / I«
41+1/2,/+I/2.* ~~ 7 I/+1/2./+1/2.A + .. L \r*li + |/2J+l,

AM) n

k ^x\i+]/2Jl,k + ^y\i,j+]/2,k E

” - £ r )
1+1/2,/,It * 11+1/2,/,*+1/

T )
■v’ I i+l,/+1/2,it /

(25)

(26)

where

£ I , =the electric field strength evaluated at the mesh co-ordinate z+1/2 in the jc direction,
xM+l/2, j,k

at mesh co-ordinate j in they direction at mesh co-ordinate k in the 2 direction and at time step 

number n.

h = the distance between adjacent mesh points.

At = the time step interval.

Note that the electric fields Ex, Ev and Ez are updated at times of nAt, n=1, 2, 3, 4... whereas the 

magnetic fields are updated at times of (n+1/2) At where n = 1, 2, 3, 4... is the time step 

number. What this means is that the code that implements the FDTD model alternates between 

updating the electric fields and then updating the magnetic fields at alternate time steps (i.e. the 

difference between the time at which the electric and magnetic fields are updated is equal to 

At/2 ).
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Note that in order to get accurate results we need the time step update interval to satisfy

At < (27)

We need to do this in order to ensure that the fields at each mesh point are updated before and 

not after the arrival of the electromagnetic waves from all the adjacent mesh points (Taflove and 

Hagness, 2005).

6.3 Yee 2D FDTD model

Although the 3D Yee FDTD model can be used to model 2D situations such as a slit in a thin 

film it is unnecessarily expensive computationally for the 2D situation. This is because 

computations still have to be made at the boundaries not used in the 2D situations so even if the 

3D model is reduced to a single mesh point in width it will take at least three times longer to 

update the mesh points compared to a pure 2D algorithm. Therefore a separate 2D FDTD model 

for modeling 2D situations was developed.

Eqs. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26 can be modified to work as a 2D only Yee FDTD model as 

shown below

£ I”*1 =E\" | Al Lf rl/z _H rl/2 )
v I/+1/2.A: x I '+1/2,A £ a l y I i+l/2,£-1/2 > l/+l/2,*+]/2 /

E p1 =£|« , At (H r1/2 _H rl/2 )
2 li,£+l/2 zl;,A + l/2 £Q£ 'y''+l/2^+1/2 y\i-l/2,k+l/2 J

(28)

(29)

H
| n+l/2

l/+l/2,*+l/2 = H,
in-l/2
I j+1/2, A+1/2

At [e I"
\ zl;+l,A+l/2

-E.
',*+1/2

+ E„ t-l/2,* l/+l/2,* + l ,
(30)
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1 = 2 7 = 3 7 = 47 = 1

k = 1 ■E. E. E

Ez—Hy—E.—Hy-------------E.—Hy------------- E.

k = 2 E. E. ■E.

E.—Hy—E.— Hy—E.—Hy—E.

k = 3 E. E. E.

Fig. 6.2. Diagram of 2D Yee FDTD model mesh point arrangement.

The arrangement of the mesh points for a 2D Yee model is as shown in fig. 6.2. Note that 

because we are considering incident light which is polarized so the magnetic field is parallel to 

the slit we have a magnetic field component in the y direction Hv and electric field components 

only in the x and z directions (Ex and Ez). (We see that Hx and Hz will be zero if we put E - 0 ,

dEjdy = 0 and dEjdy = 0 into Eq. 11 and Eq. 13).

6.4 Modification to FDTD Model to Handle Negative Permittivities

In order to be able to investigate the anomalous transmission of light through a conducting film 

we need to be able to model the interaction of electromagnetic fields with a conductor. As many 

metals including silver, the metal in which the anomalous transmission effect was first 

observed, have negative permittivity we therefore need to be able to model the interaction of 

electromagnetic fields with a negative permittivity medium. This is especially important as most 

theories put forward to explain the anomalous transmission phenomenon to date rely on the 

existence of surface plasmons (see chapter 1) and surface plasmons require a medium with 

negative refractive index to exist.

However if the standard Yee FDTD model (given by Eqs. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26) is used to 

model the behavior of an electromagnetic field, simply by putting sr < 0, into Eqs. 22, 23 and 

24, then an instability in the FDTD model results.
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The reason for this instability is that putting a negative value for relative permittivity into Eqs. 

22, 23 or 24 tends to cause the resulting field values to oscillate between negative and positive 

values on each successive time step independent of the time step size. (We determined this to be 

the case from attempting to use our own FDTD model unmodified to model negative 

permittivity.)

One way to overcome this problem with the standard Yee FDTD model's inability to model 

negative permittivity media is to modify the Yee model by including a Drude electron model to 

model the behavior of the conducting medium (Fuebbers et al, 1992). This was the approach 

taken with this FDTD model. In particular the Yee FDTD model Eqs. 21, 22 and 23 were 

modified and replaced with

, At (a r+1/2 r+1/2 +H in+,/2 _H i»+i/2 ) A/ j j"

1/2,7,* c c h' y ' < + 1/2.7,*-1/2 y 11+1/2, /,*+1/2 z I Z+1/2,7 + 1/2,* z I Z+1/2,y-1/2,* / x I ( + 1/2,7,*
c.Q e.rri 6o b r

(31)

^i;;;,7.*=^

'i, 7+1/2,*
= E

At

y 11,7 + 1/2,* sjl
II in+1/2

* I/,7+1/2,*+1/2 -//
| n + 1/2

111,7 + 1/2,*-1/2 + //
| n+l/2

I 1-1/2,7 + 1/2,* //
I n+1/2

II + 1/2,7 + 1/2,* )- A/

> I >,7+1/2,*

(32)

£ "+1 =£i” ! A/ (// rl/2 _// r+1/2 +//
',7,*+1/2 z I/,y,* + 1/2 £ £ h' ^ '+1/2,7.* + 1/2 I ;-l/2.y.* + l/2 '

n+1/2 | n+l/2

i,7-1/2,*+1/2 x I (,7+1/2,*+1/2
A/ n

'J, *+1/2

(33)

These are the finite difference form of, the more fundamental form of, Maxwell's equations, 

Eqs. 1 and 2, as opposed to the standard Yee equations, Eqs. 21, 22 and 23.

In other words we get around the instability problem by deriving our finite difference equations 

from the more fundamental equation Eq. 1, where the effect of current density J is included 

explicitly, rather than Eq. 7 where the effect of J is included implicitly in the term sr.

As we have introduced new terms Jx, Jv and Jz we need to find their update equations. We do 

this by using the Drude model of electron behavior in which we treat electrons in a conductor as 

a gas of isolated classical point charges which are accelerated by an applied electric field.

For a single electron in the conductor, using the non relativistic form of Newton's second law of 

motion Fe = mecLve/dt and the classical electromagnetic relation Fe = eE, we have the relation 

between applied field strength E and electron velocity ve
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dwe _ eE 

dt me
(34)

In the Drude electron model we also include the force acting on the electron due to electron 

collisions which is equal to the electron collision frequency ze times ve so that the total 

acceleration of the individual electrons in the conductor is then given by

dve _ eE 

dt mc
(35)

This then gives us the rate of change of current density J for the conductor so that we get

dJ Nee2E 

dt me
(36)

The finite difference form of this equation, which we use to update J in the model is then given 

by

/ TV
x I z+1/2 J, k ~ x | z + 1/2,/, k

e2At
t' \r \" .r I" ^

N / + N A
"I/+!,_/,A: “I i,j,k

m
E* I / 4-1/2 ,j,k ^ Vco1 ^x I Z+1/2 j,k (37)

J |”+1 j I” eAt
y I /, y +1/2 ,k y I /,y+l/2 ,k m

( xr \" ,r 1" AN, + zV Jd\i,j+\,k “I i,j,k
E -Atv.J Jy\iJ+\/2,k co‘ y\iJ+\/2,k

(38)

f\ T\^11i,j,k+]/2 ~ ^z\iJ,k+l/2 +
e2A t

( ,T I" ,, |»Nd\ +Nd\ij.k
^'z I i,j,k+1/2 ^ ^col dz | ij /c+ (39)

As current flows into and out of each volume in the conductor the number of electrons and 

hence number density of that volume will vary. Thus we need to update the number density in 

each FDTD model cell (based on the conservation of charge equation Eq. 5) according to the net 

flow of current into and out of it as given by

N
\n+\

d \i,j,k = Nd \ij,k
+ ^VJ I

ij,k

where

(40)

v./ n

ij*

1 [j in j |#» j I" j I" j \n

v x'i+l/2,j,k ^ I/-1/2 ,y,/r + y\ij+l/2,k y\i,j-\j2,k + z\i,j,k+l/2
" )
i,j,k-1/2 /

(41)
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For the 2D version of the Yee FDTD model these equations for modeling conductors become

\n+\ | n At |«+l/2 \ n+1/2
El ,.=Ej +------------- //. -H'+1/2,/c x\i+l/2,k £ £ p}' y\i+\/2,k-l/2 y I Z+1/2,A+l/2 ’ £^£ *6+1/2,*

At J. (42)

e r, = e At / | n+l/2
+-------------\H. H.

| n+l/2 At J I
,*+1/2 z' i,*+l/2 c- c- y I/+l/2,*+l/2 ^ l/-l/2,*+l/2 / o o "'',*+1/2

(43)

T l” + ' T I”
x I Z+1/2* *l/+l/2,*

e2A(
m.

n A
^L*+^V*

^* I (+1/2 ,* ^ Vc°! J * I Z+1/2 ,* (44)

_ |n+l in £~A/
z I Z,*+l/2 2 I'*+1/2 ^

f Ar I" ,, |« "\^L+i+M,*
eXmmi (45)

Y7 r|" __ 1 | /- In in in In |
U,* ~ Y *l/+l/2,* “*1-1/2,* + “'*l»,*+l/2 ^z\i,k-l/2 ) (46)
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6.5 Modification to FDTD Model to Handle Perfect Conductivity

It is useful if we can model perfect conductors with our FDTD computations as well as real 

conductors in order to test the analytical model develop in chapters 2 and 3.

7=2 7=3 7=4 7=5 /=6

k = 1

E —H—E,

E--H E —

H—E, E--H E —E-H--E.

Fig. 6.3. Diagram of 2D Yee FDTD model mesh point arrangement containing a perfect conductor 
region.

Consider fig. 6.3. We wish to model the region within the red borders (the region containing the 

mesh points between / = 3 and / = 5 in the jc direction and between k = 2 and k = 4 in the z 

direction) as a perfect conductor. Next consider that the electric field strength everywhere 

within a perfect conductor is 0, as a perfect conductor has charges only on its surface. (In fig.

6.3 these charges would be located at the red border). This means that if we were to use an 

algorithm that updates the fields at the mesh points in the perfectly conducting region in fig. 6.3 

so that they behave as a perfect conductor, such an algorithm would make the electric field 

strength 0 within the perfectly conducting region. Therefore we do not need to worry about how 

to update Eqs. 37, 38 and 39 to handle the perfectly conducting situation in which the electron 

number density is infinite. Rather we can just directly put the Ez and Ex mesh points within the 

desired perfectly conducting region equal to 0.

For example to make the region in red in fig. 6.3 behave as a perfect conductor we would put
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: r = o

O
II r- l"+1

Ex lj=3+l/2,£=2 *l/=3+l/2,*=4 ■*l/=4+l/2,£=:

r =o

c
II

„ 1/1+1 
k,1/=3 ,£=2+1/2 1 l/=3>=3+1/2 z\ 7=5, £=2+1/2

X l(=4+l/2,A=4

n +1
7=5 ,£=3+1/2

= 0

Note also that we need to be careful with our choice of borders. In particular we need to ensure 

that the electric fields that we are setting to 0 are those that are parallel to the perfect 

conductor’s surface (which corresponds to the fact that the electric field component parallel to 

the surface of a perfect conductor is 0 at the surface of the perfect conductor). Note also how the 

Yee FDTD model's interleaved mesh system is ideally suited to this algorithm as we do not 

need to worry about what to do with the normal electric field component at the surface, which is 

not necessarily 0, as there is no normal component electric field at mesh points immediately 

inside the red border. The value of the normal component further inside the border is irrelevant 

as it only communicates with the surface via the parallel component mesh points which are hard 

wired at 0 and thus they don't communicate their values anywhere.

6.6 Implementation of Absorbing Boundary

We want the FDTD model to simulate the situation in which the electromagnetic waves, after 

being reflected from or transmitted through the perforated conducting film, travel into space 

without being reflected back to the film again. However this would not happen if we were to 

just terminate the FDTD mesh system without any special conditions at its boundaries.

Take for example an electromagnetic plane wave, traveling in the positive x direction, as given 

by

Ez = As\n(cot - kxx) (47)

where co is the wave's angular frequency and kx is its wave number.

If the FDTD mesh boundary (at the maximum x coordinate) were terminated at / = /max so that 

the value of Ez at i = zmax +1 was not updated by FDTD Eq. 33 then the system would behrve as 

if Ez = 0 at i = /max + l. This would result in reflection occurring at the boundary at i = ima as if 

from a perfect conductor (see section 6.5).

An algorithm different from the standard Yee FDTD update equations therefore has to be in 

place at the boundary at i = /max if we want absorption to occur there. There are virious 

absorbing boundary algorithms such as the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) method (Bennger,
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1994). Although we initially experimented with the PML absorbing boundary algorithm we 

found it to be more computationally expensive than we desired. In our case we found that 

getting a sufficient level of absorption, required spending as much computational time updating 

just the boundary cells as updating the rest of the FDTD cells put together. We therefore ended 

up using the method described below.

The basic idea behind the radiative method that we used, for a traveling wave of constant known 

velocity v and unchanging wave shape, is that the function that describes the wave is known at 

all future points in time, ahead of the wave, as it is the same shape but just translated. This fact 

can be used to update the electric field at the boundary so that no reflection occurs. This is done 

by measuring the electric field values that make up the wave before the electromagnetic wave 

hits the boundary and by then updating the boundary field values such that these values are 

translated to the boundary since they are travelling at a known speed. Note that this method will 

not work if non travelling fields such as evanescent waves are present at the absorbing 

boundary.

The details of the radiative method which we used are as follows. If the wave to be absorbed is 

described by the function f(x,t), then the value of the function at the position of x = and 

time t = f is equal to the value of the function calculated at the earlier time f and at the earlier

The advantage of the method described below is that calculating the update equation at a 

particular boundary mesh point only relies on knowing the values on one side of the boundary 

mesh point. This has two advantages. The first minor advantage is that as only the cells on one 

side of the mesh point are used for the update the computation is quick to perform.

The other advantage making it useful as an absorber is that because only mesh points on one 

side of the boundary are needed to calculate the updated field value, failing to provide data for 

field values on both sides of the mesh point does not produce a reflection, unlike the standard 

FDTD algorithm. This means that the radiative method can be used to terminate the FDTD 

mesh with near perfect absorption occurring at the boundaries, subject to certain constraints 

such as the incident wave being normal to the boundary.

For example this algorithm can be applied to the following wave incident on a boundary with 

normal in the x direction.

position xi'.

(48)
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Ez = A sin(<z>/ - £vx) (49)

The velocity c of such a wave is

co

(50)

(51)

C - (52)

An example of a wave for which the algorithm does not work is an evanescent wave of the 

form.

E, = /4exp(- £vjt)sin(<y/ - k.z) (53)

Assuming that we do have an electromagnetic wave at normal incidence as described by Eq. 49 

incident upon the boundary then we can update the value of Ez at the boundary located at x = x2 

and time t = t/+At, by using the value of Ex at the location x = x2-Ax, according to Eq. 48, that 

is according to

e\ =e\
z Ix=x2,t=t\+Xt - I.r=jc2 —Ax,t=tx

(54)

where Ax is the distance that the wave moves during the time period At as given by

Ax
c

At (55)

where ns is the refractive index of the medium that the wave is traveling through, so that c/ns is 

the speed of the wave in the medium.
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then Ex (,r0, t0 + A1) = Ex (.r0 - A.r, /„

Fig. 6.4. Diagram of absorbing boundary algorithm.

In order to use Eq. 54 to implement an absorbing boundary at i-imax we need to know the value 

of Ez at the point x-Ay. However as our Ez values are known only at discrete mesh points in 

order to use Eq. 54 we need to choose Ay according to

Ax = h (56)

so that jc-Ay corresponds to a mesh point location. Here h is the separation between adjacent Ez 

mesh points.

With Ac so chosen we could then write

Ez

n + 1
W.M+l/2 '■UK-1 J,*+1/2

(57)

To insure that Eq. 56 was true (so that we could use this equation) we would need to choose At 

according to

n ,
A t = — h (58)

c

However the value of At given by this equation may not match the value of At chosen to satisfy 

Eq. 27 but will generally be less than that required by this equation. This means that instead of 

Eq. 57 we will have

Ez lw.M+1/2 (59)

where the theoretical point jc-Ay actually lies somewhere between the actual mesh points in 

and imax~ 1 •
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We therefore need to use a value of Ajc that will be less than h. That is we will need to update Ez 

at the boundary based on the value of Ez at the point x0-Ax (where x0 is the location of the 

boundary so that the point x0-Ax is between the mesh points i = imax and i = imax-1 and hence 

does not correspond to any actual mesh point). This means that we need to use interpolation 

based on the values of E, at the boundary mesh point i = imax and the adjacent mesh point i =

imax~ 1 •

To calculate the value of Ez at the point x0-Ax by interpolation we use

E I” =E T + — (E\n -E r
" l.x0-Ax zl'maxJT+l/2 ^ v z|W-ljT+l/2 z\inax,j,k+l/2

(60)

with Ax given by Eq. 55 so that Eq. 57 becomes

IM + 1
= E

cA f
+----- [E,Z 0max »y»^'_*"V2 Z ^max’./i^-^"V2 A7 ^ *" ^rnax O/X + ^ imax,j,k + \/2 (61)

This equation is our final absorbing boundary update equation.

While this equation works quite well it relies on the assumption that the field between the points 

imax and imax-1 varies linearly which in general it will not but rather it will vary as part of a 

sinusoid as per Eq. 47. Thus an error will be introduced in calculating Ez at x0-Ax and hence an 

error will be present in the final result. We can reduce the error in calculating Ez at x0-Ax by 

using a more accurate method of interpolation such as polynomial linear interpolation.

Fig. 6.5. Diagram of polynomial interpolation points.
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The method of polynomial interpolation we use (Atkinson, 1988) means that given a point x as 

shown in fig. 6.5 the value jy of the function at x can be interpolated based on the values ofjy at 

the points Xy, x2, Xj and x4 according to

y = y,
(x - x2 ){x - x3 )(x - x4 ) + (x - X, - X3 Xx - x4)

(x, - x2 Xx, - X3 Xx, - x4) ' 2 (x2 - X, Xx2 - X3 Xx2 - x4)
(x(x - X, Xx - x2 Xx - x4)

+y3 --- -----^^+ y
X, Xx - X2 Xx - X3 )

(x3 -x,Xx3 -x2Xx3 -x4) ' 4 (x4 -x,Xx4 -x2Xx4 -X3)

(62)

Note that x does not necessarily need to be between xy and x2.

Fig. 6.6. Diagram of polynomial interpolation points used to derive Eq. 73.

We can apply this equation to make a more accurate absorbing boundary update equation for 

our Ez wave by putting the following values into this equation

X = --Ax (63) X, = -3 h (64)

x2 = -2 h (65) x3 = -h (66)

*4 = 0 (67) T, = E\" .~ hmax -3,y,Xr+l/2 (68)

T2 = e r-l'max-2’.M + 1/2 (69) t3 -e r
zh'max-1,y^+l/2 (70)

t4 = e r (71)
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so that we get

£ I" =E\* (- Ax + 2 h\~ Ax + h\- Ax)
Zlr0-Av z l(m„-3,/,Ar+l/2 — 6E ^

in (-Ax+ 3h\~ Ax + h)(-Ax)
\im-2JMl/2 2/73

+ E.
(- Ax + 3h\- Ax + 2h\- Ax)

l/max-l,7,A+l/2
- 2/?3

+ E.
(- Ax + 3/?X~ Ax + 2/7 Ax + /z)

''max. 7, *+l/2 6/V

(72)

so that by Eq. 59 we have

£ r+1 - e I" Ax(/j - Ax\2h - Ax) ^
£'zl'm.xO.* +1/2 ~ zl'm«-3J,*+l/2

Ax(/? - Ax)(3/7 - Ax)
z l,m«x_2.7.*+l/2 2/?3

+ E.
Ax(2h - Ax\3h - Ax)

-\,j,k+\/2 2h}
+ E.

(h - Ax)(2h - AxX3// - Ax)
, .7,* + 1/2 6hl

(73)

where Ax is calculated based on the time step size A/ and the wave velocity c/«, according to Eq. 

55 and can be any value desired provided it also satisfy Eq. 27.

This equation is the final absorbing boundary update equation that we use in our FDTD model 

at the boundary at / = imax.

If the field incident at i = imax has an Ey component as well as an Ez component such as that 

given by

Ey = A sin(fe)/1 - k x) (75)

then it can similarly be absorbed using

|«+i I" Ax(/? - Ax\2h - Ax) in Ax(h - Ax\3h - Ax)
^ IW.7+1/2,* _ y\imlx-3,j+l/2,k 6/f V I im -2, j+l/2,k

in Ax(2h - Ax\3h - Ax) + i« (h - Ax\2h - Ax\3h - Ax)
-1,7 +1/2,* 2h3 ^ I'max ,7+1/2,* 6/f (76)

Note that for the 2D case the values of Ex and Hy are not directly affected by anything that 

happens to the values of Ex and Hy after i = imax but only by what happens to Ez at i = imax (the 

value of Ez is of course also not influenced by anything that happens after i = imax either). 

Similarly for the 3D case the values of Hx, Hy, H:, and Ex are not affected by the values of Hx, 

Hy, Hz, or Ex after i = imax but only by what happens to Ez and Ev at i = imax (where Ez and Ey 

aren't influenced by anything that happens after i = imax either).
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Therefore the interleaved nature of the Yee FDTD mesh set up means that we don't need to find 

separate absorbing boundary equations for the other field components Hx, Hy, H:, or Ex. (If we 

did create an absorbing algorithm for these field values after i = imax it would simply be ignored 

unless we put it before i = imax in which case the Ez absorbing boundary would then be ignored.)

The other field components Hx, Hv, Hz, or Ex (at i = imax-1/2) will still be absorbed though, 

assuming they are part of a traveling wave, as they will be updated exactly the same as if the Ez 

and Ev mesh points in front of them were being transmitted without being interfered with. (A 

traveling wave doesn't cause the points behind it to reflect and that is all these field points will 

see in front of them.)

6.7 Implementation of Simultaneous Driving Plus Absorbing Boundary

If all our FDTD mesh boundaries were absorbing as per section 6.6, and if there are no radiation 

sources within the mesh boundaries, then as electromagnetic radiation would only ever leave the 

FDTD mesh box and never enter it so that nothing much would happen. At some point we need 

to introduce an electromagnetic field into the confines of the FDTD mesh. For demonstration 

purposes we assumed in section 6.6 that we wanted our absorbing boundary to be at a plane 

located at i = imax in the x direction. Similarly for demonstration purposes in this section we will 

assume that we want a driving boundary at a plane located at i = 0 in the x direction.

To create a plane wave field emitted from the plane at x = 0, we could simply update Ez at i = 0 

according to

E\"+' . = En sin(<yf,+ . +0) (77)
zl0JX+l/2 o v «+i ’ y ’

where Eu is the amplitude of the incident plane wave, co is its angular frequency 6 is its phase 

and tn+1 is the time at time step number n+1.

This would result in an incident electromagnetic plane wave as given by

E_ = E0 sin(ry/ - kxx + 6) (78)

However with Eq. 77 as our update equation at j = 0 any wave reflected back to the plane at i = 

0 would not affect the value of Ez at / = 0 and hence the wave would be reflected back of the 

boundary as if off a perfect conductor.
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What we require is that any wave reflected back to the boundary at / = 0 is completely absorbed 

at the boundary as if radiating out into an infinite medium rather than being reflected back into 

the FDTD mesh. Therefore we need our boundary at / = 0 to emit a wave while simultaneously 

absorbing any wave incident upon it. This means we need to combine our driving function given 

by Eq. 77 with our absorbing equation, i.e. Eq. 61 or, if we want extra accuracy, Eq. 73.

To get a driving plus absorbing boundary atx = 0 we basically just update the field £zlo,y,](+i/2 

so that it is the sum of Ez as given by the driving function Eq. 77 and of Ez as given by the 

absorbing algorithm of Eq. 61.

However as we are doing absorption of a wave traveling n the negative x direction towards the i 

= 0 boundary as opposed to a wave traveling right in the positive x direction towards the i = imax 

boundary we need to modify Eq. 61 so that we get

Ez | n+\

lo,M+l/2 = Ez
n

'max JMV2

CA t / in
3------ 1E

nh V z|U'*+V2 -E " )
0,7 ,*+1/2 / (79)

The absorbing boundary algorithm given by this equation requires knowing what the field 

distribution heading towards the / = 0 boundary is at the mesh point to the right of it at i = 1. 

The extra complexity introduced by doing both driving and absorbing at the i = 0 boundary is 

that the field value at time step number n and i = 0 and i = 1 to be input into this equation is 

only part of the total field at this mesh point and so can't simply be measured directly. The total 

field at the mesh point / = 1 is the sum of the field heading towards the boundary and the driven 

field heading away from the boundary. We want to translate to the former field to the boundary 

but not the latter field.

Thus when calculating E.^ ; A+|, and E_|0/A.fl 2 for input into this equation we need to first 

subtract out the driven wave that is heading away from the boundary from and

E_ |Q I k+y2 ■ Fortunately we are able to do this separating out of the reflected and driving field

components of E.^ / A+]^ and E.|Q . k+y1 because although we can't measure them as separate

fields, we do know what the driven field components are at / = 0 and i = 1 at time tn . This is 

because we can calculate them using Eq. 78 which we know describes how the driving wave 

will travel if the driving function is Eq. 77.
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The end result is that our driving plus absorbing boundary is implemented according to

r r+1 _F r+l ,[F I” _ F r ), i[r \n _F \n Wr r _F I” 1
doj,t-fl/2 z’D"ve\oj,k+l/2 V doj,i+l/2 ^ ^ W *12J,*+l/2 1 J,*+]/2 / \ z Ilj,i+l/2 z’D"vel lj,*+l/2/J

(80)
where

= («-1 w

tn = nAt

E,o4ojMn = E«S'm{c°1^

£-'>4!'i+,/2=£osin(«>o

'DWwl|,7i/t+l/2 = sin
f f

n
CO 1

-h-*-

V V c ))

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

(85)

This equation describes how to update Ez at the i = 0 boundary so that we get an incident wave 

traveling into the FDTD mesh as well as absorption of any wave reflected back to the i = 0 

boundary.

6.8 Implementation of Repeating Boundaries

The situation which we wish to model is one in which we have an infinite array of repeating 

apertures (which due to symmetry will result in a repeating field pattern). We can model this 

with our FDTD computation by having the mesh points at one repeating boundary being 

regarded as being adjacent to the mesh points at the other repeating boundary. For example if 

we have a repeating boundary at i = imax and i = 0 then the mesh points at i = imax have the mesh 

points at / = 0 on their right hand side and the mesh points at z = imax-1 on their left hand side. 

Similarly the mesh points at / = 0 has the mesh points at i = imax on their left hand side and the 

mesh points at i = 1 on their right hand side.

To implement repeating boundaries in the 2D FDTD model we do the following. When 

calculating Hy at the boundary (when i+1 = imax) in Eq. 30 replace the term

E_
n

'max+1»*+1/2
E\ n

i,k+1/2 with Ez

n

1 >+1/2
n

i,i+1/2
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so that update equation Eq. 30 becomes

I m + 1/2 |fl-l/2 At . ... ...
if /*/ // =// +------------£ -£ + E\

max ^ 11 + 1/2.*+1/2 y l; + l/2,* + l/2 £ £ Cl ' z I ( + l,* + l/2 z I/,*+1/2 x b + l/2,* *l( + l/2,* + l^ 0 1

|(7+1/2 I rj-1/2 A/" .

if / = / // =// +-------- £ . , +£ Imax > I i+l/2,*+1/2 >'li+l/2,*+l/2 o r> ^ V z I ].* + !/2 z l/,Ar+l/2 z 11+1/2,* *li + |/2,*+l
£n£ a0 r

When calculating./x at the boundary (when /+/ = imax) in Eq. 44, replace the term

(86)

| n | n
N .\ +N,\ with N.\ +Nn

d\i+\,k d\ i.k d\\.k d\ i.k

so that update equation 44 becomes

it i ^ i J r = J I" +max x I i +l/2 .* x 1i+l/2 ,*

e2At N + N |
rfli+l,* d\i,k

n \

E - A/ v J
^ 11+|/2 .Jt co/ * I » + l/2.A

(87a)

if i - i J I = J I +J 11+1/2 ,* * I i+l/2.*

A/ am + AM
d\ i.k rfl(,*

(. \

E\ -Alv J \
x I (+1/2 .* co' * 11+1/2 .*

(87b)

When calculating Ez at the boundary (that is, when i -1/2 < 1) in Eq. 29, replace the term

| n+l/2 I (7+1/2

// - // with
-vli+l/2,*+t/2 v li-l/2,*+l/2

| n+l/2 ln+1/2

H\ -H\
y li+l/2,*+l/2 -vl(max-l/2.*+l/2

so that Eq. 29 becomes 

if / -1/2 > 1 Ez •*' i?r r -h
(,*+1/2 zli,*+l/2

£„ £ <3
(// I"'72 -//|”+l/2 )
\ y Ii+l/2,*+1/2 .y li-1/2,*+1/2/ (88a)

if i -1/2 < 1 £ i”1 = £ r +^_|//|-',! H
(.*+1/2 z I (,*+1/2 £ £ y limax+l/2,*+l/2 I i-l/2.*+l/2 .

P )
I i—1/2 ,*+1/2 /

(88b)
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Repeating Drmng and

6.9 Final 3D FDTD Set Up

Boundary Absorbing 
Boundary

Conducting Film 
” With Hole

Fig. 6.7. Diagram of arrangement of boundaries and conductor in final FDTD 3D model.

The final 3D FDTD model which we constructed had the conducting mesh points and the 

boundaries to the mesh arranged as show in fig. 6.7. That is, repeating boundaries were placed 

at x = 0 and x ~ a and at y = 0 and y = a (where a is the lattice constant of the aperture array). 

There is also an absorbing boundary placed at z = zmm which is implemented according to the 

algorithm in section 6.6. The driving plus absorbing boundary is placed at z = zmax and is 

updated according to the algorithm in section 6.7. The mesh points which are not at a boundary 

or inside a conductor are updated according to the Yee 3D FDTD algorithm in section 6.2. The 

conducting film mesh points are updated according to the Drude model modified Yee 3D FDTD 

algorithm in section 6.4, or according to the algorithm described in section 6.5 if the film is a 

perfect conductor.

Note if the absorbing boundary algorithm is to work, the distance between the film surface mesh 

points and the absorbing boundaries must be great enough that, as described in section 6.8, no 

significant evanescent wave components can be present at the absorbing boundaries.
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6.10 Final 2D FDTD Set Up

Repeating
Boundary

Dimng and Absorbing Boundary

Superstate

Conducting
Fihn

Hole Conducting
Film

Substrate

Absorbing Boundary

z = zmax

Repeating
Boundary

z = 0

z = zmm

x = 0

Fig. 6.8. Diagram of arrangement of boundaries and conductor in final FDTD 2D model.

The final 2D FDTD model which we constructed had the conducting mesh points and the 

boundaries to the mesh arranged as show in fig. 6.8. It differs from the 3D set up shown in fig.

6.7 by not having a y coordinate. The mesh points which are not at a boundary or inside a 

conductor are updated according to the Yee 2D FDTD algorithm in section 6.3. The conducting 

film mesh points are updated according to the Drude model modified Yee 2D FDTD algorithm 

equations in section 6.4, or according to the algorithm described in section 6.5 if the film is a 

perfect conductor. Again as with the 3D case the distance between the film surface mesh points 

and the absorbing boundaries must be great enough that no significant evanescent wave 

components are present at the absorbing boundaries.

We have now described the construction of the FDTD model that we used to assist us in our 

study of EOT. We report on the results of our FDTD study of EOT in chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

FDTD Model Results

7.1 Introduction

In chapter 6 we described our FDTD model. In this chapter we use the FDTD model to study 

EOT in some situations for which the analytical model does not apply. In particular we are 

interested in how close the analytical model comes to predicting transmittance for cases where 

some of the analytical model's limiting assumptions are not present. Two limiting assumptions 

in the analytical model that we developed are that the slit walls are lined with infinitely thin 

layers of a perfectly conducting medium and that the conducting film has no absorption. We did 

this to simplify the analysis in making a study of the fundamental physical mechanism behind 

EOT. As real conducting films, perforated with slits, will have absorption and finite 

conductance at all regions, we use the FDTD model to investigate how applicable the analytical 

model results are to this more realistic situation

We also use the FDTD model to study time varying behavior.

7.2 Comparison of FDTD Transmission with Theory

Before comparing the analytical model to the FDTD model for cases where the analytical model 

is only an approximation, we first verify the FDTD model by comparing the FDTD to the 

analytical model for identical cases where we expect them to agree. That is we look at cases 

where the slit walls are lined with a perfect conductor and where the film has no absorption.
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Driving and absorbing bonndary

Superstate

Perfectly 
conducting 
- slit walls

Conducting Film Conducting Film

Substrate

i------------^---------------------------------------------Absorbing bonndary------------------------------------

Fig. 7.1. Diagram of grating geometry for FDTD and analytical model comparison.

Fig 7.1 shows us the geometry which we are modeling for this initial comparison between the 

FDTD and analytical models. The distance dsuper is the distance between the FDTD top driving 

and absorbing boundary, and the top side of the film. The distance dSUbsi is the distance between 

the FDTD bottom perfectly absorbing boundary and the bottom side of the film. Note that dsuper 

and dSUbst have to be sufficiently large so that no evanescent waves are incident at either 

absorbing boundary. This is because (as we saw in chapter 6), in order to work, the FDTD 

model absorbing boundary mechanism, relies on only a traveling wave of known constant 

velocity, being incident at the absorbing boundary.

Note also that in the FDTD model, as the mesh size is finite, the conducting walls of the slit will 

not be effectively infinitely thin in the FDTD model but will only approximate this situation. 

Also note that the slit walls in the FDTD model are modeled as perfect conductors by setting the 

horizontal component of the electric field strength to 0 and while we expect this to be adequate 

for the length of the slit, this procedure will introduce a small error at the grid point at the very 

edge of the slit. (Also note the slight change in co-ordinates, in fig 7.1, compared with fig. 3.1 

where for convenience of later plotting, j = 0 now corresponds to the bottom rather than the top 

of the perforated film).
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Transmittance Vs Wavelngth for 10nm Thick Perfectly
Conducting Film

Transmittance Vs Wavelngth for 50nm Thick Perfectly 
Conducting Film

2 04
2 0 3

Wavelength (nm)

— Analytical model 
• FDTD (10nm)
■ FDTD (3.33nm)

Wavelength (nm)

-Analytical model
• FDTD (10nm)
• FDTD (3.33nm)

Fig. 7.2. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film and #=600 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 10 nm, er>, - 1 ,eTt2 = 1, £r>3 = 
1. (Comparison of model with analytical 
model with FDTD model with grid sizes of 
10 nm and 3.33 nm).

Fig. 7.3. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film and «=600 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 50 nm, er>1 = 1, £r<2 = 1, 
erJ= 1. (Comparison of model with 
analytical model with FDTD model with 
grid sizes of 10 nm and 3.33 nm).

In figs. 7.2 and 7.3 we see that as we decrease the FDTD mesh size we increase its agreement 

with the analytical model. For the parameters shown, when the perfectly conducting is less than 

50 nm we need an FDTD mesh size of 3.33 nm rather than 10 nm to get reasonable agreement 

with the analytical model.

Transmittance Vs Wavelngth for 100nm Thick Perfectly 
Conducting Film

Transmittance Vs Wavelength for 200nm Thick Perfectly 
Conducting Film

— Analytical model
♦ FDTD (10nm)
• FDTD (3.33nm)

— Analytical model
• FDTD (10nm)
• FDTD (3.33nm)

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7.4. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film and a = 600 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 100 nm, srI = 1, £r<2 = 1, 
£r3= 1. (Comparison of analytical model 
with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

Fig. 7.5. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film and a = 600 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 200 nm, £rJ = 1, £r<2 = 1, 
£r>3= 1. (Comparison of analytical model 
with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

However as the film width increases to 100 nm or greater we only need a 10 nm FDTD grid size 

to get good agreement with the analytical model.
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Transmittance Vs Wavelength for 400nm Thick Perfectly 
Conducting Film

Transmittance Vs Wavelength for 800nm Thick Perfectly
Conducting Film

Wavelength (nm)

-Analytical model
• FDTD (1 On m)
• FDTD (3.33nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Analytical model
• FDTD (10nm)
• FDTD (3.33nm)

Fig. 7.6. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film and a = 600 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 400 nm, eT}1 = 1, er<2 = 1, 
srj= 1. (Comparison of analytical model 
with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

Fig. 7.7. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film and a = 600 nm, 
w - 100 nm, d = 800 nm, er l = 1, er<2 - 1, 
£> ?= 1. (Comparison of analytical model 
with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

We find that the FDTD and analytical models agree over all values of slit periodicities, widths 

and depths from effectively infinitely thin to infinitely thick slits (as long as the film itself is 

opaque to light).

Transmittance Vs Wavelength, for Finite Conductance Film 
With Dielectric Media Permittivity of 1

" 0.7

— Analytical model 
• FDTD (8.33nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Transmittance Vs Wavelength, for Finite Conductance Film With 
Dielectric Media Permittivity of 3

£ 04
2 0.3

Wavelength (nm)

— Analytical model 
• FDTD (8.33nm)

Fig. 7.8. Transmittance of grating with 
finite conductance film and perfectly 
conducting slit walls, where erj = -4, a = 
400 nm, w = 200 nm, d = 800 nm, £rj = 1, 
£r<2 = 1, £r,3 = 1. (Comparison of analytical 
model with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

Fig. 7.9. Transmittance of grating with 
finite conductance film and perfectly 
conducting slit walls, where £rj~ -4, a = 
400 nm, w = 200 nm, d = 800 nm, £r l =3, 
£r2 = 3, £r3 =3. (Comparison of analytical 
model with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

We also find that the analytical and FDTD models agree when the perforated conducting film 

has finite conductance as per the analytical model assumptions perfectly conducting film walls.

We see an example of this in figs. 7.8 and 7.9. In fig 7.8 and 7.9 we compare the analytical and 

FDTD models for the case when there is no absorption present in the film (so that the 

permittivity has no imaginary component).
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Transmittance Vs Wavelength, for Film Relative Permittivity of 

-10, and Dielectric Media Permittivity of 2
Transmittance Vs Wavelength, for Perfectly Conducting Film

wavelength (nm)

— Analytical Model 
• FDTD (8.33nm)

£ 0.4

Analytical Model 
• FDTD (8.33nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7.10. Transmittance of grating with 
finite conductance film and perfectly 
conducting slit walls, where £rj= -10, a = 
400 nm, w = 200 nm, d = 800 nm, £rJ = 2, 
£>2= 2, £rJ = 2. (Comparison of analytical 
model with FDTD model with 10 nm 
grid.

Fig. 7.11. Transmittance of grating with 
perfectly conducting film, a = 400 nm, w 
= 200 nm, d = 900 nm, £r>1 = 1, £r<2 3,
£r3= 1. (Comparison of analytical model 
with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

Transmittance Ms Wavelength, for Film With Relative 
Permittivity of -10

Transmittance Vs Wavelength, for Film With Relative 
Permittivity of -4

0.8 -

Wavelength (nm)

Analytical Model 
FDTD (8.33nm)

* 0.4
2 0.3

Wavelength (nm)

— Analytical model 
• FDTD (8.33nm)

Fig. 7.12. Transmittance of grating with 
finite conductance film and perfectly 
conducting slit walls, where £rj = -10, a = 
400 nm, w — 200 nm, d = 900 nm, £rJ = 1, 
£r:2= 3, £r 3 = 1. (Comparison of analytical 
model with FDTD model with 10 nm 
grid).

Fig. 7.13. Transmittance of grating with 
finite conductance film and perfectly 
conducting slit walls, where £rj= -4, a = 
400 nm, = 200 nm, d = 900 nm, £rJ = 1, 
£> 2=3 , £rj = 1. (Comparison of analytical 
model with FDTD model with 10 nm 
grid).
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Transmittance Vs Wavelength, for Film Relative Permittivity of -8, 
Superstrate Relative Permittivity of 3, Slit Relative 

Permittivity of 4 and Substrate Relative Permittivity of 3

<u 0.8
c 0.7

£ 0.4
ra 0.3

0.2

Wavelength (nm)

* FDTD (8.33nm) 
— Analytical Model

Fig. 7.14. Transmittance of grating with finite conductance film and 
perfectly conducting slit walls, where erj= -8, a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm, 
d = 900 nm, er l = 3 sr>2 - 4, eri = 3. (Comparison of analytical model 
with FDTD model with 10 nm grid).

In figs. 7.10 to 7.14 we see examples of the agreement between the analytical and FDTD 

models for a variety of different dielectric and film parameters. To get this agreement we note 

that as per the analytical model assumptions, the superstrate and substrate permittivities must be 

greater than or equal to the slit permittivity. The superstrate and substrate permittivities must 

also be greater than the film permittivity and cannot be exactly equal to it but can be as close as 

desired to it without actually being equal to it.
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7.3 Effect of Absorption on Grating Transmittance

Comparison of analytical model prediction for transmitance vs wavelength to 
FDTD model, for film permittivity of -4 and no absorption

S> 0.4

2000 30002500

Analytical 
model, Film 
Permittivity 
of-4

• FDTD 
(8.33nm), 
Film
Permittivity 
of-4 (no 
absorption)

Transmittance

Fig. 7.15. Transmittance of grating with finite conductance film and perfectly 
conducting slit walls, where £'r/= -4, e"rj= 0, a = 500 nm, w = 100 nm, r/= 900 nm, srJ = 
1, £r,2= 1, er,3 = 1- (Comparison of analytical model transmittance curve with FDTD 
model with 10 nm grid).

Transmittance Vs Wavelength, Comparison Between Analytical 
and FDTD Models for Film Permittivity of -4 + i

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7.16. Transmittance of grating with finite conductance film and perfectly conducting 
slit walls, where £'rj= -4, e"rj^= -1, a = 500 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 900 nm, srj 1, ert2 = 1,
£r,3 = 1.
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Transmittance Vs Wavelength, Comparison Between Analytical and FDTD 
Models for Film Permittivity of -4 + 2i

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7.17 Transmittance of grating with finite conductance film and perfectly conducting slit 
walls, where £•',/= -4, £"rj_= -2 a = 500 nm, w = 100 nm, d = 900 nm, £>/= 1, er2 — 1, £> ? = 1.

Transmittance Vs Wavelength, Comparison Between Analytical and FDTD 
Models for Film Permittivity of -4 + 4i

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7.18. Transmittance of grating with finite conductance film and perfectly conducting slit 
walls, where £\j = -4, £"rj_= -4 a = 500 nm, w - 100 nm, d 900nm, £r<1 = 1, £r2 = 1, £rj = 1. 
(Comparison of analytical model transmittance curve multiplied by 0.656 FDTD model with 
10 nm grid).
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Figs. 7.15, 7.16, 7.17 and 7.18 have the same parameters apart from the imaginary component 

of the film permittivity. That is, the only variation is the amount of absorption in the film. What 

we see from these figures is that adding absorption to the film does not significantly shift the 

locations or even widths of the peaks. Again we see good agreement between the analytical and 

FDTD model.
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7.4 Comparison of FDTD Field Pattern to Theory

a) z = 0 nm e) z = -33.3 nm i) z = -166.6 nm

-200 200 .t (nm)

j) z - -216.7 nm

Ex

x (nm)

Ex Ex

-200 200 .r (nm)
-200_|_ 200—L - x (nm)

c) z = -16.7 nm g) z = -100.0 nm k)z = -300.0 nm

Analytical
Model

FDTD

Fig. 7.19: Cross sections of the x component of the electric field strength in the substrate (after 
subtracting the substrate plane wave transmitted field). Comparison of analytical model to FDTD 
model field predictions, for a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm, d = 900 nm, Ayac= 1000 nm> erj= -5, £r,i = 15 
£>2=3, £rJ= 1. (FDTD grid size = 8.33 nm).
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Here in fig. 7.19 we see a comparison between the FDTD and analytical model predictions for 

the electric field component parallel to the surface, that is Ex, for various distances from the film 

surface. The graphs a) to k) in fig. 7.19 show the electric field strength (in the x direction) vs 

distance in the x direction for both the FDTD and analytical models, at different depths in the 

substrate. For example fig. 7.19a shows both FDTD and analytical model electric field strength 

vs x co-ordinate at z = 0, while fig. 7.19b shows both FDTD and analytical model electric field 

strength vs x co-ordinate at z = -8.3 nm.

The reader should note that in every box in Fig 7.19 (except for Fig 7.19a), while only the red 

curve for the analytical model field can be seen, the blue curve for the FDTD field curve lies 

directly under the red curve

Thus we note that there is very good agreement between the analytical and FDTD model fields 

apart from a bit of noise in the FDTD field at the z = 0 nm layer. We attribute the noise in this 

layer in the FDTD model to the end of the perfectly conducting slit wall (in which we set 

Ez = 0 all along it). The very last grid point in the perfectly conducting slit wall in which we 

state setting Ez = 0 will introduce a source of error into the model which we see as noise. Note 

that the basic shape of the field distribution is typical of that for a large range of grating and 

material parameters.
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0 z = -37.5 nmb) z = -2.1 nm
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Fig. 7.20: Cross sections of the z component of the electric field strength in the substrate, 
comparison of analytical model to FDTD model field predictions, for a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm, 
d = 900 nm, Avac= 1000 nm, £rj= -5, er I= 1 er2= 3, er>3= 1. (FDTD grid size = 2.083 nm).

Here in fig. 7.20 we see a comparison between the FDTD and analytical model predictions for 

the electric field component normal to the surface (for various distances from the film surface). 

Again we note that there is good agreement between the two apart from a bit of noise in the 

FDTD field at the z = 0 nm layer. Again the basic shape of the Ez vs jc curves is typical of what 

we see over a large range of parameters.
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7.5 Comparison of Theory to FDTD with No Perfectly Conductor Slit Walls

— Analytical model

FDTD, 2mn mesh and
a

perfect conductor slit walls 

FDTD, S.33mn mesh and♦ perfect conductor slit walls 

FDTD. 8 33mn mesh and
—{t~ nonperfect conductor slit walls

700 1200 1700
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 7.21: Comparison of analytical model to FDTD without perfectly conducting slit walls 
a = 400 nm, ie = 200 nm, (l = 900 nm, A,ac= 800 nm, £rj= -4, £rI = 3 £,t2= 3, er>3 = 3.

In Fig 7.21 we see that a shift in the wavelengths at whieh peaks occur for a low-permittivity 

conductor when the slit walls are no longer lined with a perfect conductor. We expect this to 

occur since taking away the perfectly conducting slit walls results in the waves being no longer 

perfect plane waves the wavelength of the waves in the slit being changed. There is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the positions of peaks when there is a perfect conductor lining and 

when the lining is not there. Thus we have reason to expect that the phenomenon responsible for 

the transmittance in both cases (EDWs) is the same.
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7.6 Time to Build Up to the Steady State in the FDTD Model

Transmitted Poytning Vector Vs Time 
Measured at the Substrate Absorbing Plane

0.14 -i

Time (Is)

Fig. 7.22: Transmitted Poynting vector vs time for a = 400 nm, \v = 200 nm, d = 900 nm,
Aac~ 800 nm, erj— -3, er l - 1 erJ = 1, er<3= 1.
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Fig. 7.23: Transmitted Poynting vector vs time for a = 400 nm, w = 200 nm, d = 900 nm,
/tvac= 800 nm, erJ= -oo, sr<1 = 1 £r,2= 1, £>,.?= 1.
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We find that as the film permittivity decreases the time for the transmittance to reach the steady 

state increases, particularly if the superstrate (and/or substrate) and metal film have similar 

magnitude permittivities. We see an example of this in fig. 7.22 where for a film permittivity of 

-3 it takes around 400 fs for the steady state to be reached. For the exact same parameters, 

except for replacing the film with an infinite conductor, we see the steady state being reached in 

just 40 fs in Fig 7.23. In either case though we find that the final steady state reached is 

predicted by the analytical model.

FDTD Time step Number = 1540 (20.02 fs)

Fig. 7.24a: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 1540 for a = 600 nm, 
w = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, /f ac= 1790.4 nm, £rj= -oo, erI- 1 er2 = 1, £r>3= 1.

FDTD Time step Number = 1870 (24.31 fs)

Fig. 7.24b: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 1870 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, Ayac= 1790.4 nm, erj= -oo, erl = 1 £r2= 1, £r3= 1.
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FDTD Time step Number = 2013 (26.17 fs)

2nd wave front

film with slit

3rd wave front

1st wave front

Fig. 7.24c: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 2013 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, (l = 800 nm, 2vac= 1790.4 nm, erj= -oo, er l = 1 £t2- 1, er<3 = 1.

FDTD Time step Number = 2082 (27.07 fs)

film with slit

3rd wave front

2nd wave front

1st wave front 
incident on film

Fig. 7.24d: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 2082 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, 2vac= 1790.4 nm, £rj= -oo, £rl = 1 £r2= 1, £r,3= 1.
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Fig. 7.24e: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 2159 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, 2vac= 1790.4 nm, £rj= -oo, erI = 1 sr2= 1, er ? = 1.

FDTD Time step Number = 2248 (29.22 fs)

1st wave front 
partly reflected

1st wave front 
partly transmitted 

into slit
3rd wave front

2nd wave front

film with slit

Fig. 7.24f: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 2248 for a = 600 nm,
vc = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, Avac^ 1790.4 nm, srj= -oo, erI = 1 sr2= 1, £rj = 1.
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FDTD Time step Number = 2443 (31.76 fs)

4th wave front

3rd wave front

Reflection wave front

1st wave front 
begins to emerge

film with slit

Fig. 7.24g: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 2443 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, d= 800 nm, 2vac= 1790.4 nm, srj= -oo, erI= 1 er2 = 1, erJ= 1.

Reflection FDTD Time step Number = 2695 (35.04 fs) 
wave front

transmitted component 
of 1st wave front

wave front

3rd wave front 
plus reflected wave

Fig. 7.24h: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 2695 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, 2vac= 1790.4 nm, erj= -oo, sr l = 1 er2= 1, £>,?= 1.
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FDTD Time step Number = 3033 (39.43 fs)

Reflection 
wave front

transmitted component 
of 2nd wave front

film with slit

Fig. 7.24i: Surface plot of FDTD model Ex field at time step number 3033 for a = 600 nm,
w = 100 nm, d = 800 nm, Tvac= 1790.4 nm, erj= -oo, er l = 1 er2= 1, £rj = 1.

In figs. 7.24a to 7.24i we see a time series of surface plots of the electric field strength 

component Ex for a plane wave incident upon a grating. The parameters used are the same 

parameters for which the transmission curve is shown in fig. 7.7 and we are using a wavelength 

at which the transmittance in the steady state is equal to one.

These figs. 7.24a to 7.24i show that transmission of the incident light through the film is almost 

immediate (at least away from SP wavelengths) with a substantial proportion of the incident 

light being transmitted by the time the 2nd wave front hits the grating.

7.7 Conclusion

We find good agreement for the transmittance predicted by the analytical model with the FDTD 

model and not surprisingly also get good agreement between the field patterns predicted by the 

FDTD model and the analytical model. This is particularly the case when the FDTD model and 

analytical model both have perfectly conducting walls in the slits. As expected the agreement 

diverges if the FDTD model does not have perfectly conducting walls (as the analytical model 

assumes perfectly conducting slit walls are present).

We also note that although the analytical model was developed for thick gratings it accurately 

describes the transmittance of very thin gratings as well as long as the conducting medium is 

opaque to the incident light.
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Chapter 8

Addition of Lens Layer to Analytical Model

8.1 Introduction to Analytical Model for Multiple Substrate Lavers

Some researchers have investigated the use of planar slabs of conducting material as lenses to 

achieve sub lOOnm photolithography. The near field of a mask containing subwavelength 

features is projected onto the substrate by the lens to etch features, which are much smaller than 

the illuminating light wavelength.

UV exposure

glass mask support
tungsten mask

dielectric (PMMA)

silver planar lens

dielectric (PMMA or Si02)

vacuum contact

Fig. 8.1. Melville & Blaikie (2005). Schematic diagram of their planar lens imaging experimental 
setup. A conformable glass mask, patterned with tungsten and incorporating a planar lens and two 
dielectric spacer layers, is brought into intimate contact with a resist-coated silicon substrate. 
Broadband illumination from a mercury lamp is used for exposure.

For example Melville & Blaikie (2005) find that a tungsten mask with polymethylmethacrylate 

(PMMA) spacers and an 80 nm thick planar layer of silver can be used to etch features 1/5 of 

the wavelength of the illuminating light from low cost mercury sources. This observation is in 

line with the prediction of Pendry (2000) that a silver slab can approximate a 'perfect lens' at 

certain frequencies. Blaikie et al. (2006) also investigate the prediction that a double layer silver 

lens improves resolution further still but report their results as inconclusive.

Jiao et al (2006) report, that in an investigation using an FDTD model and waveguide theory, 

they can excite surface plasmons on a planar silver lens which results in achieving sub-50 nm 

resolution lithography using 435 nm wavelength light.
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We decided to test if our EDW theory (which does not refer to SPs per se) can also explain or 

predict the resolving power of a planar conducting lens placed beneath a periodically perforated 

conducting film.

To do this we expanded our analytical model of chapters 2 and 3 to include the case when the 

substrate contains 4 separate layers each of different permittivity, instead of just one 

homogenous substrate layer. This included the possibility for one of the substrate layers to be a 

conductor rather than a dielectric, thus enabling us to model the effects of a conducting planar 

lens. In Sections 8.2 to 8.8 of this chapter we derive the analytical model for the multiple 

substrate layer case.

In Section 8.9 we compare our analytical model to the FDTD model for the planar lens case. 

We use both the analytical model and FDTD model results to show that we also confirm that a 

planar conducting lens can be used to produce a focused beam which does not occur in the case 

when no planar lens is present. We find that the planar lens is able to produce this focused beam 

even when no plasmons are present but can explain the phenomenon in terms of what the EDWs 

are doing.
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8.2 The Evanescent Diffractive Waves in the Multiple Laver Substrate
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Fig. 8.2. Geometry for the grating with planar lens situation being modeled.

In our analytical model for a single layer substrate in chapter 3 we were able to consider the 

EDW and the plane wave fields separately, before bringing them together to see how they 

satisfied the boundary conditions. We use this same methodology again in looking at how EDW 

and plane wave fields satisfy the boundary conditions for a four layer substrate.
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Before considering the plane waves present in the system we first we look at the EDWs and in 

particular how EDWs are reflected off the four substrate layers. We label the four substrate 

layers as A, B, C and D as shown in fig. 8.2.

r = 0

A A,n ,x

✓K

E]

d

/N

d. -d.

E;

r = -d. -d- d

D E+ ̂D.x

Fig. 8.3. Substrate layer electric fields.

First we consider a single component E^+ of our EDW field in substrate layer A which is 
given by

Ex!n+ = K'ek*zcos(kXinx) (1)

where A"' is the amplitude of the nh component and is derived in Appendix B.l. When the 4 

substrate layers have the same permittivity A"' becomes identical to Arn for the homogeneous 

substrate vase of chapter 3.

Using standard theory for calculating the reflectance of fields from multiple layers such as 

Elecht (1987) we can derive the transmitted and reflected fields resulting from the field E ’̂n + 

that is incident upon the four layer substrate shown in fig. 8.3.

In particular we can show that in order to match the boundary conditions at the z = ,

z~-d] -d2 and z--dt -d2 -di boundaries we will need a reflected field in substrate

layer A, a transmitted field E ’̂^+ in substrate layer B, a reflected field E ’̂^~ in substrate layer 

B, a transmitted field E ’̂n+ in layer C, a reflected field E^~ in substrate layer C and a 

transmitted field E^n + in substrate layer D. These fields will generally be evanescent fields. In
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which case although we have labeled them as either reflected or transmitted fields it is to be 

understood that they are not actually traveling waves in the z direction but rather fields decaying 

exponentially away from the substrate layer interfaces in (either the positive or negative) z 

direction. That is they are not actually transmitting or reflecting energy but we label them as 

transmitted or reflected waves for correspondence to the travelling wave case.

The transmitted and incident fields that result from the incident Ex’d + field (after multiplying 

out the relevant matrices, Hecht (1987)) are given by

Eft = GA-A';'cos(kx,nx)e-k^+2^

(2a)

GA rAB T

^BA^AB (^BC + rCDe 2fcz'”d3 (tBCtCB ~ rBCrCB^j 

(l - rcBrcDe~2k*nd3') (e2k*nd2 - rBArBC^ - rBArCDtBCtCBe-2k^c

(2b)

= GB+A';'cos(kXinx)ek^z+d^
(3a)

GB+ =
e k^dnAB (l - rCDrCBe 2k*»d3)

1 - ^CBrCDe 2k*nd*-rBAe 2klnd2 (rBC+rCDe 2k*nd3(tBCtCB - rBCrCB)^

(3b)

= GB-A,T['cos(kXinx)e-k"n(^1+2d2)

(4a)

Gb' =
e k*ndltAB (rBC + rCDe 2k*nd3(tBCtCB - rBCrCB))

1 - rcBrCDe~2k^nd3 - rBAe~2k^d2 (rBC+rCDe_2fc^d3(tBCtCB - rBCrCB)^j

(4b)

Ex’,n+ = Gc+A';'cos(kXinx)ek^z+di+d^
(5a)

Gc+ =
tABtBCe k*ndle k*.nd2

1 ~ rBArBce 2k*nd2 ~ rCDe 2k*nd3(rCB+rBAe 2k*nd2(tBCtCB - rBCrCB))

(5b)

Ecxd~ = Gc-A';'cos(kXinx)ek^z+d'+d2+2d^
(6a)
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tABtBcrCDe k*ndl k*nd2

1 - rBArBce~2k^d2 _ rcDe-2k£nd3 ^rCB+rBAe~2k^nd2{tBCtCB - rBCrCB)^j

Ex,n + — GD+A^' cos(kxnx')ekZ'n(z+dl+d2+d^
(7a)

(6b)

gd+
tABtBctCDe k*'ndl k^nd2 k2.nd2

1 - rBArBce~2k*nd2 - rCDe~2k*nd3 (rCB+rBAe'2/c^d2(tgctcg _ rBCrCB)^j

(7b)

where

_ Hj ~rjj

n, +n,
(8)

2r1j

n, + TJ,
(9)

and where kAn , k^n , /r£n and k^n are the wave numbers in the z direction for substrate layers 

A, B, C and D given by

kAaz,n = -I V0£Av
2 _ k2lvx,n (10) kBaz,n = -l f*0£B<*>‘ - k2ax,n (11)

= -ijvoecu2 - kin (12) k°n = -iJfi0£D(O2 - k\n (13)

The above equations are derived assuming that as shown in fig. 2 there is as yet no boundary 

corresponding to a change in permittivity at z = 0. (We will however go on to insert a boundary 

at z = 0 of fig. 8.2, in particular this is where we will put the grating/Substrate Region A 

boundary. However our choice of appropriate Rvalues along with the presence of additional

plane wave fields will result in the above described E^d+ and E^’d~ fields still satisfying the 

boundary conditions at z = 0 without any need to change their description in Eq. 1 and Eq.2 and 

without a need to introduce any additional incident field other than E^’d+ emanating from the 

z = 0 boundary to the z = — d1 boundary.

Later we will be interested in the evanescent fields in the various substrate layers (particularly 

the last layer D) as that was the motive for doing this analysis. However for now we are simply 

interested in how the boundary conditions are satisfied at z = 0 and thus we are concerned only 

with the evanescent fields that are present at the z = 0 boundary, namely E^’d+ and E^'n ~. Thus 

we define the total effective reflectance of E^’d + at the z = -d] boundary re^AB n as
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(14)

i?A,d- j

_ Dx,n \z~-dx 
ref f AB,n = pA.d+i

x,n I z=-d1

which after inserting E^’d+ as given by Eq. 1 and E^'d as given by Eq. 2 reduces to

^BA^AB (^rBC + rCDe (tBCtCB ~ rBCrCs)^)

(l - rCBrCDe~2lc*nd3') (e2k^ - rBArBC^j - rBArCDtBCtCBe~2kC^

(15)

For later use we note that we can then use re^AB n to rewrite the expression for E^'d in Eq- 2 
as

Ex,n~ = reffABinA'^cos{kXinx)e-k^z+2di)
(16)

We will now go on to look at how we satisfy the appropriate continuity of electric and magnetic 

field boundary conditions at z = 0. In doing this we will be need to know the value of 

Ex,'n + + Ex’n~\z=o which from this equation and from Eq. 1 we see will be given by

Ex’n + + E%'n \z=0 = cos(^x,nx) (l + reffAB,ne~2kz,ndl^)

(17)

From Eq. 16 and Eq. 1 we can also write the total jc component of the EDW electric field 

intensity Ed~subst~A in substrate region A (that is for 0 < z <dt) as

reffAB,n ~ rAB +

pd-subst-A
Bx

= Ed b°teied bot'^An'cos(kXtnx)(ek*nz + reffAB>ne k^z 2di))
n=l

(18)

where Eq bot is the amplitude and 0d bot the phase of the total EDW field, just as they were 

in chapter 3. The amplitude of the n,h component of the field is then of course just Ed ~botA'r,lr.

This equation will reduce to Ch. 3 Eq. 13 (with shift on z axis origin) for the case when the four 

substrate layers have the same permittivity.

With gd-subst-A por 4 substrate layer case being given by Eq. 1 8, satisfying Maxwell's curl 

and divergence equations requires that the EDW components Ed~subst~A and tfd-subst-A for 

substrate layer A be given by
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gd-subst-A _ pd-bot nid — Bq e
d-bot I

n-1

A"'k n ax,n
kAaz,n

sin cz,n; r,effAB.n&
-kAn(z-2df)

(19)

j^d-subst-A _= —£34 i(i)Er -bot eidd~bot f -nrC0Kkx,nx)(ek*nZ -reffAB,ne k*n(z 2dl))

n=l

(20)

Again these will reduce to Ch. 3 Eqs. 14 and 15 when the 4 substrate layers have the same 

permittivity.

In Appendix B we show that for this four-layer substrate case ensuring appropriate electric flux 

density normal component continuity for E^~subst~A at the slit/substrate layer A boundary and 

satisfying Maxwell's equations the EDW field centered at the slit bottom and decaying into the 

slit is given by

pd-slit-bot Ed -boteWd-bot
TeffAB.n^ Em,rAOs(/cx 6 z m

m=1
(21)

gd-slit-bot En botgi0‘ £<'(i-
feffAB.n& Bm.nS in

(22)

l_jd-slit-bot _= -id)e3E0d-bot „iOd bot Y fe" (i - reffAB,ne2k^ndl)'^- Y ^cos(k'Ximx)

(23)

Similarly ensuring electric flux density normal component continuity for Ez~subst~A at the 

film/substrate layer A boundary and satisfying Maxwell’s equations requires the EDW field 

centered at the film bottom and decaying into the film is given by

pd-film-bot fl pd 
E0 

£f

-botgidd ^ Y A" (1 ~ r^S'"e2,I”dl)r l pTL5m,nC0s(/c”mx)( ~k'y

(24)

pd-film-bot 
^z

_ £4 gd-bot,
£f 0"0

,idc f reffAB.nd 2kznd jfez (kx,mX)l

(25)
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H d-film-bot
y

= -ico£3E$-boteied bot ^ A”' (l -
n = l

reffAB,n^ k"kz,n ax,mm = 1
COS (Km*)*

(26)

In chapter 3 we used 4"' values that caused the discontinuity in EDW electric field tangential 

component at the grating/substrate boundary to be one which is independent of the x co-ordinate 

at both the substrate-film and substrate-slit boundaries (but different fixed values for the 

substrate-film and substrate-slit boundaries). This meant that the fields readily coupled to 

normally incident, reflected and transmitted plane waves which also of course don't vary with * 

co-ordinate.

In the same way in Appendix B.l we calculate the A” terms in Eq. 18 that cause the electric 

field tangential component discontinuity of the EDW fields at the grating/substrate boundary to 

be independent of jc co-ordinate so that they readily couple to normally oriented pane waves. In 

particular we choose A'” such that the difference between gd-subst-A (gjven by £q jg) and 

gd-siit-bot (gjven by Eq. 21) as well as the difference between gd-subst-A ancj gd fdm bot

(given by Eq. 24) when evaluated at r = 0 is independent of jc and hence able to couple to plane 

waves at z = 0 (while at the same time maintaining the required electric flux density normal 

component continuity).

In particular in Appendix B.l we show that as previously in chapter 3 for the single layer 

substrate case the chosen Avalues mean we will have an electric field tangential component 

discontinuity at the grating substrate boundary given by

gd-subst-A _ gd-slit-bot\ w __ _ _______^3 gd-botei6d~bot
x x l|x|<y,z=0 V a ' °

(27)

pd-subst-A pd-film-bot, _W pd-bot0iGd~bot
Ex ~Ex l|*|>f,z=o ~aE°

(28)

(a discontinuity which we can remove by coupling to plane waves) while also ensuring 
appropriate electric flux density normal component continuity according to

0 pd-subst-A _ „ pd-slit-bot \
|x|<^,z=0

(29)

e pd-subst-A ^3A^z = £f
^d-film-bot 
^z |x|>y,Z = 0

(30)

The value of A” that produces this result is given by
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A"' =
' (

oo

_____ i______ yv-
l + V^e-^-OSl

(31a)

=-ZZ f.q (j
lp,n / / ^p-l,q

q-1 m = l

/Cv« (1 - reffABne ZK^aiJ 

frz.q(l + reffAB,ne~2k*qdl)

c Isf c Is'
r__-i \n ~3 -t,iu j-.,, 3 z,m
v ^ c un Dm,qum,n , , Dm,qum,n

tfK-x,m t2 Kx,m

(31b)

2 . / ^ 

«l,n = —sinnn
nn(nu~)

(31c)

In Appendix B.l we also show that based on Eqs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 the substrate layer B EDW 

fields Ex~subst~B, Ez~subst~B and Hy~subst~B which result from the substrate layer A EDW 

incident and reflected fields as well as from reflection from layers C and D are given by

Ed-subst-B _ gd-botgte*-** y A'’'cos(kxnx)[xB,nek^(z-dl) + XB,ne^kiniz~dl~2d2))

n=1
(32)

OO
Z7_ yj

n sin(^„x)te,ne'f°"(z-da - xi.n^k2niz~d'~2d2))
bz,n

n-1

(33)

l_jd-subst-B = -lO>£3S

^__ ( yi ///
E$~boteidd bot ^ ^cos(/cxnx)(^nefc®"(z~dl) - *a,ne“k®"(z-dl_2d2))

(34)

where

*B,n =

/■' p kz.ndl f 1 — y' p 2^z,n^33
(viB,nt' ' CD,nrCB,nt: J

1 — 7*^ p 2fcz nd3 — ^ p 2kznd.2 (yr i p^^z,n^3 (tr f' — 3^
1 ’CD.n'CB.ne BA.n*' l'BC,n ^ 'CD,ne \LBC,nLCB,n 'BC.n'CB.n)J

(35)

f' p ^z.n^i 
l-AB,nt:

Xb.ti ~

i^rBC,n + rCD,ne 2kz’nd3 (t'BC.nt'cB.n rBC,nrCB,n)^

1   r-^ y' p 2kz nd3 — p ^^z,Tl^2 ( y' v' P ^^Z.n^-S (f* 1 t' — y' y' 3^
1 'CB,nrCD,nc rBA,ne \'BC,n ^ 'CD,nK \LBC,nlCB,n 'BC.n'CB.nJ J

(36)

where rKL, n the reflectance substrate layer from K to L for the nth diffracted field is
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(37)

with K and L running through substrate layers A, B, C and D.

d-subst-C vd-subst-C j ud-subst-CThe resulting substrate layer C EDW fields Ex suosl L, E£ SUDSl L and H 
are given by

y

Ed-subst-c = Ed-boteWd~bot ^ A'n COS^kx'nX) (xc,ne~k^n(Z~dl~d^ + ^^.niz-d^-Zd^

(39)

Ed subst C — —Ed boteiOd bot ^ 2^ n Sjn(/cx<nx) (/c.ne /c^n('Z dl ~ Xc.n6^’11^ dl dz 2d3^

(40)

j^d-subst-C _

where

= -ib)£3cE$-boteldd b0tX^cos(/c,nx)(^ne-^n(z-^-d2) -xE,nel Z,n\z~al~a2~zu3)

(41)

Zr.„ =
ft ft -kA,n‘/rkB,nd2
l AiB.n BIC,tt

7l / f -1-kB ndl t -2kc nd3 I t , t "2*8 „</2 1*1 *< .J t \\\

(42)

tf pkA.ndVkB.nd2
lA!B,n BICji

(l - r / elk*-nd2 -r e2K n^ U + / e2^ndl it' ? -r / Tj]
V B/A.n rBIC.n C / D .n \ C / B ,n BlA.rx V BIC,nlCIB,n ' B/C.n C / B.n ///

(43)

The resulting substrate layer D EDW fields EExDW-subs‘~D , Eh-DW~subs,-D and // ™ 'f are given by

eedw-^d = £hdw-w-e,aEDW,„„ ^ A'\os{kx x)x+D /* "{z-j] -d2-d3 )
(44)

E EDW - subst - D = _£™-i0„g,Jro,to„ ^ A"-^-S\n(kx x)x+D/'D"(z-dl-d2-d3)

"=> /CD.„

(45)

o° iW
HEDW-subs,-D = ^-bot, ie^bo„y _^CQJk x\%>- ek°-

y ID o / v V *,« JA'D.n
(z-d,-d2-d3)

(46)

where
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(47)%D.n

x< xt xt -Ki,nd\-kB,ndl-kC ndl
lC!D,n AIB,n BIC,n

,n (1 t t -2 k B „d2 I -2kc „d} I t t -2kB „cl2 (s' x< ' ’
I - r r p - y p I r 4- r p 1/ t — r r
\ BIA,nB/C,n CID.n \ C /B.n BIA.it V B/C,n C/B.n BlC.n C/B.n

In Appendix B we also show that for this four layer substrate case the discontinuity in the EDW 

magnetic field at z = 0 (which we need to know when coupling EDWs to plane waves) is no 

longer given by Ch. 3 Eqs. 28 and 29 but rather by

oc if)

Hs;bD; . - Hl2°" I = -y icoE EDW-‘°"e^— V -^(l
EDW ,A,y EDW'y IU|<—2=0 3A 0 / J I If \•H«t-

subst tj film bott
nEDW,A,y ^ EDW* y || r|>-z=0

L-a L."
1 K 4

. „ EDW -bolt . X '= —i£, ,coE <r “ ' >3A o / 4
dl

-f r

'"‘l] )sinc(nnxv/a)

k-A „</, V ,v • f (a-w)

J(-1) sine n------- -

(48)

(49)

As a result rj'EDW lm is now given by

P subst _ p film bolt
EDW, C'EDW, ||T|>»M<i.z=0 (a-W^'

--------;— --- 1---- = ~iEDW-film tj subst _ TJ V
n EDW.y ^CDSP, y |H>»,|

11 2 2
a

*■ „</, V ,V • ( (a-yv)
J(-l) sine\n------- -

and nlow-,,, is g'ven by

(50)

T) EDW-s.

TJ subst tj slit bott
^ EDW ,x ~ ^ EDW ,.v |. , * z=Q 

____________  ' 2
T T subst j t slit bott

11 EDW.y _/tEDW.v||x|<w z=0

XV
= / —

a
sine (nnw/a)

For later use we note that we can re-arrange Eq. 50 (and insert Eq. 27) to get

TT subst T T11
** EDW,y ^CDSP. y|

r EDW-ioM .io„W tL e
'y|l4>f.144-0

2 2 C I EDW-film

and similarly we can re-arrange Eq. 51 (and insert Eq. 28) to get

(52)

TT subst TT sli
** EDW ,y ~ ** IX

1

II

'a - xv']
l a J

j? edw-Aoh ,gEDW (

*7 EDW- s,
(53)

(51)

Thus as in the single layer substrate case of chapter 3 we have EDW fields which satisfy 

continuity of electric flux density normal to the z = 0 boundary by themselves while also 

producing a discontinuity in the tangential magnetic and electric field components. Just as we 

did in chapter 3 we will utilize the latter point to couple the EDWs to plane waves (in Section 

8.4). However first we will look at the substrate layer's plane wave descriptions.
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8.3 The Plane Waves in the Multiple Laver Substrate

We now look at the substrate layer's plane wave descriptions.

Note that although we have previously introduced new EDWs on the substrate side of the 

perforated film and will now introduce new plane waves in the multiple layer substrate the 

equations for the plane wave fields in the superstate and slit remain the same as in Ch. 2. Eqs. 

25, 27, 30, 32 and 35. The top surface EDW equations are also unchanged from Ch. 3 Eqs. 37, 

38,39,51,52, 53, 54, 55 and 56.

The difference for the substrate plane wave fields is that we will now have an additional 

reflected plane wave in substrate layer A as well as transmitted and reflected plane waves in 

substrate layers B, C and D.

Again using the standard theory such as Hecht (1987) for calculating the reflectance of fields 

from multiple layers but this time for plane waves (rather than evanescent waves of Eq. 1) we 

can derive the transmitted and refected fields resulting from a plane wave field which is

located in substrate layer A (propagating in the negative z direction). £f"“+ is given by

In order to match the boundary conditions at the z = -di, z = -dx- d2 and z = - d] - d2 - 

boundaries we will need a reflected field Ep‘axne~ in substrate layer A, a transmitted field Epl™+ in 

substrate layer B, a reflected field Eplaxne~ in substrate layer B, a transmitted field Eplaxne+ in layer 

C, a reflected field Epla"e in substrate layer C and a transmitted field Epla"e+ in substrate layer D. 

These fields will be plane wave fields. They are given by

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)
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tj(l -r„,rl-„e-",«i') ^3 A^l

(l - rCDrCBenk3C* - rh -i2kiBd2 j

'XT
irBC + rCD g-i2k-,Cd-< jihJcB - VCB)))Xb. 0

p plane- _ p <0, ~ik3B(z+dl+2d2)

^B.x 'C'l.Ot' Xb.CT

Xb. o

P plane + _ p 'S, ik3C(z+d]+d2)
Cf,r “ ~/.(J XC,0C

Xc. 0 =

( , -i2k->rd->\r + r e
V BC ' rCDc (t t — r r VW ,k*AdlV BClCB ' BC CB )r

0 - rCBrCDe'lk
:3Crf3 __ y g-‘2k3Bd2 | —i 2 k -j y d -ir + r e! BC CDc (hch-B -hrCs)))

* * ~ '*3 .4^1 ~~ '^3 B^2
1 ABlBC^ ^

(\ — f /* Q ,2k^B‘>2 _ y. g ‘-k,cdj ( _|_ ^ -l2i3B</2 A ^ — y ^

V1 ' BAr BCC 'CDc X CB ' ' BA^ VBClCB 'BC'CB//)

Tf plane- _ p JO, „-'*3c(z+<W2+2‘6)
■C'C,x ~~ ^t,QT Xc,(T

r t t p ik- aJ' p >kyBdl
’CD1ABlBC c

XC.O 7i -/2*•,»</, XlkXdXl ' -/2 *,„</, /, 7 \Y\(1 - Vac* - V Vcs + V ” 2 - «Y( )])

P plane* _ p iO, ^ ikiD(z+d\+d2+d7t)
^D.x ■CV0fc" X D ,1a

X D.0
t t t eAB BC1 CD

-lk^Ad\ -‘kjcdj ~'kjBd2

Cl — y y C ,lk^B<il — y q ,lkicdt ( -)- y g '2kiBd2^ j — y y YV)
V1 ' Ba' BC<-' ’CDC YCB ' ' BAC \lBClCB 'bc'cB ///

plane-
yy plane- __ .l,x

%A

H

yp plane -
plane- __ C ,x

The

t~i plane +
I Ayy plane +   A,x

H

n3A

yp plane +
plane + __ C ,x

(68)

(70)

(71)

(73)

n plane-
yy plane- __ B ,x

B,y
n,B

yy plane + 
X B,y

yy plane + 
D,y

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(69)

(72)

(74)

where r and t are as given previously in Eqs. 8 and 9 and where the wave numbers in the z 

direction t, k}H, k3C and kV) (for substrate layers A, B, C and D) are given by
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= W/v (75) K = (76)

*3C = (77) ^V/v (78)

We define rA™‘ejJ as

77* plane-
^ A,x 2--d\

7~* plane+
A,x *=-d\

(79)

so that from Eq. 55 and Eq. 56

plane -12kiAdf
'A/B.eff r.„ +

t t [r + f s 12k’>c‘>1 (t t — y r Y)
________________ BA ABXBC CD ____________ V ficVfl BC CB ))_____________

0 -rcA„e ^,ci‘Xe1*"* - Vtt.)-rt/cjj„e
(80)

We can then re-express Eplaxne~ as

J? plane- _ plane 10, -i*3/lz
A.x A!B,eff 1,0 (81)

In the next section we will go on to satisfy the boundary conditions at z = 0. In doing that we 

will need to know the value of the sum of the substrate layer A plane waves at z = 0 (among 

other things). From this equation and Eq. 55 we see this is given by

E:T+E:TL=E,y“'

For later reference we note that this means that Hp,a"e+ + Hp'am“IA ,y A ,y \

H plane, R plane- I = (_ j + yP'™ )
A,y A,y z=0 \ AIB,eff /

n3A

(82)

will be given by

(83)

where ijiA is the intrinsic impedance of substrate region A. (The direction of propagation and the 

co-ordinate system are such that the Hp‘a"e+ field has opposite sign to Ep'a"e+ but the Hr'a"e~ and 

Eplane pjgJJg Same sjgll).

8.4 Description of how CDEW Fields Couple to the Plane Waves at Substrate

(Laver A) and (Perforated) Film Boundary

We now look at how the EDWs of Section 8.2 and the plane waves of Section 8.3 satisfy the 

boundary conditions at the z-0 boundary.

Due to the presence of the reflected plane wave (resulting from the additional substrate layers) 

we now modify the chapter 3 continuity equation Eq. 57 by replacing the single transmitted
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wave E J n with the combination of transmitted plus reflected waves Ep!ane~ + Epl“"e+\ n to get the/.0|z=0 r A,x A,x | z=0 o

tangential component electric field continuity equation

r-i plane- . rp plane+ . Tf subst __ 17 \ J7 *011
^A,x + ^A,x “^^EDW* \\x\>^-\x\<-z=0 _ ^f,x "^EDW* LkZ| J<£2=0 (84)

' ' 2 2’ ' ' 2 2’

Using the value of Es“b.s' - Ef"'bo"\ w 0 in Eq. 28 and the value Ep,an" + Epll,ne+\ in Eq. 82O EDW,x EDW,x UU- z=o ” j4,x .-1,x | z=0 T• l 2>l I 2’

and EE r from Ch. 3 Eq. 3 we can re-express this continuity equation as

+ r plane
A! B ,ejf = E'e/.o' (85)

Next we look at satisfying the requirement for continuity of the parallel component of magnetic 

field strength at the z=0 boundary. We rewrite Ch. 3 Eq. 59 (after replacing H\ v with

Hp'ane+ + Hp'ane') asA.y A,y '

H plane+

A,y + H plane-

A,y + H subst 
EDW ,y

= H JUm plane

f,y + H film bott 
EDW .y (86)

Using our previous equation for Hpla"e++ Hpla"e \z=0 in Eq. 83 and our equation for

>w <a 0 in Eq. 52 and the equations for in Ch. 3 Eq. 4 we can rewrite■ lxl>2’l*l<2'*=0

this as

E e'0' / \ w E,n \-\ + rp,mt )+--
V 1 ' ’ AIB.eff /

EDW -hou ^,0i0v.ko„ g

/-° c*7
niA

(87)

Combining this equation which we derived from looking at magnetic field continuity with the 

previous Eq. 85 which we derived from looking at x component electric field continuity gives us

Jf giO, _ jf EDW-bolt

w n, +
a rjEDW-film

a-w

V a )
(

y Pl0ne
A/B.eff

V

1-^

Via J
+ 1 + *1f

13 A J

(88)
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8.5 Description of how EDW Fields Couple to the Plane Waves at Substrate (Laver

A) and Slit Boundary

We now look at the substrate layer A - slit boundary at z = 0, \x\ > — ,|x| < —

To satisfy the requirement for continuity of the parallel component of the electric field strength 

at this boundary we rewrite Ch. 3 Eq. 62 as

’ slit bollP Plane- p p!ane+ p subst _ p . ps"
111 A,x ^^EDW* \\x\<^,z=0 ~ "l" ^EDW* \\x\<^,z=0 (89)

We then use the equation for E’̂  x - Eŝ °"| i w in Eq. 28, the equation for E*‘™~ + Ep4la"e+ \2=0 in

Eq. 82 and Eshlx given by Ch. 3 Eq.10 to rewrite this continuity equation as

+ r
plane 

A! B,eff
EDW-bott 
0

= E'e '(“*2 do+0slit J + Esli, 0e '{hdo+Qsli, J
(90)

Then noting the relation between Ei0e'0' and Ee'°™'x-h°n in Eq. 88 and the equations giving 

E~lilQe‘°'“' and E*il0e'o,,u (that is Ch. 3 Eqs. 55 and 56) we write this as

cos (k2d0 Xl - Eff )- — i sin(M„ X1 + Eff)+ T]l i sin(£2c/0)+ cos {k2d0)
*1\ EDW-slit

a - w 

w
— + r't\ 1 + — 
Hi "1 n,

E,e"
E.e‘e-

'  ̂

^ '/EDW-film )
f f \ \

. n>
rA B.eff

V n,A A
+1+-

n, a
r/, l a-w

—-— +

V EDW-fill

(91)

Note that the field that in chapter 3 we labeled as the substrate transmitted plane wave field Et x 

is equivalent to the substrate layer A transmitted plane wave field that we have labeled Ep‘ax"e+.

We define 3 ( (the ratio of the substrate layer A transmitted field to the superstate incident 

plane wave) as

t z=0

E
z=d

e>(0,-0i)
(92)
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We define the effective transmittance of the whole system tejJ which is the ratio of the

transmitted plane wave at the start of the substrate layer D boundary to the incident plane wave 

at the superstrate-film/slit boundary as

plane-Y 
' D,x z=—d\-d-)-d' eff dotal (93)

Thus from Eqs. 66 and 92 and Ch. 2 Eq. 25 we get the relation between t and / , as

f f ________________________________ 1 ABlBClCD^ ____________________________________________________

,ff ioi"l eff,3A ~ Q ‘lkiB1*2 — f g~,2k'>cd'! ip _|_ p Q~'lktt>di (f f — p J*
V1 ' BArBC*' 'CDC VCB — 'BAC VBClCB ’bc'cb)))

(94)

(Thus once we know t 3/lwe will also know/ ioial).

We use the definition of t in Eq. 92 to rewrite Eq. 91 as

cos(M„X1 -Kff)- — isin{k2d0)(l + C)+ - is\n{k2d0)+cos{k2d0)

n,

a-w 

w
i

i.
f n,

tfEDW- tiIn
I 1

( f
plur, n,

tf,A J

tf,

tfj____ f Cl-w

(95)

We have now got an equation relating teJf3A to (similar to that in chapter 3). We will now go 

on to find a second equation relating / ^ to r'jr by looking at magnetic field continuity. This

will then enable us to solve for both t „, „ and r' . Once we know t,,,, we can calculate all the 

other substrate plane wave field amplitudes and phases.

We now look at satisfying the requirement for continuity of magnetic field strength in the y 

direction at the Substrate (layer A) - Slit boundary. The relevant continuity equation is

TT plane + . tt plane- . tt subst _ TT . T j slit bott
** A,y ** A,y + ** EDW ,y L|<« z=0 ~ ** slit,y ** EDW, yI I 2- \x z=0 1 2

(96)

Considering the value of v - in Eq. 53 and the value of HAane+ + Hp^ane 1EDW.y||j<5,2=0 
1 1 2

Eq. 83 and the equation for// ,,, t (Ch. 3 Eq.l 1) we can write this as

in
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E (-1 + rp'°"\ )- £ EC”V
1.0 \ -MB,eff / 0

%A

0F.DW-/ a-w ] rj

V a jrjEl

(_2___ _/7,+ J\-k2do +Oiht) . /7 /(Mo+07/,/)-

(97)

Then after using the value of0CW''" in Ch. 3 Eq. 55 and the value of/s^o^" >n Ch. 3 Eq. 56 

and noting the relation between El0e'0' and E™w'''""g,<'EDW-'»" jn Eq. 61 (and the definition of teff 3A 

in Eq. 92) we write this as

isin{k2d0 X1 “ rlff )~ ~cos(k2d0 Xl + )] + E, „<C | —
l--^ + r' 1 + -^

V n, V 7, yy I 7,
/ ■

v CDSP-film y

cos(C^0)+/sin(CJ.)

(-1+C'zJ-
/>/cine 

^ / A.*# *' l + l+*'
13A J

n, w + i

(98)

8.6 Calculation of Total Effective Reflectance and Transmittance for the System

We can now equate the right hand side of Eq. 95 to the right hand side of Eq. 98 and rearrange 

to get the reflection coefficient of the system given by

cos{k2dj F\ - — + B- ^ \-\-B +/sin(MJ F{1 + B)+^--B -$*—
n, rjcD*-*. J J { n, nEDW-u,

^ n2cos(k2d01 F\ -1 + C +isin(M.l F{\-C)-^ + C
7, nCDsr-.„, J J { B, Hed.-*,

where

(99a)

B =
{ E )

f a - w ^

V w J

+ 1
^lcDSi\ I CDSP-film y

(99b)

( a-w\
f „ y

1 , \ ™ J
n ( \

—C—+ 1
y VCDSP- film J

(99c)

f f ~ y y
plane

MB,eff

x-’F +i+^

V l n™ J n3A)

y ^1EDW - fih

a-w
w J

(99d)

F =
1 + rplane + YMB.eff

l^L\ + rr‘°"‘ )_Y
V .MB.eff) 1

a-w tj

\ w j rjEDW_slii j

(99e)
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Now that we know r' we can calculate teffiA from either Eq. 95 or Eq. 98.

From / we can calculate the amplitudes of all the forward and backward traveling plane

waves in the four substrate layers, including the final layer D which is what we are really 

interested in. We need to know the plane wave in region D as well as the EDW fields in order to 

calculate the total power delivered to region D as a function ofx

8.7 Calculation of Power Incident upon Substrate Laver D

We now calculate the average Poynting vector of the total field in substrate layer D.

The average Poynting vector is given by

P., (too)

The total field in substrate layer D consists of the transmitted plane wave given by Eq. 66 as 

well as the substrate layer D EDW field given by Eqs. 44, 45 and 46.

For substrate layer D

f
-----Substrate-D-Total =i{Ep:r+ ^wJ+^w.D, doi:

Substrate-D-Total D,v ^fDWDi )

(102)

so that the components of the average Poynting vector in the superstate PAVE_Subslrale_D are then 
given by

p ______ _ Dpl/T'" lprplane + * 7r» * Yl
rAVE,Substrate- D^x ~ ^ \ £DW,D,z Vf7 D,y ‘ ** EDW,D,y /) (103)

P ..... = 0Super .Art,y (104)

AVE, Substrate-D .z

plane+ (105)

After inserting the fields E*™+, E^Dx, £”WDz, Hp‘ayne+ and //"WDy (given respectively by Eqs. 

66, 44, 45, 74 and 46) into these equations we find that PAve,xbSt ° ls given by
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pd-subst-D
rAve,x

vd-bot v “0 ht, 0-^(K - L)kxns\n{kXJlx)eK° (.z-ds) _ £3Da) (rd-bot\2(Et1"”)2 7 7 Mkx
i=l7=1

(106)

where

d = d,+ d^ + d\
.y 12 3 (107)

a: . cos(*,„(z+<)-C7 +
>7, A„

(108)

Atft
Lssm(k,„(z + d)-0^ +0)\m{-~ xLxl, (109)

A/ssin(£ x)cos(£ x)Rei— A + A
kmv y

(110)

and PAve,zbst ° *s given by

pAVE,Substrate-D ,z : -d. Re<j £ 2(i iV + £„£:;-[ £ £ e*s n e'DD,n (* —A )“'*3d(z+A ) £ bottom 2 \ ' V ' ^(tD.,*tD.,\z-dt)
fiDW.O / J / J I.J

7=1 1=1

(111)

(112)

^ = ^.0*3. V C y
cosl(kxnx)e^ (113)

g-<fe-«sr)y* . .
0 cos(£ jc)

Tho
(114)

5 = &>«?,
**,

A"Xo., «>s(/:, ,ir)cos(/fi .v) (115)

The magnitude of the intensity of the field at the substrate layer D surface (which we will call I) 

is then given by

/ = ,Substrate -D,x + PAVE, Substrate-D ,z (116)
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8.8 Investigation of Substrate Fields

n> 0

«, > 0

According to Snell's law (ny sin#, = n2 sin02), if a 

plane wave in a medium with positive refractive index 

is incident upon a medium with negative refractive 

index the horizontal component of the ray which points 

in the direction of the Poynting vector in the first 

medium will change direction in the second medium. 

The result is to create a lensing effect.

Fig. 8.4. Diagram of direction of 

travel of light in a planar lens with 

negative refractive index.

Although we do not have negative refractive index media (in the analytical model) as our 

material permeabilities are always one, we find that we can expect that a similar lensing 

phenomenon will occur if the Poynting vector has EDW waves contributing to it.

In fig. 8.4 we see that lensing is resulting from the fact that the horizontal direction component 

of the Poynting vector changes direction as you go from one medium to the next. We are able to 

get this same change in direction of Poynting vector horizontal component and hence get 

lensing occurring with EDW fields albeit for different reasons than when travelling waves are 

transmitting through a lens with negative refractive index.

The Poynting vector average horizontal component of the EDW can change direction with both 

depth and also with a change in medium permittivity. For example The Poynting vector average 

horizontal component in substrate layer D PAvelxbst-D ls giyen by Eq. 106 and it can change 

sign with depth co-ordinate z because its component terms K and L can change sign with z as 

per Eq. 108 and Eq. 109. The sign of PAve!xbst_D *n Eq. 106 will also be affected by the sign of 

the permittivity term s3D. In substrate layers A, B and C 

P^ve^xbst_A. PA\Te^xbst B and PAveSxbst_C also have their sign as a function of depth and 

medium permittivity. Thus varying height and a change in medium permittivity can produce a 

focusing effect on the EDW field.

Whether or not a focusing effect is actually produced will depend on the specific substrate layer 

thicknesses and permittivities used. We now look at examples of this.
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Arrow Plot of Time Average Poynting Vector
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Fig. 8.5. Plot of average Poynting vector for planar lens, / 
(l = 800 mil, eA = 1, e „= -1, - = l.

1800 nm, a = 600 nm, w = 100 nm,

Arrow Plot of Time Average Poynting Vector
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Fig. 8.6. Plot of average Poynting vector for planar lens, X = 1800 nm, a = 600 nm, w = 100 nm,
d = 800 nm, sA = 1, £■«=-!, ec= 1, £» = 4.
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Arrow Plot of Time Average Poynting Vector
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Fig. 8.7. Plot of average Poynting vector for planar lens, X = 1800 nm, a = 600 nm, w = 100 nm,
(l= 800 nm, £^=1, £« = -1, £c= 4, £/,= 5.

Arrow Plot of Time Average Poynting Vector
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Fig. 8.8. Plot of average Poynting vector for planar lens, eA = 1, eB = -1, sc= 4, eD = 8.
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In figs. 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8, where we have plotted the time average Poynting vector of the total 

field which is composed of EDW field plus plane wave fields, we see that the horizontal 

component of the Poynting vector tends to change direction in going from substrate layer A 

with positive permittivity to substrate lens layer B with negative permittivity.

For the case of figs. 8.5 and 8.6 this does result in a converging effect near the slit going from 

substrate layer A to substrate layer B but it does not result in an overall energy focusing effect 

in the target substrate layer D. We do however see a good focusing effect occurring in the case 

of fig. 8.8. The difference between the cases of good and bad focusing appears to be whether 

there are one or many circular flow patterns for the Poynting vector.

Now we consider the presence of surface plasmons. To calculate whether any surface plasmons 

are present on the top film surface we use

A = " 8 £Dielectric r, planar lens

n V £,y, +£ , ,| Dielectric r,planar lens

(117)

to calculate the wavelengths at which we expect surface plasmons to be present on the top of the 

film. For the parameters given in fig. 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 (2 = 1800 nm, a = 600 nm, w = 

100 nm, d = 800 nm, er 4 = 1, £ lanor lens = - I) we find that for the layer A/Planar Lens boundary 

the wavelengths of any surface plasmons present will be

n

and thus we expect surface plasmons to be present for all wavelengths (including at 1 800 nm) 

on the top of the film surface, in figs. 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8. Thus we expect that we can consider 

that we have a surface plasmon on the top planar lens surface. Thus this is an example of 

surface plasmons playing a role in lensing.

We note though that in figs. 8.8, 8.10 and 8.11 there is focusing but according to Eq. 117 no 

surface plasmon is present on the bottom planar lens layer, but in fig. 8.6, in which there is no 

focusing, Eq. 117 predicts that surface plasmons are present on both top and bottom layers of 

the planar lens.
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Cross Sections of Average Intensity At Successive Depths
From the Bottom of the Conducting Planar Lens
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Fig. 8.9. Intensity cross sections in substrate layers - no focusing present.
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In fig. 8.9 we see a cross section for the average Poynting vector of fig. 8.6 (where we have 

surface plasmons on both sides of the film). We see that for this case there is no effective 

focusing of the Poynting vector in the target layer D, so that the presence of surface plasmons 

does not guarantee effective lensing. Rather lensing occurs only for appropriate choices of layer 

thicknesses and permittivities.

Cross Sections of Average Intensity At Successive Depths 

From the Bottom of the Conducting Planar Lens
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Fig. 8.10. Cross sections of intensity in substrate layers - focusing present.
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In fig. 8.10 (which are cross sections of average Poynting vector for the parameters of fig. 7) we 

do see an effective focus of energy into the target layer D.

We note that though the field in layer D is diverging over all, (as seen in fig. 8.8) there is still a 

reasonable concentration of the field close to the layer D surface. We thus can expect that this 

field could be useful for etching layer D. In practice layer D would also be absorbing and hence 

could absorb any field before it diverged too much
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Cross Sections of Average Intensity At Successive Depths
From the Bottom of the Conducting Planar Lens
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Fig. 8.11. Cross sections of intensity in substrate layers - focusing present 
but no surface plasmon present. eTj= -5.
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In fig. 8.11 we note that the dielectric and planar lens media are such that we expect to have no 

surface plasmons present (according to Eq. 117), yet we note that we still have a concentration 

of energy into the center of target layer D (albeit with some side lobes). Thus we see that we can 

get focused near fields without surface plasmons being present.

Cross Sections of Average Intensity At Successive Depths 

From the Bottom of the Conducting Planar Lens
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Fig. 8.12. Cross sections of intensity in substrate layers - focusing present 
but no surface plasmon present. £rj = -2.
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In fig. 8.12 we see another example (with a different set of parameters) of a planar lens where 

we expect no surface plasmons to occur for the chosen illuminating frequency; yet we still get a 

field focusing effect.

We thus note that the lensing effect is not confined to situations in which surface plasmons are 

present. Rather the near-field itself produced by the grating (the EDWs) can be focused by the 

planar lens onto the target substrate layer (This is not to say that surface plasmons may not 

further enhance the process but the process can occur in their absence).

Thus we see that EDWs from the grating as well as surface plasmons on the lens can provide for 

a localization (or focus) of energy sufficient to etch a target substrate with features which are 

significantly smaller than the illuminating wavelength (in this case around 300 nm line width for 

1 800 nm illuminating wavelength).
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion

In chapter 1 we saw that prior to the discovery of EOT by Ebbesen et al. (1998) it was thought, 

based on the predictions of Bethe (1944), that apertures would transmit very little light when the 

aperture dimensions are smaller than the wavelength. We also saw how light coupling to 

surface plasmons was initially proposed as the physical mechanism by which EOT occurs 

(Ebbesen et al., 1998) and that this explanation of EOT has garnered much support over the 

years to the present day.

We also saw that the surface plasmon explanation for EOT was not universally accepted but that 

many researchers found evidence that surface plasmons are not responsible for EOT and/or that 

EOT is due to some form of diffraction. Because of this controversy we chose to concentrate on 

elucidating the physical mechanism behind the extraordinary optical transmission of light.

We note that for the case of 2D arrays of apertures with 2D periodicity we have two features 

that need explaining. First we need to explain how each aperture transmits a proportion of light 

that exceeds the Bethe limit for subwavelength circular holes and secondly we need to explain 

how light that does not directly fall on the apertures can be transmitted through them.

Although it might be considered a simpler situation, it is interesting to note that the mechanism 

behind EOT in slits is reported by Pang et al. (2007) as being far more complex than that of 2D 

arrays of holes.

This thesis has elucidated the mechanism for EOT in slits; in particular this thesis supports 

diffraction effects rather than surface plasmon (SP) coupling as the physical mechanism behind 

EOT. Our study of slits has demonstrated how EDWs can create an effective medium with quite 

different effective permittivity to that of the permittivity of the film medium in its bulk state. 

We expect this will very much apply also to a 2D array of holes of sub-wavelength periodicity.

Since a slit, no matter how narrow, in a perfect conductor always has a plane-wave mode large 

transmittances are possible. Therefore it could be argued that the study of periodic, 

subwavelength slits will not elucidate how the transmission per hole in a 2D array exceeds the 

Bethe limit. However, our study shows how light not directly incident upon a slit (in the far 

field) may be transmitted through it, so that the transmittance of a slit, normalised to slit width,
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can exceed unity. Semi-analytical studies of 2D arrays that we have carried out show that 

surface-wave to plane-wave coupling (where the surface waves are not surface plasmons) plays 

a similar role in supporting EOT in 2D arrays. We did not discuss our 2D semi-analytical 

results in this thesis however as the results are not as rigorous as the fully analytical 1 D results.

We developed an analytical theory of a grating, described in chapters 2 and 3, which shows that 

we can combine evanescent diffracted waves (EDWs) so that the normal component of electric 

flux density of the surface wave is continuous and the discontinuities in the tangential 

component electric field strength and the tangential component magnetic field strength of the 

surface waves can be compensated by the surface waves coupling to superstrate and slit plane 

waves to satisfy the continuity conditions for the fields at a superstiate/grating interface. It also 

means that plane waves incident upon a film act like they have encountered a quite different 

impedance from that of the bulk film material. This discontinuity in the tangential fields of 

EDWs is in contrast to the continuity of the fields of a surface plasmon on a semi-infinite 

conductor.

EDWs couple to plane waves at all frequencies, unlike the SPs which couple only at particular 

frequencies. As such by themselves EDWs do not form resonant modes. Rather EDWs form 

modes that exist only in the presence of driving plane waves. That is, they form a scattered field, 

the result of an incoming plane wave scattering off a periodic boundary.

Our description in terms of EDWs is similar to the description of Lezec and Thio (2004) who 

introduced composite diffracted evanescent waves (CDEWs) but these authors studied finite 

numbers of apertures rather than the arrays considered in this thesis. Nevertheless we agree 

qualitatively with them that EOT is a diffraction effect.

In chapter 4 we saw how the analytical model predicts a light squeezing effect and we also 

found that the analytical model predicts a standing wave in the slit which couples to the surface 

waves at the superstrate grating boundary. We note that this agrees with much literature which 

reports the phenomenon of resonant mode such as Fabry Perot modes in the cavity as important 

to EOT.

We saw also in chapter 4 that the superstrate incident and superstrate reflected plane waves do 

not interact with either the EDW or standing waves, at the top slit boundary. Thus at the top 

boundary of the slit the EDW modes and the slit standing wave mode are coupled only to one 

another and not to any other fields present at that boundary. As such we can consider the EDWs 

on the front film surface combined with the slit standing wave to be a single system. Thus the
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superstrate EDW and slit standing wave modes can be thought of as a discrete entity. That is, 

we find that it is not a case of surface modes being more important for EOT in some situations 

and slit resonant modes more important for EOT in others, or that they compete with one 

another, as for example implied in Garcia & Nieto-Vesperinas (2007) or Pang (2007) but rather 

the two work together as a single field system to produce light squeezing and in turn EOT.

In chapter 5 we saw that the analytical model predicts that that self-supporting, surface-plasmon 

-like modes actually hinder rather than help transmittance.

In chapter 6 we developed an FDTD model and in chapter 7 we saw that the analytical model 

and FDTD models agree for the parameters to which the analytical model applies (sub

wavelength slit width and periodicity and perfectly conducting slit walls). We saw that our 

analytical model was a good approximation to the real-world situation in which the slit walls are 

not perfectly conducting, provided that the film itself is a good conductor approaching a perfect 

conductor such as a film with permittivity similar to Au or Ag. We also saw that our analytical 

model predicts the transmittance of the real-world situation of films with non-zero absorption, 

simply by scaling the analytical model predicted transmittance by a known (i.e. calculable) 

constant.

In chapter 8 we saw that our analytical model (which explains EOT as due to surface waves 

rather than surface plasmons) can be extended to analyse the effect of placing a conducting 

planar lens behind a grating. In particular we saw that the presence of such a lens can focus the 

near field so as to produce a focused image in a target substrate with features substantially 

smaller than the illuminating wave length. We saw that the focusing of surface waves in general 

produces this effect not just the phenomenon of surface plasmons as reported by the literature.

The key finding of this study though was that the surface waves, created by a subwavelength 

periodicity grating, intrinsically create an effective impedance seen by an incoming plane wave 

that is quite different from that of the grating media in their semi infinite states and that these 

surface waves are not resonant modes (except for one specific frequency). That is they are not 

surface plasmons (except for one specific frequency). Further we found the specific frequency 

for which the surface waves are collectively a resonant mode and hence a surface plasmon, 

which occurs when the impedance term rjEDw associated with the surface waves equals that of 

the film, actually corresponds to a minimum in transmittance not a transmittance peak.

Our study also found that a standing wave in the slit played a critical role in determining 

whether the effective medium created by the EDWs caused in incoming plane wave to see high
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or low impedance. This is because while the impedance term rjEDW assigned to the EDWs does 

not vary with slit depth the total impedance of the whole grating system consisting of EDWs 

plus film does vary with slit depth. This is because the film permittivity rjf and the EDW 

effective impedance rjEDW both determine the total effective reflectance and transmittance of the 

grating but in a complex way as given by Ch. 3 Eqs. 49 and 50. In Ch. 3 Eqs. 49 and 50 we see 

that varying the ratio of surface wave amplitude to incident wave amplitude p can cause the 

same rjf and rjEDW values to give quite different effective r and t values. It is ultimately slit depth 

which determines whether transmittance is high or low. (The phases of fields relative to each 

other at the bottom of the slit determine whether transmittance is high or low and the slit 

standing wave communicates the resulting r and t values to the EDW in the superstrate so that 

the r and t values at the bottom of the slit are replicated - through appropriate p value - at the 

film superstrate interface).

When extrapolating the results of this study to predict the mechanism of transmission for a 2D 

subwavelength grating it should be kept in mind that in the case of periodic sub-wavelength 

holes a slit standing wave is not a possible solution inside the hole. We would still expect the 

slit modes to couple to the EDWs on either side of the grating but we do not expect a periodic 

variation in transmittance with a change in slit depth. This lack of periodic variation means that 

for the case of periodic subwavelength 2D holes we might expect only one wavelength to have 

maximum transmission (See figs. 1.1 and 1.2 where transmission peak height varies). The 

question is whether in the case of 2D periodic holes this maximum transmission peak 

corresponds to an SP or not. For the ID slit case we can place a transmission peak anywhere we 

desire by varying slit depth which means that we have a continuum of possible transmission 

peak wavelengths (depending on slit depth) with only one wavelength of a continuum of 

possible wavelengths being an SP. This means that in the ID slit case most possible 

transmission peaks are not also SP locations.

However in the 2D hole case we don't expect to be able to vary transmittance by varying slit 

depth and so we don't expect a continuum of different possible transmittances for the same 

aperture size and periodicity. The question of whether the dominant peak in the 2D case is an SP 

or not then becomes much more important for the 2D case then because if the dominant peak is 

an SP (and if you only have one dominant peak) then that means SPs would be critical to EOT 

in 2D holes.

However considering that we find that in ID slits SPs actually suppress transmission (at least 

for conductors with non zero absorption) it would be surprising if they were critical for 

transmission to occur in the 2D hole case. The one reason why SPs may be more important for
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2D holes is that with an exponentially decaying field strength (with increasing depth) in a 

subwavelength hole, having a high EDW field strength at the hole mouth may be important to 

ensure substantial field strength gets to the other side of the hole.

We thus note that while we can play down the role of SPs as being important for transmission in 

ID slits we cannot be dogmatic that they are not important for EOT to occur in 2D holes. What 

this study has demonstrated though is that light squeezing, that is the ability of energy incident a 

film surface to be tunneled and concentrated over an aperture, does not require the existence of 

an SP.

We would also point out (for aforementioned reasons) that there is probably more latitude for 

controlling a material’s effective reflectance and transmittance through controlling its 

subwavelength geometry if that geometry is composed of slits than it is if composed of holes.

Possible practical uses of changing a material's reflectance and transmittance through its 

geometry would include making more efficient solar cells and light emitting diodes. If silicon or 

other semi-conductor etched with subwavelength slits (as might be produced by the grating and 

lens of chapter 8) can be made to absorb wavelengths which it would not absorb as a semi

infinite medium, this may conceivably contribute to more efficient solar cells.

Another possible application of subwavelength geometry controlled reflectivity albeit in a 

different electromagnetic spectrum would be changing the reflectivity of naval ships to radar 

perhaps through a surface of periodic conducting and dielectric media used as a radar absorbing 

material. Although radar absorbing material are already in use in the armed forces and have 

been for a while it is noted that stealth materials are less effective the longer the wavelength. It 

would be interesting to see if the fact that EOT transmission can improve with longer 

wavelengths (see fig. 4.1) could improve the performance of stealth materials used by the 

military.

With a view to improving material absorption (for solar cells, LEDs and even military purposes) 

it would be interesting to extend the analysis of chapter 8 to include multiple layers of gratings 

on top of each other. The reason being that in this thesis (apart from chapter 8) we have 

assumed there is no reflector under the grating. Once a reflector is present under the grating 

even with high transmittance this may not lead to low reflectance if the transmitted wave is 

reflected from a substrate layer under the grating and transmitted back to the other side of the 

grating. It would be interesting to see if multiple grating layers can be used to improve material 

absorption.
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So then, in this thesis we have confirmed by both FDTD and analytical model the existence of 

EOT for ID arrays of slits. We have shown that EOT results from a light squeezing effect that 

occurs as a plane wave approaches the surface of a grating of subwavelength periodicity. We 

have seen that we can understand light squeezing as being due to the presence of EDWs rather 

than surface plasmons.

The analytical model presented in this thesis can in principle be extended to the study of 2D 

arrays of rectangular holes and we have undertaken some preliminary studies, but satisfying the 

boundary conditions is more difficult so exact results are hard to obtain. It could, nonetheless, 

be worthwhile pursuing this approach as it has provided new insights into diffraction by a 1 D 

subwavelength grating.
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Appendix A

A.l Fourier Series for Partial Sinusoid for |xl<w/2

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 sections 2.4 and 2.5.

We now use Fourier analysis to show that chapter 2 Eq. 92 is true. That is we show that

sin(k x) I „ = VB' sin(£' x) I . w (l.i)
v xn y 11x|<— mn V xm ' l|i|s—,z=o v ’

where B'm n is given by chapter 2 Eq. 50, that is

B' = 1

f
B' = sine XV

m-n— | - sine 
V a

w
m + n — 

v a

when nw-am (1.2a)

when nxv A am (1.2b)

and where

*,„=»— (13) K„=»>— (l-4>
a ' w

We do this by calculating what the Fourier series representation of the function sin(£v/ix 

sin(^v nx) repeats after |x| = —

The Fourier series representation of a function f(x) that repeats after x = ±c is

, 1 mnx
f(x) = ~a0 + 2,| fl.cos-— + bms\n

mnx

c )
(1.5)

where we calculate the coefficients ao, am and bm according to

J f{x)dx
-c

(1.6)

- [ /(x)cos mKX dx
, J c
-c

(1.7)

- [/(x)sin mnx dx 
. j c

(1.8)

-c
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In the case we are looking at here we have

/(x) = sin(£t/ix) (1.9)

and our periodicity is the same as the slit width w so that we have

w
c - — 

2
(1.10)

First we observe that because the function sin(A:T is anti-symmetrical about x=0 

we will have

am= 0 (Ml)

so that we just need to calculate ao and bm.

Inserting Eq. 1.9 and Eq. 1.10 into Eq. 1.8 gives

, 2 r . | L7i | . zmnx ,
bm =— sin n — jc sin-------- dx

w Ju, V a J w
27i \ . 2mnx

(1.12)

Performing the integration in Eq. 1.12 gives

it n = m— bm = 1 
xv

a

if n^m— b 
w>

( f n\ f
(am + mv)sin (am - nw)—\-(am - nw)sin (ani + nw)—

v a l a
(cem2 - n2w2)t 

Rearranging this (and re-labeling bm as brnjl) gives

. ( . r
sine m-n — - sine m + n— \

l a) { a)

or alternatively we can this as

b„ =
(- 1)""1 ImsmyiTt M

m.n f 2 \

2 2 Wm - n —

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.13)

(1.14)

We also need to find an.
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a0fsinf«—x|g£x = 0 (117)

w ^ a )
2

Elence we have proved that Eq. 1.1 is true (i.e. chapter 2 Eq. 84 is true).

A.2 Relation Between Bm „ and Gm n

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 Section 2.7.

Inserting /(.x) given by Eq. A. 1.9 and c given by Eq. 1.10 into Eq. 1.6 gives

We now demonstrate that chapter 2 Eq. 164 is true, that is that

Considering the 

50 we can write

definition of G'mn in chapter 2 Eq. 52 and the definition of B'm

G'mn/B'mn as

in chapter 2 Eq.

if n^m
a

w

(2.2)

Using the trig identity s'm(0A-9B ) = sin 6A cos0B - cos 0A sin 0B this reduces to

G'm „ - (am + nw)+ (am - nw)

B'm n — (am + mv)~ (am - nw)

and thus we prove that for n^tm—
\v

G'm.n
wn

am
B'

(2.3)

(2.4)

We note that this is also true when n = m— as then G'm n =
w ’

and B'm n = \ so that we also get

G'm,n
wn
am

B' (2.5)

Thus we prove Eq. 2.1 is true (and hence chapter 2 Eq. 164 is true).
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A.3 Fourier Series Representation Of a Part Cosine Wave (Derivation of Coefficient

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 section 2.7.

We now use Fourier analysis to show that chapter 2 Eq. 165 is true, that is we show that

00
cos(^„x)|| , . = sine(W«) + ZG'^ cos(^ x) (3.1)

where

if n = m— 
xv

G ' = 1 (3.2a)

if n^m
xv

G'mn =sinc [am -nxv)— +sinc [am + nw)~ (3.2b)

We now calculate what the Fourier series representation of the function cos(kxllx) is if 

cos^ nx) repeats after |x| = w .

The Fourier series representation of a function/(x,) that repeats after x = ±c is

where

f{x) = -aQ + Y\am cos------+ hm sin
2 A c c j

. mnx (3.3)

= - j f(x)dx (3.4)

1 f ,/ \ mnx= — \ j [x jcos------ax
n j c

(3.5)

bm =- \f(x)sinrr^^dx 
cJ c

(3.6)

In the partial cosine case which we are looking at here

/(*) = cos(i„„Jc)

and
w

c - — 
2

(3.7)

(3.8)
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To find the Fourier coefficients we first we observe that because the function cos(£r rtx) is 

symmetrical about x = 0 which means that we will have

bm= 0 0.9)

Therefore we just need to calculate a0 and am.

Inserting Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.5 gives

am=~\ cos
w J

2 ( 2 71
n — x | cos 

V a
2 mnx

w
dx (310)

Performing this integration gives

if n = m- a = | + sin C2m *1 =
w m 2 m n

(3.H)

if n^m
w

(am + A?vv)sin| (am - nw)—J + (am - mv)sin| (am + nw)'

2 2 2 T\a m - n xv yt
(3.12)

we can rewrite this as

if ™ ” • (am-nw\ . fam + nwit n^m a„=sinc|--------- | + sind----------
a

w V a v a

We then re-label am as G’m n 

G'mn = am(m,n)

and thus we have derived Eq. 3.2

(3.13)

(3.14)

We also need to find aQ for Eq. 3.3

Inserting Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.4 gives

a0

2

Performing this integral gives

(3.15)
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(3.16)2 a . ( 71 ^
a0 =----- sin nw —

nizw \ a)

therefore

(3.17)

Inserting this and Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.3 gives us Eq. 3.1 hence we have proved 

chapter 2 Eq. 165 true.

A.4 Derivation of the Fourier Coefficients „

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 Section 2.5.

We now show that the values of a, that chapter 2 Eq. 106 and Eq. 107 which are

y- + 2X»> C0SM =-—C0S(O)
^ "2=l |v|<* ^2 "1=1  ̂zn, m=]

(4.1)

+ Z«:,"5 C0S(^,n2^)
l|*l>T r n'~'

k"
z ,n

V

7 r a\\
cos x H—

l 2 Jy
(4.2)

are given by

al>n2

00 Is- °c -S' —^-G +cos(«,ff)B"
">."i j^t m -n2 \ 2 7 m.

2 x./w

o k"
t’\ z,m

"1 £ m’"2 (4.3)

First we rewrite Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 as 

00 l \ \
2X";0 OS\k*nX)= flK*)

a
+ (4.4)

where /2 (x) is given by

= -T-Z“u, cos(T»4
2 2 *2 «i=l ^z,n, m=\ kx,m

(4.5)

fi (x) [ _ £. k 00 k”
a, „ ---- L > ——zr, „ cos*>ni /, Z—i i ft m,n\2’ 2 &f n] =1 ^z,nt m=l ^x,m

k" x -\—
V 2/y

(4.6)
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From Fourier analysis we know that a2 will then be given by

«2,2 = fj fi (*L„rt cosl ni^fX)dx + ^\^ (X)2k \ , 2
: \t

we can write this as

a2 =P2 +Q22,n2 2,«2

where

^„=-f /iWLlCOS
n J

r 2n ' 
n2 —x

{ a J
dx + — f / (x) I w 

aJ 2V cos
^ 2k ^ 

n2 —x 
V a

dx

2k ^ 
cosl n, —x 

a J
dx

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

^Z."2 ~ j ^2 (X)|_*< COS
2k

n~, — x | dx
V " a

(4.10)

We then note that from basic Fourier analysis that the Fourier coefficients P2n will generate the 
function f(x) according to

const + Z/>=-cos(/r...-i)=rW
n2=\

where we define Y(x) as

r(x)| „ w = / (x) I , *
v 7 lx£—,x£  J 2 \ 7 !x>—,x£ 

2 2 2 2

rMU^-o

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

and similarly that the Fourier coefficients Qln will generate the function Z(x) according

const + ^ Q2 ni cos(^v nx) = Z(x)
"2=1

where we define Z(x) as

z(xi^ =/2W

(4.14)

(4.15)

Z(x) I „ w = 0
v 7 I x£— ,x£---

(4.16)
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so that we have the relation

/2W = ^W+zW = y + X(P2,ni + 02,JCOS[ n2—x (4.17)

Now we calculate Q2n. Inserting the value of /2(x)| „< „ as given by Eq. 4.5 into Eq. 4.10
2 X 2

gives

2 £• 

a s

k'_

2 «i=*
k ' k''”=1 Kx,m w

2

2f r 2 n ' r 2n ^
cos m — x cos Y1-) ----XJw { w ) \ a J

dx

We evaluate the integral in this equation to get the result that

(4.18)

2 } r 2 n \ [ 2 TC \
— cos m — x cos n — X
Cl ^w w \ w ) l, a )

dx = G\ (4.19)

where

w a
= — if n = m —

a w

w . ( ma - nw A w .— sine H—sine
a l a J Cl

thus Q2 n is given by

c °o k 00 k'
Q, = - —Va S' G'

^ l.«| i / i i ; tn,/7j m,n2

'2 «,=1 k_

if « ^ —
w

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

(4.21)
*,/w

Now we calculate .P2 n. To make solving for P2 n as given by Eq. 4.9 easier, we change the co

ordinate system of Eq. 4.9 so that the horizontal co-ordinate is shitted by half a grating. Namely 

we replace x with x' and change the integrating limit description appropriately (taking into 

account the periodicity of the situation) using w' where

X = X 4----
2

(4.22)

and

w = a - w (4.23)
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So that Eq. 4.9 becomes

m'

(4.24)

and Eq. 4.6 which gives f2 (x) then becomes

/4*')L " <*<" ^ *•". k s-j k
2 2 b f n,=l Kz,«[ m=l ^x,m

(4.25)

so that P2 n is given by

P2 =- —Ya,,, f coscos
2.«2 _ „ Z-i >."i 7, £-J k" mf>\ J V x,m J

U 6/ «,=1 /Cz,n, "i=l V/w _v/

2

«2-
«2—f x'-|] L/x'

which noting that (from basic trigonometric identities)

r 2 n ( / a 4 / > r 2 n \
cos n — X =cos nn ICOS n — x

v a 2 y)) V / {a J

(4.26)

(4.27)

we can express as

p2.„2 = cos(w?r) j c°s(4",»/)cos(
r 2;r ,

Cl £f "i=> k_ „ m=, kz,n, 7W-1 '~x,m

dx'
a j

(4.28)

We evaluate the integral in this equation (noting that k"xm — m2nlW ) to get the result that

2 2r ( 2 n > 2 n \
— cos m — X cos n — X
a Jw' V w' J \ a J

dx' = g;„

where

G" =---- - if n = m
W

w . ma - nw
Gmn =----- sine -----------

a l a

w .
h------sine

a

ma + nw if n^ m —ftw

(4.29)

(4.30a)

(4.30b)
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thus P2 >h is given by

(4.31)

As f2(x) = t(jc) + z(x) we see that

(4.32)

and as a, = P1 +(1 we see that

(4.33)

which is what we set out to prove in this section.

A.5 Derivation of Iteration Formula

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 Section 2.5.

We consider an alternative derivation of chapter 2 Eq. 48 based on the assumption that we can 

express the inverse of a certain matrix as a sum of terms power involving integer powers of 

s2 / gx and sf / s}.

Consider a semi-infinite slab of material into which slits of width w and separated by a are cut. 

The surface of the material is at z = 0. An incident wave is travelling in the negative z direction 

in a medium (labeled the superstrate) of permittivity £\. Its wavevector is ko and its angular 

frequency is co. The magnetic field Hv is parallel to the directions of the slits. The fields in the 

superstrate are:

CO

z .tr

n = \

OO k
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H> = ~CT± £» exP(/A»z)+ RE° exP(~'V) + imsfitZt^“ A, cos{k^x)^k'’

The slit which is filled with a dielectric material of dielectric function s2 is occupies the region 

|x| < w/2 . We assume that there is only one propagating mode within the slit. This condition 

is satisfied provided the slit width w < X where X is the wavelength in the dielectric in the slit.

The fields in the slit are:

oo

E[ = E*+e*...exp (ik^z) +Ef'e*"" exp(-i*Jz) + Y A', cos (k’XJ,x)eli‘‘*f

E[ = E^l±k̂ A:sm{k^x)ek’~

n=\

H\ ~ ~7TE^"*e'e"'" exp(-^z)
kQ kQ

+ime2YT— A'„ cos(A; „x)e‘-
n=1 Kz,n

where

K„=»’— alld Km =
W

The fields in the film are:

'film ,eJUm

\4mzK2 2CO
1 2 °r,2 2
1 W c

E" = Efime,e exp (;A0"z) + Efisup" Y K cos
(,„ [' *Yl

k X H------x ,n |

V
2 ))

k"xn f f ax,n A' sin r x +
K,

n x,n

K y 2 ij

0)8
H; = —-J-Efe"" exp (*'AJz) + ia>e[ E^~supsl —p- A" cos

rt = l

1 „ ( a
A" cos F x H—

<„
x,n

\ l 2.ij

where
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k rr
x,m

2 n
- m--------

(a-xv)
and k"rK' z,m

I 4mrn1 ~co~

^|(a-w)2“£'-V and kn0 = kQ/

Consider first continuity of D, = sEv across the interface between the superstrate and the slit at 

z = 0. Express that part of the superstrate electric field above the slit as a Fourier series with 

period equal to the slit width w as discussed in Appendix A. 1.

00

sin(£,,„x) Li! =XBCsin(fVc)
2 m=1

Then

s,E7(z = 0) = sin(*>) = e2E’(z = 0)
W = 1 m=1

It follows that

=-^±a„^b::j,

'2 n=1

(A)

Consider now continuity of £x across the interface over one complete period a of the slit array.

Express the function defined as equal to cos(C' mx) for values ofx within the slit and 0 outside 

the slit as a Fourier series involving functions of period a. For n > 0

where

XG».» cosC,„;c)=c°sfc,»*)
m=1

= 0

if |x| < w/2

if Lvl > w/2

~ XVsy _ fy sy
^ n,m m.n

a

with G'm n given by Eq. 52 of chapter 2.

We also need the Fourier coefficients of the function U(x) defined by

We write

U{x) = 1 if |x| < w/2 

= 0 if IjcI > w/2
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OO

U0+YjU>» C0S(kx,n,X)= 1 M ^ W/2

m=\

= 0 if IjcI > w / 2

The Fourier coefficients are given by:

UQ = w / a

2 . f Y17VW'
f/„ =—sin 

nn \ a J

Then for all values of x

\
I

V rn=l J

We can treat the fields in the film in a similar fashion. We find:

E'x(z = 0) = (£f V"...+ Ef-e'^ )[uo + fjUm cos(*„*)l + Ef< £Gl,cos(i,,„x)
n=l m=l

k" £ xr-^ kXJL A" =_^LV a O"
tf m / j n * m,nk: f n=1 k_

(B)

V"E a\ j7 film idl'1"'Ex(z = 0) = E' e

where

co

Z<5'»cosfc.-v)=cos
m=1

= 0

It can be shown that

oo oo

[-Uo-EUn. cos (*,,*) + X <X g; „ cos(*,,„x)
V w=i y «=1 W = 1

a
v":'"tV+2 if |x| > w/2 

if Ixl < w/2

g:.„=-( i—x-D’g;,a

with G" n by Eq. 45 of chapter 2 (see also Appendix A.4).

Continuity of the x component of electric field across the interface leads to the equations

i film£■; + E' = + Ef-e'6'1' )U0 + E’“"e”..(!-(/„) (C)

and
yd-supst A _ 

'0 ~

slit+ „iQs 11 + . slit- 16si Hj r\ 6E0 e )um + E^e‘er"’(-UJ

+Efupsl X A'ff + x
(D)

W = 1
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It is useful to rewrite Eqs. A, B and D using vector and matrix notation. Define the matrices B', 
G', B", G", Kx, K, K'x, K'z, K"x and K"z by:

= K,„5 (g = G’m, ; (B')„ = Bl „; (g”)„, „ = G’m,; (K , „ = kxmSmn;

(*0„„ s(k;msm_(k;)„=*;,<?„}(k;)„„ =ix;

(K" n = k![ mSm n , where n is the Kronecker delta, and define the vectors A, A', A" and u

by: (A). = Am ; (A’). = K,; (A*). = K ; (u). = Um.

Equations (A), (B) and (D) become:

A' =-—(K'_.K7I.B'.KX.K:,).A
^2

aw=-—(k: tc1 .b'.k x .k:1 ). a
Sf

A =
lit+J0sll,+ F slit - id*’"- _ r'film

I 1-/ r\ C jLj a t/

u + G'.A' + G".A"rp d-supst 
^0

Substituting the first two of these equations into the third we get

A =
rid-supst
^0

—l(g'.k;.k';,.b,.kv.k:i).a—l(g".k".k;‘i.b,ki.k:1).a

The formal solution to this equation, in terms of an inverse of a matrix, is

A =
Etu*e,e"" +E,'“~e,e'“' - E?"e'0'""

rp d-supst 
^0

i+-^ (G'.k;.k';',b'.k , .k:1 )+^-(G'.K".Ky1 ,b'.k , .k:1 ) U

where I is the unit matrix. We can express the solution as a series provided convergence 

conditions are met.
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a = La('> =
T~'slit+ iOsl,t+ , iO'1"
L0 e +10 e ■E*lme

1=0
■pd-supst 
J0

E
(=0

— (G’.K'.K7'-B'.K .K:1)-—(G'.K".K"“'.B'.K .K71)
v £l

U

The zth term in this expression is computed from the (z-l)th term according to

A1'* =- (G'.K'_ .K'(_l .B'.K^ .K71) + — (G".K" .K"_l .B'.K r .KJ1)
\£2 £f

\
A(/-i)

with A(0) -
Ed»*e'0“" +Ef'-e“>"" -Efe0*

r'd-supsl 
^0

u

If the components of the vector A(,) are written as a, „, the relationship between the zth and 

(z-l)th terms can be written in full as

ai,n
IE

f

m-1 q

eX. £<k[ \

\ f x,m

or in terms of the quantities defined in chapter 2

1 G" B" + r-:’m Cl' B'^ l^rt n,m m,q ^ jw n,m m,q
'2 x,m

x,q
cc.i-\,q

-,<7

a =t t a , ^fkz2d(_i)"ECB" G" _
'■n L—J Z—I K „ V ' c K" m‘l mn

ci~l z.q \ j x.m

w £\kzm
t m.q m,n

a s,k
2 x,m J

This is Eq. 41 b of chapter 2. It is also Eq. 121.

A.6 Derivation of the Fourier series termination function

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 Section 2.5.

Chapter 2 Eq. 45 is

E‘,-~ = Ei—‘fiA.cos(k,J,x)e-1-*
(6.1)

Chapter 2 Eq. 59 is

00 k 00 k'
Edr‘“ = -^ Ei—* IA. -f- X -rr B'm„ cos (Kmx)el'“

£2 «=1 £z,n m=1 ^xm

k', „,z
(6.2)

Chapter 2 Eq. 62 is
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(6.3)
k".

=--2-Ed~supsty A ^-y^B" cos
x u n i i ff m,nk k'n=1 H'z n m=\ .t

k"
f a\]
x + —

V 2 J)

We chose An so that Ed supst and Eax will satisfy chapter 2 Eq. 134 which is■'d-slii

plane-supst j^d-supst I __ gplane-slit-top ^ ^d-slit I
0 x l|x|<y,z=0 0 x l|x|<—,z=0 (6.4)

and so that Ed supsl and Ed u>m will satisfy chapter 2 Eq. 135 which is

plcme-supst j^d-supst

x>—,z=0 
1 2

_ 7~>plane-film-top r?d-film I — I | w
u x lx>—,z=0

1 2
(6.5)

The resulting values of An were given by

A = £“,■ (6.6)

where

a = 2.X
<7=1 m=1

a'-i.?
/ \» £,k" „ „ £,k' , ,(_ l)" _!_ML 77" G" —L_i£L£' G
\ / j ft m.q m.n if m.q m,n

.</ y
(6.7)

ai,«

^ / r?plane-sht-top jpplane- film-top \ ✓ \
zi Zi0 _ J . ( wrw )
------------------- 7---- :----------- -sin ------rmEd-supst \ a J

(6.8)

We note that we can also write continuity Eq. 6.4 as

oo

Zl yd-supst j^d-shl \
~Exd ) __ jpplane-slit-top rp plane-supst

l|x|<—,z=0 ~ ^0 “ ^0 (6.9)

where

-Ef—a^cos^x). -k, „z
(6.10)

d-slit

Jx,i

r k 00 k'
K, cos(*;,.*)«'

£~> „ OT=] /c„z,« "<-• x,m
(6.11)

If we define A as
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(6.12)
\={~Edxrps,-~Edxy‘")

jd<—,z=0 i i 2>

so that

«3 f c k °° k'
A, (*) = £'o"”'”'Xa..» cos(^,»x) + _L'T£'ZTrLBl.» cos(f »*)

«=1 V ^2 ^z,n w=l "'jc.ot
(6.13)

then we can rewrite Eq. 6.9 as

^ ' A. ^ x)   gplane—slit-top  plane-supsI (6.14)

If ^ A, (x) —> Eplane sl" ,op - Eq'11""1 supst as / —» oo then the function
/=i

y A, (x) — (EpUwe-'sl"~"’p - £P,w,e-suPsl^ converges to zero and we get a valid solution.
;=1

When we plot ^ A (x) we find that it always converges to Eplanc sl" ">p — EpUmt' sups> for

However when we plot ^ A, (x} — {Eplam sln ,op - £’0/,/""t swps') for the case when — = 1 we
(=1 ^ 2

find that the series does not converge to zero or diverge but instead we get a series in which as

z —> go we get

a,(*)L,=a,+2 wu,, (6.15)

A (x) =A ^fx)! (6.16)

A, (X)| <-«« = ~A-+. W| i-odd (6.17)

AX*L=-A,+,WL™ (6.18)

Due to the fact that we cannot in practice sum to an infinite number of terms 

we rewrite Eq. 6.13 as
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(6.19)Z A, (*) = 5plane-slit-top tp plane-supst *
0 ~ ^0 ~ ^

where

AseS a,W (6.20)

and as such A is a measure of the error in satisfying Eq. 6.14 introduced by summing to a finite 

number of terms N.

£ .For the case when —1- < 1 we find that we always get A —» Oas N -» oo . (In practice we find
^2

that we don't need N \o be very big at all to get A = 0 )

For the case when 1, due to the observed relations Eqs. 6.15, 6.16, 6.17 and 6.1 8, we find

that

(6.21)

<6-22>

so that no matter how big N is the error A does not shrink to zero but instead alternates between 

± g(x) (The exact values of g(jc) is not important here other than its observed behavior so we 

don't define it any further but just call it g(jc)).

In other words adding our /th A (x) term in Eq. 6.20 causes A to go from g(x) to - g(x) if i is 

odd and causes A to go from - g(x) to g(„v) if i is even.

This tells us that adding the zth A (x) term subtracts 2g(x) from A if i is odd and adds 2g(x) to 

A if i is even. We also note that adding or subtracting 2g(x) to A causes it to overshoot the 

desired value of A (which is A = 0 ) by ± g(x). This tells us that if we could add -g(jc) to A 

instead of - 2g(jc) then we would get A = 0 instead of A = -g(x).

We can do just this because we know that adding A (x) to A results in adding 2g(x) to A so 

we know that adding A.(jc)/2 to A will only add g(x) to A which we know will cause A —>• 0
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Thus we can terminate the series in Eq. 6.19 by putting

f N ^ A (x)
Z a,W'

V /=i

__ plane-slit -top plane-supst A~\~ ^ ^

2 _ 0 0 2
(6.23)

We will get A' - A = 0 with the result that

( N \ A ix\
( \ N \ /   tj1 plane slit top p plane-supst

yv/ Vx/ T _ ~^o
V i=l

(6.24)

if we terminate the finite series summed to n=N with an additional last term given by

-a.
a,

We now look at the case when — > 1 When we plot ^ AJ(x) — (Eplane sl“ top — Eptane sups<)
/=!

for the case when - >1 we find that the function does not converge to zero as N increases but
^2

rather diverges. In particular we find thatincluding additional A (x) terms results in increasing 

amplitude for the last /th A (x) term added compared with the previous A ., (x) term. The pattern 

we find from graphing these functions is that

A a,+2W|, (6.25)

A,-W|,=™, = — A(+2W|i (6.26)

A A,+,W|, (6.27)

A (x\ = - — A (x)l.
/ V /| i=even /+1 \ /| ;=<

(6.28)

Similar to before we can get A' - A —» 0 if we terminate the finite series summed to n=N with 

an additional last term given by

e,
a --a

' +e2)
(6.29)
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(which is also consistent with the case when — < 1) Thus we have derived Eq.
^2

2.

A.7 Re-definition of EDW Fields

The following working is referred to in chapter 2 Section 2.6.

From chapter 2 Eqs. 121, 122, 123, 124, 125 and 126 we can write

n=1

=_^_^2„sm(kx„x)e
n=1 k,n

~ k z

,, °Q If OO If'

=_iy j -^Y — B' cos Ik' x]ek"
x £ L~i " l Lu m>" V )

kl „z

If ' If'
’2 n=1 Az « m=\

a K
EV" = —L Z ~A» ir Z sin (O)ek' „z

kz,M m=l

••d-film _
C °° If 00 Z--"

_ _5j_ V" 3 ?,/» d"
c Z-J » n Zu L" m,n
o y M = [ /v„ „ /t.

cos
,/i w = l JC m

f (
k"Kx ,m

V v

a
x-\—

2 J)

k"z

7d-film
c 00 k 00

-^y b" sinc ” h Z-j m,n
bf n=1 /CZ,,! m=1

knx,m

a\\ 
x + —

V 2y
„z

where from chapter 2 Eqs. 147, 123, 124 and 125 we have

T = £o-“ps,IX»
(=1

where

00 00 £ f o Is" c- If' ^

Ty0" e" g' —— s' g'i ,n /-l.<7 t V / t zw.<7 m.n i f m.q m.n/C ^ c/C ^«/c
z,<7 y / x.zw 2 x./w y<7=1 zw=l

2 . f=—sin1 ,n nn \ a

1 38 of chapter

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)
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If A„ is defined as

oo

A = 7 an / j i,n

where

<7=1 m=1

s,k" s,k'
a =y V « , — (-1 y-L-12-B" G" —'-^=-B' G'i,n i-\.q J \ / 1 ft m.q m.n j f m.q m.n

V s ,k'
f x.m £,k'2 x.m

2 . 
a, = — sinl,n nn \ a J

we see that the fields can be expressed in terms of An as

Edrup°'=E^'ZAcos^xy1’---

Ed_-sup“ = -E^'Y— A sin(*r 
k_..n=\

c k k'
Y'" =-f a, cos

k ' k'n=1 z,« w=l 'V/n

= -^ £f’v'' 14, T^S sin(yt;„^)eA
^ » J — 1 Kr - m = l

. .. r£</-yi/,„ = _±lEJ-sups,cos 

■X 0 H i i ft Ttl ,H
n = 1

k ^ k'Kz,n », = \ Kx m

k"Kx,m JCH---
V 2y

= _£i_y ^ -iiY g’ sin
z ^ 0 / j / j m,n

( n\\
k"

n=\ m=1

ax + — k" „z

v v
which are chapter 2 Eqs. 45, 46, 59, 60, 62 and 63 respectively.

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

(7.13)

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

(7.18)

A.8 Description of the Surface Wave Explanation for Extraordinary Optical

Transmission

The analytical model was developed not just as a useful tool for predicting the transmittances of 

I D gratings but to gain an understanding of the physical mechanism by which light squeezing 

and hence extraordinary optical transmission occurs.
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To assist the reader to gain an understanding of our explanation of the physical mechanism 

behind EOT, we present here a simplified model, which while simpler than the analytical model 

and not itself a useful quantitative model, embodies the essential idea behind the analytical

development of our analytical model).

We now present our simplified model which will contain flaws (in terms of satisfying all

convey an idea to the reader. In the process of fixing up the flaws of this simplified 

understanding of light squeezing (which we will present here) we went on to develop our fully 

analytical model (chapters 2, 3 and 4). However in doing so we introduced much mathematical 

complication, which may have distracted the reader from the essential idea behind how we 

understand light squeezing occurs (which is also present in the analytical model but possibly 

obscured to the reader by much mathematical complication).

We now present our greatly simplified model.

Consider a standing wave surface wave (composed of two surface waves traveling in opposite 

directions), with the description of

which is located in a medium with permittivity sx and which extends from z=0 to z=oo.

Next consider another standing wave surface wave (also composed of two surface waves 

traveling in opposite directions), with the description of

model (and was in fact our initial hypothesis for the mechanism behind EOT which lead to the

boundary conditions) and hence is not a useful analytical model but is rather presented here to

(8.1)

. . . . . . . . s .which is located in a medium with permittivity f,lm and which extends from z=0 to z=-co.

These four surface waves described in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 will be solutions to Maxwell's equations 
and the boundary condition

(8.3)

and the boundary condition that

(8.4)
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provided that

k]n + k]n = /js^co1

and provided that

kl„+K2„ = ns M

and provided that

„ =
*i £f

£,+£f

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

If this is the case these four surface waves will be the components of two surface plasmons 

traveling in opposite directions.

We now consider how these surface waves can satisfy the boundary conditions without 

condition Eq. 7 being true and hence without these surface waves being surface plasmons.

If the condition Eq. 7 is not met then eondition Eq. 4 for continuity of electric flux density 

normal component to the boundary can actually still be satisfied. However boundary condition 

Eq. 3 will no longer be true and instead the condition

E,, L=A£',L (8 8)

where /?„ is a constant will hold.

(We can derive /?„ as a function of kx„ if we so desire - using similar arguments to those leading 

to Eq. 7 for a surface plasmon).

The end result will be no discontinuity in electric flux density normal component at the z=0 

boundary but a discontinuity in the tangential electric field component given by

r.-Li

V Px V

E 1 -E’ 1 = £ |(1x,n|z=0 x,n\z=0 x,n\z=0
- cos(^"T a)

(8.9)

For the same frequency co we can have any number of different sets of four surface waves (as 

per Eq. 1 and Eq. 2) each producing matching electric flux density normal component at z=0, 

but a discontinuity in the tangential electric field component which is sinusoidal, and with 

different periodicity (hence different kxn values) as per Eq. 9.
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The point is that by summing different sets of four surface waves (of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2) which 

have the same co but different krn values, and with different (and appropriately chosen)

amplitudes A„ we can derive any periodic function which will remove the discontinuity in the 

tangential electric field component.

The result is that we can use surface wave to couple together fields on either side of a boundary 

between different media if the discontinuity produced by the fields on either side of the 

boundary is a periodic one. An example would be a plane wave in a dielectric medium can be 

coupled to plane waves in periodic slits using surface waves, as in this case the plane waves 

produce a discontinuity which is a square wave, which can be cancelled out using surface waves 

(whose amplitudes are chosen so as to produce a square wave discontinuity in surface waves, 

which exactly cancels out the square wave discontinuity in plane wave fields.

The point is that we can always expect to be able to couple fields in a grating to fields in a 

superstrate or substrate using surface waves, if the periodicity is such as to allow surface waves 

to exist (i.e. so as to produce real kzn and k'zn that satisfy Eq. 5 and Eq. 6). (Though as we saw in 

the analytical model of chapters 2 and 3 the exact details of the surface waves may be more 

complex than that described here.)

We also note that this is also true if instead of kzn and k'zn being real and hence producing 

surface (due to the periodicity) some or all of kzn and k'zn are imaginary thus producing real 

diffracted orders instead of evanescent waves.

The significance of the surface wave modes is that being surface modes and hence not directly 

radiating fields themselves, they allow coupling between superstrate (or substrate) fields and the 

grating fields without energy being lost to the diffracted waves which couple the fields together. 

That is when all the diffracted fields are surface waves, then plane waves in a superstrate can be 

coupled to propagating (or standing wave) modes in a slit without any loss of energy (apart from 

absorption) so that all (or essential all) the superstrate field energy can be channeled into the 

grating apertures.

We note that there is no need to invoke plane waves coupling to surface plasmons as a physical 

mechanism in all this, but rather the light squeezing effect is a natural consequence of incident 

light being diffracted into surface waves (instead of real diffracted modes).
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We also note that when we looked at the precise details of a fully analytical model we found a 

standing wave in the slit so it is also true that while the surface waves create the possibility of 

light squeezing into small apertures the mechanics of whether or not full transmission actually 

does occur depends on what is happening to the slit standing wave mode.

The surface waves allow harvesting of incident light from the metal surface so they are quite 

critical to the phenomenon of holes transmitting more light than is directly incident upon them. 

The slit standing wave is necessary though to create the periodic discontinuity which allows the 

surface waves to exist (in chapter 4 we saw that surface waves on the film surface don't actually 

couple to the slit propagating modes but rather to the slit standing wave). Similarly though the 

surface waves essential act as mirrors which allow the slit standing wave to exist.

Thus EOT is not explained by either just surface waves or just slit resonant modes but by the 

two working in conjunction as inseparable parts of the whole picture. It does not need to be 

explained using surface plasmons and is not present only where we expect surface plasmons to 

occur, in fact if anything we find surface plasmons hindering transmission.
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Appendix B

B.l Recalculating An for multiple permittivity substrate

In chapter 3 (for a single layer substrate) A"' is given by chapter 3 Eq. 17. We will now re

calculate A"'for the case when the substrate contains four layers (of different permittivity 

media). We will not be deriving A"' from scratch however but will be making much use of the 

results from our previous derivation of An in chapter 2 (this will greatly simplify the derivation 

of A”).

We now look at the single layer derivation of chapter 2 in order to see how we can modify it to 

apply to the multiple layer case.

In chapter 2 we set out to find the values of An that satisfied chapter 2 Eq. 126 and Eq. 127. We 

reproduce those two equations here after substituting in Ed~subst ? £d-siu-hoi ancj gd-jtim-hoi ^ancj

after re-labeling An as A'" and re-labeling e^“,k ~'supsl as E^la"1’ suh'' and re-labeling j7Pkme-sl" -li>p

r?plane-slit-bot i i > «• r< plane-film-top r>plane- film-hot i < i • , .1as E0 and re-labeling Eq as Eq because we are looking at the

substrate side of the film perforated film rather than the superstrate side).

rpd-subst oo tj plane-slit-bot oo L oo Lr

—----- + Y Amcos(k x) L,=y----------— V cos(E jc) |u *j^d—supst n \ x,n ) l|jr|<— j^d-supst „ n p L-J pi m n V x m / l|x|<— 0
'2 "=1

e: ----+ Y Amcos(k x)supst / ^ n \ x,n J

plane film-bot

-id-supst cos(r x) L„ n i L-j iff m’n V x*m / I|at|>—
f n-\ m = \ v ►*.

(1)

(2)

In chapter 3 we saw that the value of A'” that satisfies these equations was given by chapter 3 

Eq. 17, Eq. 18 and Eq.19. We reproduce those equations here (after re-labeling An as A” and re

labeling Eq y as Eq and re-labeling E0F 1 as E0' and re-labeling

Eplane- jdm-«>p ^ Epiane-jtim-bot because we are (oozing at the substrate side of the film perforated 

film rather than the superstrate side)
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(3)A:=£am

where

a =
00 oo L. (

I I <: f
<7=1 m=l q y

(-i y^^B" g"

s ,kj x.m

ff m.q m.n

s.k' , G'
if m.o m.n

s,k2 x.m J

2(£,plane-slit-hot 
0

plane-film-bot j

wrE,d-supst 
0

sin
^ rmw^

v « y

(4)

(5)

We further note that in chapter 2 (for our convenience in chapter 3) we finished up multiplying 

X by

cd-supst / f cd-plane-slit-bot nd-plane-film-bot\
^0 /{po J

so we ended up with /f" given by

4"=ia
p=i

(6)

where

a -p,n

00 00

IS
<y=l /w=l

k
Iff x,q

(

p->,</ 7 w

£.k" £.k'
lxy_±^B" G" —L_£^L^ g'
\ / | /f m.q m.n if m.q m.n

£(k £,kz ,q V J x.m 2 x.m

(7)

a,
2 . ( w>sin

«/r
/7/r—

V ay
(8)

in which case yf" is not the solution to 1 and 2 but rather the solution to

Epla>
r? plane-slit-bot r? plane- film-bot
Eji\ E/r\

oo j-' plane-slit-bot oo L ao L'
Y'A'fcosfk x) L= ------- ----------jf—................. ................... ---------LYA^Y — B'n.nMKn.x) lux'

n \ x>n / I M<— T7 plane-slit-bot r? plane-film-bot n /, V, x."' / I d<—-0«=1 2 C0 62 n=l n m= 1 'Cx,m

(9)

£ plane-slit -bot £ plane - film + ZA"cos(K„-x)
£plane-

W'-j Eplan‘ - Ep,a‘ ?- film -bot

c °° k * k”_ y
c- " I Ei if
Of „=1 „ m=l “x.m

5''

(10)
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Re-capping further we note that the substrate EDW field was then given by chapter 3 Eq. 13, 14 

and 15 which we reproduce here

Edrbs‘= Ei-^fjA:cos{k^X)ek"-
n=1

(11)

OO b A'"
EJrbx = k":

(12)

a:
Hd;subSt =

-ik[n=\
(13)

The bottom of the slit EDW field was given by chapter 3 Eqs. 20, 21 and 22.

p w IT ^
E<t-slit-bol = _J_ Ed-subs, y y B. ■ / k, \

- 0 / j n i m / j m,n \ x,m JC,
^2 77=1 K- n m=\

(14)

id-slit-bot
c 00 k 00 k'

/-iiV -JLH-S' cosIk' x)eK"

0 Z-i n bm L-4 m,n \ x,m )
b2 n=\ K. m=1 Kx

(15)

CO b 00 Id'
rjd-slit-bot • ^ rrd-subst \ 1 ^777 x,72 \ ' ^777,77 / j r \~

=-10)6,^ > ^4--------- > ------------- cos\kYx)ey j 0 Z-J 77 7 777 / -< 7 7 \ X,M J
n=1 K, n m=i Kx m

06)

and the bottom of the film EDW field was given by chapter 3 Eqs. 23, 24 and 25

Ed-f,b,,-bo, = y 4»_£iy 5” sin(k" x]p k‘
- U w i tff m,n y jv,/w

77=1 -.77 777 = 1

(17)

~ _°°. k _°° k"

Ekr"m-b°‘=-^ I 1B"-.„«* (*,>)e
77=1 '\z,7I 777= 1 ^,777

(18)

00 k, 00 B"
Hd-film-b°‘ = -i(os,Ed~subs,y A'"^-Y-^cos(k''x)e

y 3 0 /—( 77 , 777 Z-7 7 77 \ *,777 /

77 = 1
I 777 / ^ ,7

_ ,77 777 = 1 'ft, 77)
(19)

The result of all this was that the EDW fields so described satisfied the boundary condition 

requirement for continuity of electric flux density normal to the substrate boundary but left a
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discontinuity in electric field component tangential to the boundary given by chapter 3 Eq. 26 

and 27.

subst j-id-slit-bot r a -\v 'U’
Ijc <—,z=0 ■* I . w „\x <—,z=0 l a Ji i 2 1 1 2

^d-subst 
'0 (20)

■» d-subst -Ed-film-bot

be >—,bc <—,z=0 
11 2 11 2 x >—, jc <—,-=0 1 2 11 2

^ 77d-subst

a
(21)

They also left a discontinuity in magnetic field component tangential to the boundary given by 

chapter 3 Eq. 28 and 29.

H d-subst H d-slit-bot
y pc <- "=0

= is3coE{)d-subst z A'
sine

71=1

w 
n —

V a)
(22)

Hd-subst rrd- film-hot~ Hy JC>—Jjf <—,2=0i 2 ' ' 2
is3coE0d-subst Z7^(_1)"sinc (a- w)

a
(23)

(In chapter 3 we were able to match these discontinuities to plane waves producing no net 

discontinuity).

Now that we have recapped our previous results for the single layer substrate case we move on 

to looking at how to modify these results to apply to a multiple layer substrate case.

First we look at the electric field component tangential to the superstrate boundary. The 

difference between the single layer substrate case and the multiple layer case is that in the single 

layer case the substrate field is given by Eq. wl 1 (which involves a constant term multiplied by

an evanescent field decaying in the negative z direction i.e. cos(kx /;xjexp(^'")z) while in the

multiple layer case this evanescent field is reflected back from the three substrate layers 

boundaries so that we have an additional evanescent present which is decaying in the positive z

direction (cos^/:v;;x^exp^—k'"n (z + 2<7|))). The reflection of what was our single layer EDW

field given by Eq. 11 (from off the substrate layers) is given by chapter 8 Eq. 15 so that instead 

of being given by Eq. 11 the jc direction component of the EDW electric field is given by

id-subst-A = E,d-subst
0

00 /iT'cosf^x) .
n=1 V

+ rA!B,n,effe
-kl„{z-2d,)

(24)
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(Note that here we have re-labeled Ed subsl with subscripts A, B, C and D in order to distinguish

the substrate EDW field in layer A from that in layer B, C and D as we now have multiple 

substrate regions not just one. Similarly the permittivity of the substrate region which was just 

s3 is now labeled as s3A, s3B, s3C and s3D for the different substrate layers A, B,C and D).

In order to satisfy Maxwell's divergence equation we must then have the z direction component 

of the EDW electric field given by

K"b’"A = £o^"toZ^sin(^,„x)(e‘---r^e^-2^)

n=1 kAn
(25)

and in order to satisfy Maxwell's curl equations we must now have the EDW magnetic field 
given by

oo a nr

= -*3^K“b’' It! cos(*,„*) (lV -rA,Me-k^d'>)
«=1 ^A,n

(26)

To ensure continuity of electric flux density in the direction normal to the surface at the slit 

substrate interface (i.e. |jc| < w/2, z = 0 ) we need to modify Eq. 14 so that £j"RW/ is now given 

instead by

7 d-subst — ill rd-subst 'V 1 — V „2kA.nJ'

~ ^0 n 1 1
£7 n=\

(27)

Doing this means that (in order to satisfy Maxwell's equations) we need the other slit EDW 

components E^'whsl and jj^subs> t0 gjven by

Ed-slit-bot 
x r4/Bjueffe

2kA,A

(28)

-slit-bot -ico£3E0d-subst

n=1

rA/B,n,effe

(29)
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Similarly to ensure continuity of electric flux density in the direction normal to the surface at the 

slit fdm interface (i.e. |x| > w/2, z- 0) we need to modify Eq. 17 so that EL* sl" is now given 

instead by

Ed-film-bot
rA!B,n,effe sin

(30)

As a result (in order to satisfy Maxwell's equations) we need the other film bottom EDW 

components E^~sl" and to be given by

(32)

Thus we still have appropriate electric flux density normal component at the substrate (z=0) 

boundary.

We now look at continuity of electric field intensity tangential component at the substrate (z=0) 

boundary.

We assume the presence of plane wave fields in the slit E^‘ane shl hot, conducting film 

EPhmc-j'hn -hot and substrate £P,ane~suhs‘ just as we did jn chapter 2. Our aim then is to find the 

values of A™ which will cause these plane wave fields and the EDW to together produce

continuity of x direction electric field intensity at the superstrate (z=0) boundary. The relevant 

continuity equations which we wish to satisfy are

Eplane-subst tt1 plane slit—bot . r?d-slit-bot
i | w . = + ExIprk—,z=0 u •* x\<—,z=0 

1 2
(33)

Eplane-subst _j_ E^-subst-A I __
0 x l|jc|>—,z=0 0 -*i i 2> x\>—,z=0 

1 2
(34)
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Using Ed suhst 'given by Eq. 24,Ed sl" h<" given by Eq. 28 and Ed h<" given by Eq. 31 we 

can rewrite these two continuity equations as

% A»(l + rMB,n,/k'AA )C°s(U^)|H<, = —E^r„-------~ Z A:{\ - Z ^ ^1, COS (fk[

k’xr

(35)

%< 1 + r. )cos(^*)|, eE' B’m n cos {k’xmx

(36)

In order to solve these two continuity equations we will make use of our previous results for the 

single layer substrate case and in order to be able do that we re-write these equations so that 

they have the same form as the single layer substrate continuity equations Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.

To do this we first define a term Qn as

so that these two continuity equations become

(37)

gplcm
-^r + Y.&C0S{k,nx)L<„ =

£ plane -

A<- F1 2 ^0
-^Sa

' A! B.n.eff
u;.a , ,

C0S(O)U
z,n m=i x.m

(38)

ry plane-subst

E,
-+t,Qn^s(kxnx)\ =

£"

(l - r e2*”"1'1 1k.

(l + r e2klA 1
'AIB.n.eff^ J1*-’

X^5;,cos«mx)|w>,

(39)

Then we define gn as

1 + r £
A!B,n,eff _________/ j^t\

1 z-w l-r,.„ ..£?A! B ,n,eff

(40)

so that we can rewrite these continuity equations as

r> plane-subsl oo t? plane-slil-bot

■+Eacos(^„q| =-*-
d-subst

y0 n=l
->d-subst 
'0 Ej n=1

k °° k' i
'Le^'Z-fEEn cos«»4j,»

w=l
(41)
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(42)

plane-sups! oo

+Zg.,C0S(*,,,Jf)|M> E plane- film-bo! 
0_______ k °° k"11x,n \ ' n'z,m r>ii

~Lt—b*.
bn m=\ ^x m

These two equations are now in the same form as the single substrate layer continuity equations 

Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. Comparing the multi layer and single layer continuity equations we have 

replaced /T'vvith and replaced C” with gn. As we did not make use of the actual definition

of k"'n in solving the single layer substrate equations Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 (when we solved them in

chapter 2) we are able to use the identical working that we used to solve Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 to solve 

these two multi layer substrate continuity equations Eq. 33 and Eq. 34.

Identical working (i.e. the same but replacing the symbols A™ with (2, and kmn with gn) will 

produce identical results but with appropriate change in labeling. Namely instead of getting A"' 

as given by Eq. 3 we will get (9 (as the solution to Eq. 41 and Eq. 42) given by

q.=ZT

where

* °° k I r k"
x,„=X Z (-h '

?=1 m=l Gq y efk”J x ,m

B" G”m,q m j

s.k'
-E^lb' G'

if m,q m,n
snk

2 x,m

=

2(E, plane-slit-bot plane-film-hot
0 ~ ^0

) . (nnw^

nnEtd-subst
0

sin
V a J

(where we note that we have ag term rather than a kz term).

(43)

(44)

(45)

Now that we know what Qn is we can use Eq. 37 to write the value of A"' (which solves 

continuity equations Eq. 41 and Eq. 42) as

Am=
V + r„„,,,re'

Z.z„ (46)

Due to the identical working we note that chapter 2 Eq. 145 and 146 will also still apply (after 

appropriate re-labeling of terms) that is we will still have
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(47)
■>d-subst-A

l x <—,2=0i i 2
-Ed-slit-bot

I X <— ,2=0 
1 1 2

= -(£„'plane-film-bo! -E,plane—slit-bo! 
0

(«- w)

a

•'d-subst-A
I X > — ,2=0 i i 2 ’

Ed-film-bol
I X >—,2=0 i i 2 ’

-> plane- film-bot 
J0 -Eplane - slit-bottom ,0

\ W
' a

(48)

We also note that just as in chapter 2 (Eq. 148 and 149) we can rewrite these equations as

-'d-subst-A

I X <—,2 = 0 l l 2
-Ed-slit-bot

I X <—,2=0 i i 2
= -E,d-subst (fl- w)

(49)

-'d-subst-A

I jc >—,z=0i i 2>
-Ed- film-bot

w 0I X >—,2=0 i I 2

Tpd-subst yy= (50)
£/

if we multiply A"' by E,
(£,plane-slit-bot 77* plane-Jilm -bot

0 ~~
so that /l"' is redefined as

/T=
ll + f £V1 ~ ' MB.n,eff

(51)

Z,„ zz z 1.9

^ rk" rk' ^
| j j" 1 :,m J^tt ^jtt 1 :,m

7 xjn
sk'

2

(52)

2 . f nai1 1
*,„ =----sin ------ (53)

nn v a )

Thus we now have the value of A"' which will allow pifsuhs,~A^ gd-jiim-bot ancj £d-siu-bot

(given by Eq. 24, Eq. 25 and Eq. 27 respectively) to, in conjunction with plane waves, provide 

continuity of the tangential component of the electric field at the substrate (2=0) boundary.

As our definition of A"' has changed from the single layer substrate case we must also check 

what happens to the continuity of the EDW magnetic field component at the substrate (z=0) 

boundary. In particular (to enable us in chapter 8 to see how the EDWs couple to plane waves) 

we need to derive the values of EDW magnetic field discontinuity

md-subst-A -Hd-slit-bot
11* and H
x <—,2=0 *1 1 2

d-subst-A - Hd-film-bot
1 w 11 a • X>—,x<—,2=0 

2 2
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We use the value of HJ "uhsl ' in Eq. 26 and the value of Hd sl" ho‘ in Eq. 29 to write

Hd-subst-A j_jd-slH-bot\
J fff rys ]~i ^ Jr

- H L- Z pr(> - >■.,»,y,;A «*(*„*) - X cos(O)
11 2'“ n=1 K-A.n V V m=l K*m J

(54)

We then use chapter 2 Eq. 156 to rewrite this as

d-subst—A rjd-slit-bot \j_jd-subst—A   u
I x <—,z=0 l l 2

= -£3>£0J--“‘”X^(l-W/Cu;-',)[cos(i„x)-XG„„cos(*;.x)

(55)

Then we use chapter 2 Eq. 157 to rewrite this as

i 00 A m w \L* -0 = Ijf(• ■-’■a,,^UaA sineH«)
M 2’ «=1 ^ - V 7

(56)

which we see is independent of x. This is the value of the EDW magnetic field discontinuity that 

we use in chapter 8 to help us match the EDW to plane waves at the substrate-slit boundary.

Now we look at Hd-subst- A j^d-film-bot

y w a at the substrate film boundary.
\x\>—, U<—,z=0 

1 2 11 2

We use the value of H'[ suhst in Eq. 26 and the value of H1' "lm n<" in Eq. 32 to writed-film-bot

T rd-subst - A t rd- film-bot _ • „r-d-subst

11 2 2 n=l KA,n

x A'" /Y—=-(i-j
frkm v

cos(kxnx) - kx n £ I"- cos(k^x)
tn = \ N.m

(56)

We then simplify to get

CO Am

Hd-sum_Hd-j-,M-bc \ =_i£ coEf^,yAn_tx_ u>A )(_!)”sine
y y lw>-Jd<-,r=0 3A 0 ^ km \ AIB'n'eff V 'M ” 11 " n=\ Kz,n V '2 1 1 2

( < w
\ / , \ n . a - w)

-1 sine n-
r ’

V a J
(57)

This is the value of the EDW magnetic field discontinuity that we use in chapter 8 to help us 

match the EDW to plane waves at the substrate-film (2=0) boundary.
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